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Expect 50,000 In Freedom Prayer Pilgrimage

FISK U. GETS NEW PRESIDENT
Bluefield's
Dr. Wright
Is Elected,

•

THE

Tri-State Defender
"The Soieth4ndepoodent Meehlf

Dr. Stephen J. Wright, president of Bluefield State college in VOL. VI—No. 27
West Virginia, has been elected
seventh president of Fisk university. He succeeds the late Dr.
Charles S. Johnson.
Announcement of the election of
Dr. Wright was made Friday before a packed convocation by retiring board chairman Leonard M.
Rieser, of Chicago.
It brought to an end the nationwide speculations of who would
get the top post at Fisk, one of
the nation's leading private educational institutions.
HIS BACKGROUND
Dr. Wright, 46, a native of Dillon, S. C., received his B. A. degree at Hampton Institute, M. A.
at Howard university and his Ph.D.
at New York university.
He has been president of Bluefield State since 1953. Before that
time he was for eight years professor of education and dean of
faculty at Hampton Institute and
has held administrative posts at
North Carolina college at Durham,
in the public school systems of
Centerville and Upper Marlboro.
MCI.
Dr. Wright has been associate
editor since 1949 of the Journal of
Educational Sociology and is author of numerous articles in p•--,r
fessional education journals.
DATE NOT DISCLOSED
He is former president of the
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Negroes, member
of Alpha Kappa Mu Honor society,
and former member of executive
committees of the American Conference of Academic Dean and
Registrars.
It was not disclosed just when
the new Fisk president would take
over duties at the historic NashTHAT FAMED GI.ORIA LOCville institution.
KERMAN CHARM that touchThe Fisk trustees also elected
ed the hearts of millions as
Rev. Philip M. Widenhouse, exeshe triumphed as a chamPron
cutive secretary of the American
speller on TV's "84,000 Hues.
Missionary Association, as chairlion" and "64,000 Challenge",
man of the board.
was loosed on one of the larg.
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Price 15c

ets Benefit Opens Its
Records; Denies Charges
Charming Quiz Whiz Drew Young And Old

EX-MEMPHIAN NOW JUDGE
— Atty. Scovel Richardson,
the first Negro to serve on
the U. S. Parole Board, was
sworn in last week as judge
of the U. S. Custom court. The
oath was administered by Justice Charles E. Whittaker, of
the Supreme Court in the office of Atty. Gen. Herbert
Brownell, in Washington, D.
C. Attorney Richardson is the
first Negro appointed to a
judgeship by President Eisenhower. In his new position
which pays $22,500 per year
and is a life-time job, he stic•

•

ceeds the late Judge William
A. Ekwal. Atty. Richardson'a
mother, Mrs. Capitols Hawkins, of 1663 Humber, Memphis, witnessed the ceremony.
During his early years, Atty.
Richardson lived in Memphis
and Nashville. He is former
dean of the Lincoln university
(Mo.) School of Law, past
president of the National Bar
association and the first lawyer In Missouri to be admitted
to the American Bar association. He is married and the
lather of four daughters.

Expect 50,000 In
Freedom Pilgrimage

eat crowds to ever gather in
Bruce hall last Friday night.
Onstage and backstage the 14year-old Baltimore spelling
Whit, here to star on Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority's annual "Rhomania" p r og r a m,

More than 50,000 persons from all sections of the
country are expected to converge on Washington, D. C. for
the May 17 Prayer Pilgrimage of Freedom.
Plans are underway for participation of a Memphis
delegation but details were not complete at press time.
In New York, Saturday, April 27.
marked an important step in the Pilgrimage are:
"To demonstrate unity of Neprogress of the Pilgrimage plans
when the Mayor, tlie Borough groes in the struggle for freedom
ST. LOUIS — (INS) — A plan
President of Manhattan, several and justice, to provide a means calling for gradual desegregation
people
act
North
in
for
in
the
to
congressmen and the co-chairmen
common, on a great issue with the of public schools in Little Rock,
of the Pilgrimage raised a banner
William R. Hudgins of New York, said in Richmond
southern freedom fighters, to pro- Ark., with completion to be not
across 125th at., between 7th and
later than 1963—has been upheld
crippling
test
the
NAACP
of
the
last
week
that too many Negro colleges are turning o u t
5th avenues, which bears the mesCourt of Appeals in
in the South, to protest violence by the U. S.
preachers, teachers, social workers and "liberal arts loafsage of the Pilgrimage.
Louis.
St.
directed against those in t h e
Co-chairmen of the Pilgrimage
The decision was regarded as ers" and offering inadequate incentive
South who stand for equality and
to young people
for Freedom are Roy Wilkins, exsignificant because it is the first who
freedom and to press for civil
prefer careers in business.
ecutive secretary of the NAACP,
test
in
Court
Federal
of its kind
rights legislation before Congress
He viewed this neglect as a
A. Philip Randolph, president of
regarding "staggered" integrawhich stands a chance for the
threat to the continued prosperity
the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car
tion.
toward the jungle of finance and
first time since reconstruction
Porters, and Rev. Martin Luther
A ruling by U. S. District Judge and growth of Negro business en- Investments; nor is there even a
days of being enacted."
King, jr., leader of the MontgomJohn E. Miller of Little Rock was terprises.
whisper about the vast area of
He added that the, "ease with
The banking executive contendery bus boycott.
upheld by the Appellant Court.
marketing, or the science of
which the Dixiecrats bottled up
Speaking in Memphis two weeks
It came on a suit filed in be- ed further that the colleges he sound personnel'management."
civil rights legislation adds great
half of a group of Negro children had in mind are "masquerading"
ago, Rev. King urged that a deleHe noted that opportunities for
urgency to the Pilgrimage."
asking that the court define their high school bookkeeping, typing Negroes in t h e business life of
gation from the Bluff City join in
Regarding southern participalegal rights and that an injunc- and stenography, "sprinkled with America are opening with surthe movement. Rev. King further
outlined objectives and plans for tion in the Pilgrimage, Rev. King tion be issued against continued some liberal arts studies," as prising rapidity and that the
great
the Pilgrimage last week in a announced that a southern head- segregation in the public school legitimate courses leading to a de- banks
and insurance companies
quarters has been opened in Mont. system of Little
gree in business administration.
press conference in New York.
Rock.
owned by Negroes need a ready
The District Court decided that OPPORTUNITIES GREAT
Rev. King said the aims of the See 50,000, page 2
reservoir of educated young peothe proposed staggered integra- "Mind you," he stressed, "not ple basically
trained for business
tion plan—beginning with the sen- a mumbling word is being said
careers if the institutions themior class—has been proposed and about accounting and budget conselves are to continue to prosper.
planned by the Little Rock School trol as tools of management; not
Board in good faith.
the slightest gaze is being bent See COLLEGES, page 2

Wants New Industry

Hits Mississippi's
Whim-Tailored Justice

•

•

right, set into some of the big
crowd that came out for ihe
show, Gloria trles her bawl
as a shutterbug for photographer. -Rhomania", a Sigma
Gamma Rho project to raise
funds for scholarships, featur-

ed colorfully garbed students
from various schools in "Children 'Round The World"- 1*
additionto spelling "Antidiser
tabilshmentarianise', Gloria
also played a short piano number. (Newson Photos)

Mayor Orgill
Court Approves Claims Colleges
'Staggered'
Congratulates Veterans Benefit
Produce 'Liberal Award Winners Denies Charges
Integration

Arts Loafers

•

flashed her whining smile. In
left photo, after being crown.
ed "Queen of R,Itosigania",„ Gloria Ai-ewers qtestlens Irons
some of the scores of youngsters who wanted to talk with
her and get her autograph. tt

The claims of Gov. J. P. ColeMan of Mississippi and of other
southerners that "tranquility" prevails in that region are refuted by
the Department of Justice annual
report, Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People, said here last week.
The government report, issued
in Washington on April 24, cited
several "shocking" violations of
civil rights during the period covered. Among the incidents which
aroused greatest indignation, Attorney General Herbert Brownell's report indicated, were the
assassination of the Rev. George
W. Lee and the attempts to kill
Gus Courts, both local NAACP
leaders, and the widellg-publicized
kidnap-murder of 14-year-old Emmett Louis Till.
"Ali these crimes occurred in
Mississippi whose Gov. Coleman
only a few days ago made a nation-wide television appeal for in.
dustry to locate in that state," Mr.
Wilkins asserted.
INDUSTRY NOT SAFE
"Industry Is n o t safe if it locates in a state where 'shocking'
crimes can be committed and no
Naas secured, either under

state or federal laws." the NAACP
leader observed. "Justice which
is whim-tailored for citizens c a n
easily become whim-tailored for
industry."
Mr, Wilkins further called attention to the double standard of
justice prevailing in the South.
"A Birmingham cour t has
sentenced a Negro to death for
burglary. A Texas court h a s
given a white man a five-year
suspended sentence f or the
senseless and unprovoked murder of a Negro teen-ager.
Despite overwhelming testimony,
a Magnolia, Miss., court has permitted a white man to plead a
lesser charge than rape against
a Negro (minor) girl.
"This state of affairs is not the
tranquility or stability that industry requires. If the substantial
Negro population of the South
does not have justice and security,
there can, be no steadily productive work force and no dependable
consumer market,
"Industry would do well to beware of investment in such communities unless it Is willing to
gamble op capricious legislatures
and law enforcement machinery."

Mayor Edmund Orgill extended
congratulations last week tei the
Atty, James F. Estes, founder, president. and colts.
five local winners of the Tri-State
Defender Race Relations awards selor of Veterans Benefit, Inc. said last week in a release
to newspapers that the Memphis Press-Scimitar in ant
for 1956.
The recipients, who were an- article by Paul Vanderwood,
"distorted facts and shackled
nounced earlier by the Tri-State
Defender are: Dr. Hollis F. Price, the integrity of the truth."
The article, headlined "A Represident, of LeMoyne College;
Willard aIV. Scott, vice president porter Looks Into Veterans Bene- gage company headed by Atty.
of National Bank of Commerce; fit, Inc.", appeared in the April Estes which the story pointed out
Lt. George W. Lee, manager of 22 edition.
was also located at 860 Vance.
It said VBI offers Negro vets 'NO SOUND
Atlanta Life Insurance company;
PLAN'
Clark Porteous, staff writer of "special service" for $1 monthly.
It went on to say that Memphis
It
quoted
Dan Duggan, Mem- Community Council
Memphis Press - Scimitar; a n d
investigated
Rev. D. Warner Browning, minis- phis and Shelby County Service VBI at the request of social groups
officer
as
calling
VBI
"a
moneyter of Mt. Pisgah CME church.
interested in making referrals
Mayor Orgill sent the following gathering outfit for the NAACP." there and Bill Millington, direcIt
said
stock
was
being
sold
in
message to the winners:
tor, stated after personal inter.
"I want to congratulate you upon the non-profit organization to pro- views with Atty. Estes "we felt
vide
a
convalescent
home
at
the
the selection by the Tri-State DeVIII had no sound plan of operafender as one of the recipients of VBI headquarters, 860 Vance.
tion."
MORE
CHARGES
its Race Relations Awards.
There was also a quote from
It charged that "Benefit Pro- Fred
Please know that I appreciate
Mivelaz, executive secretary
visions"
of
VBI
is
a list of servyour contributions to the welfare
of Post 1, American Legion, to the
ices promised potential members. effect
of the community."
he was disturbed that any
but which Atty. Estes "admits" veteran
For the first time, the Tri-State
was paying a cent for
can't be given legally or other. service.
Defender will present an award to
wise.
Vanderwood also complained
a non-Memphian. It will go to Rev.
The article quoted M. 0. Clark, that he
was not permitted to see
Paul Turner, minister of First
former examiner in charge of financial
statements thougtf, he
Baptist church, Clinton, Tenn.
Memphis Civil Service as saying
said, the executive board said Eiw
The honors are conferred in he doesn't
know why anyone would tea
could show the records if hi
keeping with the spirit of the Nego to VIII for application blank pleased.
gro press to cite and encourage help
The Press-Scimitar story she
citizens who make noteworthy and
The article questioned whether
pointed out that members of the
constructive contributions to hu- any
loans for the veterans were
man relations in the community. worked
through the Security Mort. See VETERANS, page 2
The awards will be presented in
November, 1957 during the anniversary observance of the TriState Defender.
Mayor Orgill won a Defender
award for his efforts in race relations in 1955.

Shameful Case Of The 'Lost 10,000'

Silence From
Mr. Cemetery

MUST RE-REGISTER — For
views on this important de-

velopment read t h e editorial
on pads 7, thls edition, entitled

"The Lost 10,000."

'4

Mr. Cemetery ought to appear
real dead by now.
Just recently Cemetery Perteet
was fired as golf caddy to President Eisenhower because he "was
getting too slow."
Now Augusta (Ga.) National
golf pro Ed Dudley has decreed
that ''If Cemetery utters cne word
to reporters, he'll never caddy
here again."
Not knowing what golfer might
be a reporter, already "getting
too slow," and with his job hinging
on a tight newsman censorship,
Cemetery will have to watch any
golfer digging a hole in the turf.
May be for him.

VU BOOKKEEPER Henry
Hamilton with record books
and membership Ms of members of the organization. VIII
claims around 3,800 members

but that jest Mee over aell are
paid up. Flipping through flies
bookkeeper found "members"
who had not paid anythied
since they joined last year.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

news

Scores A First In Purchase Of Fine Car

Unusual Fads Aboui:

Sat., May 4, 1957

IN A
The Declaration
NUTSHELL Of Independence

Re-elected PTA Prexy
Mrs. Georgia M. Bumpus of( the organization's annual convenMemphis was re-elected presidentI, tion in Knoxville. Mrs. Ola Hugof the Tennessee Negro Parent- gins of Memphis was elected hisTeacher Association last week at I torian for the group.

Tangles With Squad Car At Light
' Frank Dent, 46, of 419 Calhoun
• and Earl Bates, 30, of 4954 Quince
received cuts and were treated at
:John Gaston hospital and dismissed Friday, after Dent's car ran
through a red light at Lauder-

dale and Linden and was struck
by a police car. Dent's car was
knocked 28 feet into a utility pole.
He was given a ticket for reckless
driving and running a red light.

YWCA Campaign Fund At $86,617
' The YWCA Building Expansion! Avenue Branch toward its $48,000
Fund campaign reached the $86,617 1 goal. The drive is aimed at raismark last week as the Vance Ave- ing $400,000 for construction of an
nue Negro Branch reported 25,867. indoor swimming pool at the main
This brought to $22,228 as the branch and replacement of the ohamount collected by the Vance solete Vance Avenue building.

Mrs. Scott May Run For Commissioner
-mrs. C. Frank Scott, Shelby that she is considering it. She was
aunty woman senator, confirmettlast week that friends are urginge-ber to run for election to the
Memphis City Commission, a n d

elected to the state Senate on the
slate of the Citizens for Progress
(CP) political group, but bro.1;:e
with that group this year.

By EDGAR T. STEWART
The Declaration e: Independence
is a formal declaration or announcement, promulgated on July
4, 1776 by the United States Congress stating why the states were
leaving the British Government.
The decision to leave was not
a quick nor easy one. Dissatisfaction had been growing for years.
Between the years of 1760 and 1775
a succession of British acts set
off the fuse. After the war was in
full swing it was still difficult to
decide. The motion made on July
1st, was debated July 2nd and 3rd
and came to a vote July 4th. Six
colonies were in favor and six
were against it. It was therefore
up to Pennsylvania. The Pennsylvania delegation was divided as
follows; two were absent, two
were for it and two were against
it.So to one man, John Morton of
Pennsylvania goes the honor of
saving the day. He voted for it.
ODD FACTS
Some curious facts concerning
it and its signers are: (1) Its sec-

und paragraph states "We hold
these truths to be self evident
that all men are created equal
etc." Yet slavery was still recognized; (2.) in an age in which long
mustache, goatees a n d even
beards were popular, it is said all
signers of the Declaration of Independence had smooth faces;
(3)at first it had only two signatures, John Hancock, president,
and Charles Thompson, secretary.
Later it was signed by the Ot117
ers. The youngsters was Edward
Rutledge, 27. The oldest was Benjamin Franklin, 71.
Ir. 1826, fifty years after the
original signing and all of the original signers except one were
dead, that one, Charles Carroll,
then 89 was called to sign a supplemental declaration. Carroll lived to the ripe old age of 96,
The Declaration of Independence is probably the greatest instrument of its kind ever written.
Next week—Three Negroes who
helped shake American History
and affected the world.)
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BISHOP BUYS AN IMPERIAL — Memphis' finest automobile — a control. It has a Hi-Ft record player and It also has safety belts,
made-to-order Le Baron Imperial was purchased recently by Bishop front and rear. This handsome car was ordered and designed according to Bishop McEwen's own specifications. Declared the prelate:
' Memphis' longest "Deathless Ely, apparenlly underwent a meA. B. McEwen, one of the national Bishops of the Church of God
"1 am very much pleased with the performance of this car. 1 have
sDaye' stretch since 1951 ended let chanical failure and the tractorin Christ and minister of the Church of God in Christ, of 936 Lane owned many Cadillacs and other makes of automobiles, but this one
last Friday morning when trailer's steering column went out
Avenue, Memphis, Tenn. At extreme right, Roosevelt Hicks, veteran tops them all." Mr. Hicks is • pioneer automobile salesman on the
'3. Vr. Brown, 38, of 1467 Sunset of fix. The driver lost control and
automobile salesman for John T. Fisher Motor Company, of 211 South Memphis scene. He has a wide reputation for high-level service arid
was struck and killed at the cor- the vehicle swerved around a bus,
I
Dudley Street, who closed the transaction, is shown presenting the square dealing with the public when it comes to quality ears—New
net of Chelsea and Sunset. A jumped the curb and struck Mr.
set of keys to Bishop McEwen. The automobile is equipped with and Used! Call him today for a demonstration. His line includes the
Vestbound Jasper Transfer a n d Brown, hurling him into the conspecial features that no other car has. The roomy four-door beauty Saratoga, New Yorker, the Windsor and the Imperial—The Crown,
storage Co., truck, driv en by crete foundation of a house. He I
he; imported upholstery, gold wheels, gold eagle in front, gold rear- Imperial and LeBaron. And, there is also a complete line of Plymouth
Johnny Lee Hudson, 33, of 1534 was killed instantly.
"Lift Every Foot And Dance", Auditorium (South Hall).
view mirrors at the windshields bases and gold hood ornament. The cars, which Mr. Hicks is anxious to show you. You have tried the
The show will feature pupil tat. 14-carat gold name plates on the doors were designed by Perel. rest—now try the best! Business phone: BR 5-1143. Residence phone
is the ear-tickling title affixed to
version of the annual ent, with particular emphasis on Lowenstein jewelers. The automobile is air conditioned and has beat WH 8-4356.
' KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — The U. orandum, said "We see no hasis the 1957
High dancing. There will be three genT. Washington
S. Government Friday, conceded for opposing" trial by jury for Booker
eral classifications of dances, inthat the 17 defendants In the Clin- the persons accused of criminall School "ballet."
$8.30 advertising, $46.56 notes on
ment jobs.
Getting to the business aston, Tenn., racial integration cas- contempt of Federal Court by al-, The show, with a east of some chiding classical (ballet), novelty,
a memographing machine, $18.46
BUMPED FROM JOBS
pect of VIII Attic. Estes not only
as are entitled to jury trials, but legedly stirring up racial trouble 150 Washington pupils, is scheduled and popular choral ensembles.
conceded that his organization
In the same month the maga— in commissions to memberfor Friday night, May 3, at Ellis
Of course, there will be assortnot separately. Justice Depart- at Clinton.
zine pointed out how some persons ship salesmen, $22.24 for its
encourages members to trade
ments of vocalist, quartettes, drament attorneys in a 15-page mem(Continued From Page 1)
governtionary and supplies, $150 for
with member businessmen hut
are bumped from certain
nomic barriers too are coming matie readers, and instrumentalment jobs to make way for friends stamps, $24.50 for legal fee (to
explained a set-up called Marlecture series on the "Golden Age down in the Negro's pressure for ists. They will present a two-hour VBI are urged to trade with busan
someone
rid
of
Estes),
and
ket
$4.10 donation to
House and announced plans
or just to get
of Selling."
equality. The result, he predict- spectacle designed to give a cross- inessmen who are members of the administrator or boss doesn't like. needy, total 1293.16.
to operate a cleaning - laundry
The Institute is sponsored joint- ed, will be to place a burden upon sectional view of the variety of VBI.
Vie
books
showed
a
$73.17
loss
It
says.
company.
After reading the story Atty. Esly by the Distributive Education the Negro business man to oper- talent existing among the 2500
(Continued From Page 1)
". . .firings of veterans, based for the week. March 25-30 the
Market House, he said, W it I
Advisory Committee and the ate more efficiently and to adopt Booker T. Washington student tes said it was a complete about on charges brought against them, books showed a $1.94 gain and
formed with money he put up
taken
in
body.
position
from
the
face
methods,
as
up-to-date
business
Mr. Hudgins is president of the Richmond Public Schools, a n d
capricious, unreas- the gain for April 1-6 was $52.67. for the first groceries. He said
not
be
must
The show is being produced and another story he said was by the
Carver Federal Savings and Loan was attended by nearly 70 en- a matter of survival.
Financial reports a r e made at they sell baskets at $5.25 to memonable or falsely based. . .The
Mr. Hudgins cited the boldness directed by BTW faculty members. same writer on March 15.
Associatinn and a former presi- rollees.
agencies is ap- the regular meetings and record- bers of VBI. He said this is disNat D. Williams, veteran "bal- DEFINITE REASON FOR VB1 viciousness in some
of Negroes in Alabama and Flordent of the American Savings and MATTER OF SURVIVAL
ed in the minutes in addition to tinct and separate from the VBI
Atty. Estes said first off, there palling. . ."
Loan League. He addressed close
On another point the speaker ida in the bus strikes, and urged let" general director and a coinAtty. Estes cited instances the other records, Atty. Estes program of giving baskets to unto 100 persons attending the din- noted the growth of competition "similar boldness and imagination mittee of faculty members are di- is a definite reason for VBI. One where government jobs here have said.
employed and ill veterans.
ner winding up Richmond's first for and within the so-called Ne- In the field of economic produc- recting this year's show. Miss C. of the main reasons he says is been restored to Negroes after
Estes said the organization,
Green, Washington physical.edu- because of the treatment, or lack
VOTED DOWN
Annual Sales Institute's six-week gro market. He warned that eco- tivity and advancement."
VB1 got them reviews of their
cation teacher, has general super- of treatment, that Negroes reLooking through some of the nearing two years old now, has
Servbefore
regional
Civil
•
vision of the dances. Assisting her ceive when they visit some of the cases
records a reporter found a nota- reached the point where it's recrecalled that his
are: Mrs. M. C. Galloway and ' agencies rapping his( organIzaticn. ice agencies. He
tion in the April 3 minutes to the ords and financial statements are
group
filed
numerous
complaints
Leon H. Griffin, Mrs Norma F.
The first thing, he said, "is
effect that a request by the Press on a par with the average orof racial discrimination before the
Hogan, Miss D. E. Todd, Mrs. Ann what you want boy, or girl, acScimitar reporter to see the fi- ganization. He said they currentBenson, Mrs. L. J. Pope, Mrs. cording to whether it's a man Government Committee on Em- nancial statements of the or- ly keep a day-by-day report on
ployment
Policy
when
it
visited
O'Neal Holley, Mrs. Bernice Bar- or woman. The people would
ganization was voted down in ex- income and have a Tri-State Bank
of Memphis account. Everything,
bour, Fred Jordan. Roy Thomas. rather join our organization and here.
ecutive session.
W. T. McDaniel, E. L. Pender, come bere where they can get STAND UP FOR NEGRO?? '
The salaries paid by VI31 go to he said, is paid by check with
"Imag.ine, if you can, any of
Mrs. W. W. Nelson, and Mrs. Cath- respect and courteous service."
two full time secretaries at $20 three signatures necessary.
agencies standing up
erine Johnson. Student assistants
Atty. Estes cited three publish- these other
a week for each, one part time NEED EXPERT FOR VA AID •
in choreography are Charles Wil- ed reports in The American Le- for the Negro in such matters," secretary at $10 weekly, $40 for
Atty. Estes again pointed to The
liams and Fred Gaither.
gion Magazine to point up the im- Atty. Estes said.
manager, $15 for one bookkeep- American Legion Magazine f o r
"When you hear more about a
The curtain for this year's show portance of veterans having some
you'll begin er and $10 for another, $10 for an April 1957 and a statement which
will rise promptly at 8 o'clock. place to get help in veterans mat- what we are doing,
"insurance" agent.
reads: Except in a few rouaine
to get the idea of why some ere
The theme of the show will be ters,
Atty. Estes said he regretted to matters, such as paying insurso opposed to us."
constructed around the achieveIn January, 1957 the magazine
contrast to Mr. Duggan's ance premiums, it is most unsay,
in
Atty. Estes called "a most unments of Negroes in the world of reported a veteran paid $2.500 lawassertion, that VBI has nev er wise for a veteran or his depenfree statement" the claim that
entertainment, raneinri from Ma- yer fees to get service he could
made a donation to the NAACP, dents to deal with the VA withmonth
for
"speVBI
charged
$1
a
rian Anderson and Katherine Dun- have gotten from the American
or- but "the man has given us an out expert help. The odds are
Ile
said
ths
services."
cial
ham to Bojangle Robinson and Legion, free.
idea." Mr. Duggan's office is a thoroughly against the c I a imIn March 1957 the magazine ganization has a $1 monthly mem- tax - supported agency, Attorney ant..
Roy Hamilton. A surprise nom He
said
of
an
esbership
dues.
her will he the presentation for tells about a legion staff in WashThe same article went on to
are paid Estes said, operated for veterans
the first time of an original son.; ington, D. C. which protects the timated 3,000 only 824
say how important it is for the
by the county.
1111.
their
servicemen
and
of
composed lw orchestra leader, rights
Atty. Estes said many rif the average veternan to have somedependents in rights on govern- AnOUT $200 WEEKLY
Luther Steinberg.
Instead of taking in $3,000 a services "offered" by VBI are not one help him "know what will be
recognized as good evidence. .
month as the story stated, Atty. now available but he hopes they
how to get and prepare and preEstes and Bookkeeper Henry Ham- will be.
sent such evidence."
ilton got out record books to show MORTGAGE COMPANY
He says his organization proHe said Mr. Clark "knows that
the aacome ran about $209 weekSomething different ...somehis office does not type or assist vides extremely necessary servly.
...
something
taste-tempting
new.
...
thing
A week in pcint, April 9-13 show. the applicant in the preparation ices in this area and others and
something to satisfy those healthy, hungry
of the application, when V. B. I. displayed a letter from a memed.
appetites ... something for that finicky
ber to demonstrate this latIt
HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY
husband who says when he comes in the
Income, $127.25 for dues col- does it without cost"
About the Security Mortgage co , point.
door, "Honey, what's for dinner tolected, $22 from the ladies auxM5MPHII. IFNN
MAIN AND POPLAR
night?" When you make up your
iliary, $38 from new members, Atty. Estes says it was formed
grocery shopping list for today, all
$15 taken up in church collec- in early 1954 by Estes, and is a
you really have to put on it is one
tion (at VBI offices), $17.44 tak- separate business with such direcword, "NATIONAL". Because
en up for the needy, for a total tors as Dr. S. A. Owen and C. Satwhen you go to your neighborhood
terfield. So far, he said it has
of 8219.99.
NATIONAL Food Store, you will
(Continued From Page 1)
Expenditures reported, $130 for had no dealings with the VBI.
find a world of the most modern in
Both VBI and Security Mortsalaries, $21 for transportation,
prepared foods, marvelous groceries
by Rev. Ralph Ahernegomery
gage Corporation, which Atty.
that will be the makings of a deliEstes says Is a MAY state ap- thy, who along with himself was
cious, delightful, different dinner.
With any purchase of $5.00 or more. You
proved and licensed real estate a leader of the year-long bus proYour imagination will be stimulated
get 4 cups, 4 plates, 4 knives, 4 forks, 4
agency, rent space in the VBI test action. Active Mobilization is
as you walk down the wide abides
spoons, salt and pepper.
A-200
headquarters building from Vet• taking place in Atlanta. Birmingat NATIONAL. You will find
erans Benefit Assurance a com- hani, Tallahassee, Baton Rouge
fresh cuts of meat, choice, completely cleaned, ready-to-cook
pletely separate stock company, and New Orleans as well as in
poultry, garden fresh vegetables
owned by veterans of VBI who other cities.
In other sections of the coun.. and oh yes, something
bought shares at 10 a share. VBA
new in desserts from
also owns a building in the Wal- try seven headquarters have been
NAT1ONAL's bakery
ker Homes area used as a meet- opened. Rev. King quoted a west
department. Try it...
ing place and a community cen- cast organizer of the Pilgrimage
just try it ... let
ter, Atty. Estes says. He said the as stating that 3,000 persons are
NATIONAL help you
IMMEDIATELY!
VBA was formed so there would coming to Washington on May 17
plan your dinner
not develop a legal question of all the way from California.
Get fast relief! A-200 kills
tonight!
The various delegations w ill
ownership should any one or more
Crabs, Lire. and their eggs
—in minutest
members who had ever paid dues move into Washington by charterEasy to use—like !shaminto VBI claim a share of own- ed buses, trains and planes, car
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Sturdy cones of canpools and individually.
ership
Won't irritate your skin—
vas hung from a
Rev. King said he expects parOn the statement of Mr. Milwon't stain your clothes.
ticularly
large deputations from
Washer( right out.
wrought iron frame.
lington about VBI having no sound
Go to the drug store and
plan of operation Atty. Estes said Virginia and North Carolina —the
Gold, green red.
buy A-200 today,
this statement "was not explain- southern states closest to Washblack.
8-2•41 BETTER...es iiickES SON
ed. The Community Council con- ington — and from New York,
sists of organizations supported by New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Marypublic donations and admit mem- land and the New England states.
Asked what bearing a strong
public donations. VBI is not suph e r organizations supported by civil rights statement from Pr.si.
ported by public donations and dent Eisenhower in the immediate
consequently does not receive re- future 'could have on the Pilgriferrals from membership social mage, Rev. King asserted that
the demonstration is not aimed
agencies."
Sorting
betas..
at the President but is broader
in scope Since it is "an appeal
...saving you morel
to the conscience of the nation on
: these major issues we confront."
Ile denied that President Eisenhower's April 23 message to Is.
terracial religious leaders in
Use indoors or out
Nashville could be considered a
. . .heavy wrought
FOOD STORES
strong statement and asserted that
iron frame with
RADIO S. TV SERVICE
it was merely a message of greetsturdy canvas sling.
ing usually sent to gatherings of
Phone JA
r•
Green, black, red or
this
type.
2(1 Wref 40th Street
We Service All Makes
gold
MEMPHIS, TENN.
hh‘v, York 18, N. Y
As Well As Auto Radios.
Retail trade units in the United
.1,4•Iteigil• •
or
States have gained 42 percent In
Bonded Technicians
Yo.ir Locul literich
number since 1931 to a total of
28 Years of Service
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Thursday morning in the auditorium, Douglass High school students wore addressed by Rev.
B. G. Ragsdale, of liumbolt, Tenn.
The young Rev. Ragsdale, a former pupil of Douglass' principal,
J. I). Springer and a graduate of
Booker T. Washington High school.
based his speech to the high school
students on the idea that "Other
than Jesus Christ, no foundation
is safe or secure."
He pointed out to the students
many examples of people who had
built their hopes and lives in general on money, power, influence,
popularity, and what have you,
only to see their kingdoms decay
and crumble. He advised the students to "Seek ye first the kingdom of God." He advised them
further to seek the kingdom while
they are still young and strong
and able to do a good job for
Jesus Christ,
BE USEFUL SERVANTS
Rev. Ragsdale dwelt quite extensively on the point of people
emuloyitie the guidance of it n it
working for God Willits they are
young. He pointed out the danger
ci* students waiting too late, becoming too engrossed In things
that net them only material gains,
before they decide to he of service
to God.
In his closing statements. lio
employed the students to submit
themselves to the will of God and
he useful servants. Ile advised
them to employ the song of thee
poet—"Have Thine Own Way Lord,
Have Thine Own Way. Thou art
the Potter, I am the Clay. Make
me and mold me after thy Will."
OTHER MINISTERS
Attending Douelas, alone with
Rev. Ragsdale were his father,
Rev. W. E. Ragsdale, Revs. 0, C.
Crivens, Van J. Malone, Silas C.
Long of Jackson, Tenn., John Bell,
R. H. Hedrick, of Clarksdale,
Miss.; C. Jones. E. V. McGhee. A.
Merwen Williams, John Sykes,
R. L. Drain, A. D. Banks, Kansas
W. C. Thomas, and Cleophas Me-

Time To Demonstrate Unity
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The executive branch of o u r
government is dragging its feet
for political reasons, on civil
rights. The legislative branch
presents a spectacle of reactionaries doing their utmost to hot•
tie up and emasculate the proposed legislation. A unified front oresented by us can have favorable
psychological results. Bigots and
diehards are working like beavers
to nullify the gains we have made
and to block further progress. To
stand still now is merely to extend an invitation to be outflanked.
We have the political strength.
Why not reflect it in swelling the
throng to 100,000 in Washington on
May 17.

MotherCremates
Infant Son
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — (AN1') pOrse as protection, she
said she
—The gruesome story of how a said she pushed the
unburned parts t
DUKE ELLINGTON JOYA
22-year-old mother, declared hope- into the roaring flames.
narrated by Ellington, to be
lessly insane by doctors, threw her
Sherrill and Russell Procope
seen
e" in color and black
When a niece, Miss Vallorie
19-month old son in a blazing tarn- Parks, 15, visited
In "A Drum Is A Woman",
and sthite on "The United
Mrs. Davis later
ace here recently was unraveled and questioned the
a jar, fantasy, composed and
baby's sleep
to police after the young mother ing so late, Mrs. Davis
then told
had cremated the baby alive.
the girl "I have sent Darrell to
The mother, Mrs. Melba Jean the Lord."
Davis, who police said was rePolice were then called into the
leased from a St. Louis Men- TRW.
tal hospital on March 23, admitted
throwing her little son, Darrell,
into the blazing furnace inferno
because "the Lord had command- I
ed her to do so."
Mrs. Davis was quoted as saying she heard the Lord say "Darrell has a rash ad will give it
NASHVILLE—Dr. Stephen J. Wright, president of
to all the people: destroy Darrell
'yen
Bluefield State college, was elected seventh president of
by fire as a sacrifice to the Lord:
ATLANTA — Two Morehouse
Fisk university Saturday. He succeeds the late Dr. Charles
Charred bones and ashes of the
college seniors have been awardinfant were found by police the foled fellowships by the Rockefeller S. Johnson.
lowing day. Officers said they
Brothers Theological Fellowship
The announcement of Dr. Wright's appointment was
could hardly believe the story.
program, it was announced this made at faculty.1
a convocation of siltPolice said Mrs Davis told
week.
dents and
tor of the Journal of Educational
them she committed the crime
The program is part of the
Wright, 46, a native of Dillon. sociology, has authored numerous
on April 11 when she was alone in American Association of Theolothe house. She said she had just gical Schools Fund. Inc. The Cu- S. C., received a bachelor degree articles for professional education
finished feeding the baby and dents are Wilson Henderson and from Hampton Institute, master's
degree from Howard university, journals.
changing his diaper when the Lord William Gray.
He is president of the Associaand
doctor of philosophy from New
spoke to her.
Henderson, a sociology major
tion of Colleges and Secondary
The young mother said she wrap- from Daytona Beach, Fla., has York university.
ped the infant in a blue and white elected to study at Drew Theolo- FORMER DEAN
Schools for Negroes, former execublanket, carried him to the base- gical Seminary, Guy, who is a maBefore his appointment as pres- tive member of the American Conment and threw the baby in the jor in English and a native of
ident of Bluefield State in 1953. ference of Academic Deans and
furnace where she had just start- Little Rock, Arkansas, will attend he
had been for eight years proNational Association of Coled a fire.
the Harvard University Divinity fessor of education and dean el the
legiate Deans and Registrars.
She told police she closed the School.
faculty at Hampton.
furnace deur as the child started
The Fisk trustees also elected
Guy spent the academic year
Dr. Wright has held administrato scream. She said she then went of 1955-1956 in Europe on a $2,500
Rev. Philip W. Widenhouse, exe,g to her sister's home next door travel-study grant given annually tive posts at North Carolina colAmerican
lege at Durham, and in the public cutive secretary of the
and chatted for about an hour.
to Morehouse College by an anMissionary association, as hoard
school
of
Centreville
systems
and
Upon returning home, Mrs. Da- onymous friend for use by an outchairman.
vis stated, she went to the base- standing and promising student Upper Marlboro. Md.
I-Tv served on a special investiment to look at the child's re- chosen by a faculty committee.
gating committee of the Virginia
mains.
India has more than 850,000 raState board of education, and was dio reCeiving sets and the numShe said she discovered that
a witness on educational problems ber is growing. The air facilities
some parts of the body had not
in Durham and Wilmington.
completely burned. With h e r
in India arc controlled and opWRITES ARTICLES
erated by -the central governDr. Wright, who is associate edi- ment authority.
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States Steel Hour" telecast,
Wednesday esening. May 8,
over the CBS-TV network.

Klan Opens
Stephen Wright Membership
To Catholics
New Fisk Prexy

wo Students
At Morehouse
Grants

s•

A&T Lists 300
On Honor Roll

GREENVILLE, S. C.—(ANP)—In
an assumed unprecedented move
last week, the Ku Klux Klan here
opened its rank and file membership to members of the Catholic
faith at a meeting attended by
Klansmen from 21 states.
Imperial hate group officer Bill
Hendrix of Florida apnounced the
move following the Man confab.
He added: "The fight of the klan
today is against integration, Cone
munism and federal controls."

Meanwhile in Charleston, S. C.,
the Rt. Rev. Joho L. Manning
spoke for the bishop of the Roman
Catholic church diocese in Charleston. lie stated "the very nature
of the Ku Klux Klan would prohibit any Catholic from joining.
They are professedly anti-Catholic orgenization. The idea is selfcontradictory by its very nature."

Words of the Wise
Moat men believe that It
would benefit them if they
could get a little more from
those who have more. How
much more would It benefit
them if they would learn a
little more from those who
know more.
—(Wm. J. H. Boettker)

GREENSBORO, N. C. — Nearly
300-students at A & T college were
listed on the honor roll for the
winter quarter just recently released.
The long list issued by C. R. A.
Cunningham, registrar, revealed
291 persons who had earned the
coveted honor. Of the group, eight
had turned in tferfect "A" records
with even 3.00 averages: Christalene Clark, Dunn; Pearl Cunningham, and Edward G. Favors
of Greensboro; James H. Dillard,
Boissevain, Va.; Alexander B.
Gardner, New Bern; Loretta L.
Johnsen, Concord; Joseph F.
Knight, Wilson and Robert Rawlings, Weldon.
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Sunday - May 1957
TIME
6:00- 7,20
7:101- 5:10
7:30- 6:00
1:00- 0:10
11:31
,
5:45- 9:00
DUO- 9:311
930.10:00
10:00-10:20
10130-11:00
11:00-12:00
11:00- 1,00
1:00- 1:30
1:30- 200
1:00- 3:00
49'
404- 430
4:30- 5:,11
5:00- 6:00
6:00- R:55
6:55- 1:00
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om
the
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'Si.

SID

PROGRAM
Sign On-Spiritual Moment.
Rev. W Herbert Orowster
Southern Wonders
Oral Roberts H•Ming Waters
Jordan Wonders
SeiritLGI Sunbeam.
Providence Baptist Church
Christian Fellowship Church
Five Voices
Rev. Lockhart
OK Hit
Bishop Patterson
Rev. Davie
Moat The Loader
Platter Part,
Sishop McEwen
OK 111. Parade
The YOUng Negro SPeak•
Rev. Rrwrster
OK Hits
rrrrrr For Peae•-Sign Off

ANNOUNCER
R. L. Weave?
Studio
R. L. W
R. L.
R. L. W
R. L. Weaver
Remote
Remota
Gordon
Remote
Can. Cole
Remote
Remote
C•ne Cole
Cane Cole
Remote

HYDE PARK PTA SCHOOL
GIFT — At the regular April
meeting of the Hyde Park
PTA, the principal and teachers of the school were delighted with a gift of seven Stars
Silvertone three-speed record
players and a white - o a k
speakers stand from the Parents - Teachers Association.
Mrs. Marguerite Blanchard,
president of the Hyde Park

PTA made the presentation to
Melvin Conl e y, principal.
Plans were formulated for the
the mammoth May Day celebration to be held the third
week in May on the school
campus. The meeting highlight
was an address by Dr. Clara
Brawner,local physician,
on "Health Problems of the
School Age Child". From left
in photo are Mrs. Lula Smith.

5:00- 6:30
6:30- 030
11:3
,5:00
0:00- 4:30
11:30-11:00
11:00-11:0S
1505- 1:10
1:50- 145
2:45- !SO
3,00.3.73
1:05- 630

its.

a
oat

Sign On--Gospol Prince
Hanky Dory Show
Ella Clarke Willis.,
Southern Wonders
Roy. I. H. Gordon
News
Hooky Dory Show
Rev. I. H. Gordon
Traver For Pslae•
New.
Cane Colo Club
Sign Oft

KEEPSAKE DIAMONDS
No Interes!

-

P. L.
Hunky Dery
Williams
L. Weaver
Gordon
Chester McDowell
Flunky Dory
Gordon
On-don
Diek Cole'
Cane Calf

BULOVA WATCHES
No Carrying Charges

HARRY LEVITCH CREDIT JEWELERS

of

11)

176 S. MAIN

PTA treasurer; Mrs. Elizabeth Martin, first grade teach'
er and secretary; Mrs. Thelma Galliday, program chairman, Principal Conley, Mrs.
Blanchard, PTA prexy: Mrs.
Hortense Crivens, chaplain,
and Mrs. Lillie Bolton, science teacher and assistant
chaplain. (Rooks Photo)

Kenzie.
Mr. Springer. the faculty, a n d
students of Douglass High school
wish to employ this no•thod of ex•
pressing our genuine gratitude to

TWO ENTRIES In the Elks annual beauty contest and dance
In be held at the Stairways to
the Stars Friday night a r e

wrim,

young Rev. B. G. Ragsdale
ministers in general for havileree•
chided them in their I inia1aloes1
religious program. We welcome
them again next year.

Helen Taylor, left. and Mildred Moore. Winner will get
a trip to the state contest ha
Chattanooga. (Withers Photos)

Elks Beauty Contest,
Dance On Tap May 3
The Elks' annual bathing beauty contest and dance will be held
at the Elks Stairways to t h e
Stars. 401 Beale, on Friday night,
May 3, beginning at 9 p.m.
Maurice Hulbert, a state and
national director of the a nn ual
Elks contest, Is directing the local competition.
Mr. Hulbert says winner of the
local contest will win a free trip
to Chattanooga where she will take

part in the state contest which IS
part of the state meeting in Chat.
tanooga, May 4-6.
Should she win here she will
get a free trip to Philadelphia for
the national convention and national contest in August.
Winner of the national contest
will get $500.
Girls between 17 and 25 ate participating in the contest.

WAC Captain To
ServeIn Germany

P 0 R T-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
(INS) — The llaitian army last
week attempted to set up a military junta to rule the Republic,
claiming the move was necessary
to "save Haiti from the threat of
anarchy."
But groups within the governFORT McCLELLAN. Ala. —
ing executive council, set up when Captain bars and orders for adprovisional President Frank Syl- ministrative duties in Germany
vain was forced to resign April 5,
came at almost the same time for
opposed the proposal.
A new, and worse crisis was ex- Captain Ossie M. Rountree of
Brooklyn. who is now serving
pected to develop.
A group of women pacifists as assistant adjutant for the U. S.
tried to demonstrate in the streets Army training center, Women's
of Port-Aii-P rine e, but were Army Corps, located at Fort Mcdispersed by police using tear gas
Clellan, Ala.
bombs.
Military service for Captain
Many stores and businesses closed, but public transportation Rountree began in January 1952
when she entered the Women's
functioned normally.
Four men are contesting t h e Army Corps as a student officer
at
Fort Lee, Virginia, a former
presidency. Two of them, Sen.
Louis Dejoie and Daniel Fignole, WAC training center.
After graduating as a first Lieuwho yesterday staged huge public
demonstrations, opposed the army tenant from the officer basic
course at Fort Lee, she was sent
attempt.
The position of the other two to Camp Kilmer, N. J. as admincandidates, Dr. Francois Duvalier istrative and personnel officer for
and Clement Jumelle, was not the post supply and separation
sections.
known.

A total of 75 new model homes
were placed on public display by
leading metropolitan Chicago
builders beginning April 27, in the
third annual Chicagoland Spring
Home Festival.
The home displays are located
throughout the city and suburbs
and include all popular architectural styles. They will range in
price from $12,000 to 872,000.
It is illegal to start through an
intersection when either the red or
yellow light is showing against
you. WHEN MOTOR VEHICLE
LAWS ARE OBEYED DEATHS
DO DOWN.

In May 1955 a change of duty
assignment took her to Fort Benjamin Harrison where she completed the Administrative and
Personnel course conducted by the
Adjutant General's school.
From there she reported to the
U. S. Army training center, Women's Army Corps at Fort McClellan, Ala.
Working for the government Is
not entirely new to Captain Rountree. Prior to joining the WAC,
she was in the U.S. Special Service program directing Army service clubs in Kokohama, Japan during the Korean conflict.
A graduate of Rust college in
Holly Springs, Miss, where she
obtained an A. B. degree in English and a Business Administration Certificate. Captain Rountree
also attended the American uni-

CAPT. OSSIE M. ROUNTREE
versity in Washington, D. C. whet.
she completed a series of recreation courses.
Since serving in the Women's
Army Corps, Captain Rountree
has been awarded the National
Defense Service Medal. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Sylvia E. Brock,
Scooba, Miss,

Virginia Baptists To
Hold 91st Convention
LYNCHBURG, Va. — (ANP)
The 1957 annual session of the Virginia Baptist State convention wilt
be held at Arlington, Va. at Mt.
Zion Baptist church May 15-17, it
will be the 91st annual meeting
of the convention,
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Baptist Mini. rers In Visit With
Students Of Douglass High SchooL

tt

by C. 4/ex Wilson

The time is fast approaching
when our people North, South,
East and West can display unity
in our efforts to attain first-class
citizenship.'
On May 17 a Prayer Pilgrimage
for Freedom will converge on
Washington and end in an impressive ceremony at Lincoln Memorial. The Pilgrimage is desigeed to
do two things: (1) Appeal to the
Christian conscience of America
and (21 let Congress know that the
Negro wants the pending c i vA 1
rights legislation passed.
If you are unable to go, you can
at least assist in sending. a representative from your club, fraternity, sorority, church or any other
organization in which you hold
membership.
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°OWNS CHAPEL CME
' It was Missionary Day at the
Colline.Chapel CME church, Sunday. Ah enthusiastic worker of the
church, Mrs. A. M. Naylor, gave
a rnagnihcent speech on "0 u r
Walk With God". Mrs. Naylor is
a. departmental secretary of the
National Women Connectional
Council of the CME churches, a
teacher at Hyde Park school and
an active member of the Missionary Society. She spoke at 3:30
p.m. Mrs. Mattie E. Suttles is
president of the Missionary Society.
The morning message was delivered by Rev. E. T. Brown of
Orlando, Fla.
Communion will be administered at Collins Chapel, Sunday. The

ham, will preside.
Along with the Mothers' Day
celebration, Annual Women's Day
will be held. The dynamic Miss
Harry Mae Simon will be guest
speaker.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
Sunday's worship at the St. John
Baptist church will be regular.
Plans are being made at the
house of reverence, presently, for
Young People's Day. It will be
observed May 12.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is
the pastor.
TRINITV (WE
Miss Gwendolyn Malone sponsored an interesting program at
Trinity CME church, Sunday. It
was held at 8 p.m.
At the church, Sunday, will be
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Old &I will be doing double duty for this young lady when she
• ' switches on her radio. Thanks to Mr. Sun she will not only get a
tan but also her favorite music from this' sun-powered radio. This
Bell Telephone solar battery she is holding is now on sale tio the
public by a radio manufacturer as part of a new transistorized portable radio. An optional accessory, the selar battery can be plugged
, into the beck of the radio. If our sun bather were to flip the plastic
✓ ease over you would see the 32 silicon cells that catch the suns rays
at convert them into electekal energy to power the radio.
—
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Washington High School Glee
club. The sponsor is E. L. Pen.
der, director of the group. The
musical will begin at 330 p.m
NEW SALEM BAPTIST
The Patterson Ensemble of New
Salem Baptist church gave an
elaborate and very
successful
Fashion Revue at the Foote Home
Auditorium, Sunday. Mrs. Vera
Hatch was mistress of ceremonies. Mrs. Ruthie Lee Davis, president of the Ensemble.
NT. OLIVE CME
Guest speaker for Annual Woman's Day at Mt. Olive C. M. E.
church, Sunday, was Dr. E. P.
Murchifon. Dr. Murchifon delivered a stirring message.
Rev. H. C. Bunton is minister.
ST. MATTHEW BAPTIST
Climaxing a five night revival
at the St. Matthew Baptist church,
Sunday, was the baptismal of 50
converts and eight candidates by
christian experience. This moving
revival was conducted by Rev.
John T. Weeden of Cleveland, Oh
tar.
John T. Weeden of Cleveland,
Ohio.
Other services were regular.
BURNING BUSH BAPTIST
Revival commences at the Burning Bush Baptist, Sunday, May 6.
Rev. James Gleese will conduct
it.
Rev. J. W. Pawell is the minister.
NEW TYLER AME
The young people of New Tyler
AME church are in the midst of
plans for their annual Youth Day.
Youth Day will be observed at
the house of worship, Sunday.
May 19.
A Mothers' Day is being planned by the youths also. It will be
held Sunday, May 12 from 4 to 6
p.m. An interesting program will
be presented. The tea is an open
affair and the congregation extends a cordial welcome.
Rev. H. W. Henning is the pastor.
MARTIN TEMPLE MEMORIAL
CME
The Martin Temple CME membership held its annual Missionary
Day, Sunday, Rev. Taylor of Bethel Baptist church spoke.
Sunday's agenda will be regular.
Rev. L. A. Storey is the pastor.

••

13aptists Mark
May 17 As
Prayer Day

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — On the
recommendation of Dr. J. H.
Jackson, president of the National
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc., the
convention unanimously adopted
a resolution to declare May 17 a
mourning, prayer and fasting day
for its member churches.
The convention also petitions
churches of other depominajtions
and races to join in celebrating
the Supreme Court mandate.
The organization stated:
"We feel that prayer changes
things. We are therefore requesting all churches to leave their
door open for persons to enter
throughout the day."
AB cIe mwaabs,
inheed y Re vannouncement
siT

A MONTHLY FORUM suonsored by the young.edelts of
Centenary Methodist church
was launched last Wednesday
night with Rev. C. J. Gaston, president of Griggs college and executive secretary
of the Negro Chamber of
Commerce as guest speaker.
The forum programs are to
be held each fourth Wednes•

day night and the next will
be on May 22 at 7:30 p.m.
with L. Alex Wilson, editor
and general manager of the
Tri-State Defender newspaper
as guest speaker. Discussions
are of a civic nature. Rev.
Gaston, seated third f r ia m
left, spoke of the growing op.
portunities for Negroes and
the lack of qualified persons

10,000 Attend First
School Science Fair
By NAT D. WILLIAMS

Some 10,000 students and adults
thronged the Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium at Booker T. Washington
High school last Friday to view
the exhibits of the first city-wide
Science Fair to be sponsored by
the Negro science teachers of the
Memphis City Schools.
Visitors saw exhibits of what is
being taught and emphasized in
such fields as chemistry, physics, general science, and related fields of biology, electronics,
O'MALLEV OFF TO
botany and mathematics.
WEST COAST
Student attendants for various
NEW YORK — (INS) — Walter exhibits
explained to visitors some
O'Malley, president of the Brook- of the
details of the branch of scilyn Dodgers, left by plane for the ence
their exhibit depicted. More
West Coast ostensibly to look over
than 35 displays were attractively
the Dodger farm system.
O'Malley will visit Los Angeles, arranged around t h e spacious
which has invited the defending gymnasium. Loudspeakers t 01 d
National League champions to re-' about the demands and
opportun

ities for trained persons in the
field of science.
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Children from the participating
high schools and many of the elementary schools of the city and
county came by bus to view the
Science Fair.
Much viewed and discussed exhibits were those dealing with the
physics of aeronautics, electronics, telephone systems, house wiring, the solar system and atomic
energy.
Schools which participated included; Douglas. Carnes, Hamilton, Booker T. Washington, Manassas and Porter Junior High
schools. Only high schools not par

to take advantage of the expanding openings. Pictured
with the speaker at the end
of the first forum program are
some of the participants. Seated left to right are: Samuel
R. Brown, Rev. 1). M. Grish•
am, Centenary minister; Rev.
Gaston, guest speaker; Mrs.
Chariesteen Miles, chairman
of activities; Mrs. Callie Jones

and Mrs. Sarah Hart. Standing, left to right: James Ily•
ter, Howard Hunt, W. 4. Miller, 0. L. Brandon, Mrs. Juanita Parnell, Rev. J. W. Go].
det, Felton Earls and Miss
Jewel Gentry, president of the
young adults. Refreshments
are served at the programs.
(Newson Photo)

ticipating *ere Melrose and Lester. Last year each local high
school or elementary school was
encouraged to put on its own
Science Fair on its own campus.
This year the first endeavor was
made to promote a city-wide science Fair for the Negro schools
at one location.
THE DIRECTOR
Director of the first city-wide
Fair was William Lowe, program
chairman for the Science section
of the Negro teachers of Memphis. George Clarke is president
of the Section. Both men are faculty members at Booker T. Washington High school.
The science teachers of the oilier participating schools supervised preparation of their own exhibits, with students from their BENNETT MAY QUEEN — Miss
schools in charge of demonstrat- Mildred Taylor of Greensboro, N
ing and explaining the project.
C., a senior science major, who
will be crowned during May Day
About 350 different crops are festivities at Bennett college on
grown on American farms
Saturday. May 4.

officialbM.
Rev. A.
lartin,
chairman;
co-chairman; Rev. Burt ;Logan,
J,
public relations director;
H. Jackson, president, mid Rev.
C. A. Weaver, secretary.
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India's movie industry is second largest in the world. About
300 pictures are produced in an
average year.

CHURCH
SUPPLIES
FOR ALL YOUR CHURCH
NEEDS — SEE US.
• BIBLES
•COMMENTARIES
• RELIGIOUS BOOKS
•COMMUNION WEAR
•CHURCH PEWS
•SUNDAY SCHOOL AIDS
•TEACHP. HELPS

•

SOUTHERN
CHURCH SUPPLY
CO.
62 N. FRONT ST.
(Nest to King Cotton Hotel)
PHONE JA 5-9826

Gifts For Mother's Day
Quality Stamps
WITH

RICELAND
RICE

TIM
ER11
pres
Mrs.
was
•fair
Boo
Iver
chili

REVERE SAUCE PAN
One quart size, with close-fitting lid.
Stainless steel with copper-clad bottom.

1Y2 books of
quality stamps

cooks
perfecto,
every ithi7e.

BATHROOM SCALE
A wonderful gift that will delight mother.

2 books of
quality stamps
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
With Spring in the air and a
song of thanksgiving in your
heart — why not treat yourself
and your family to a baking
spree? It is so easy with your
sack of Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour always on h a n d.
With Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour a cake is light, delicious,
tender and so easy to b a k e.
Rolls and pies are fun and easy
too. Put the pie in your freezer
to bake at a later date. Let the
cake a n d rolls have a dinner
date with Dad and t h e- small
fry.

STRAWBERRY DESSERT
211 cup Jack Sprat enriched
flour
1 2.3 cup sugar
2.3 cup butter or shortening
1 tsp, salt
I 1-4 cup milk
311 tsp, baking powder
3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
Sift together dry ingredients
cream butter and shortening in
bowl until light. Add flour and
milk atlernately. Beat vigorously for 2 minutes, add eggs and
vanilla. Beat as before to r 2
minutes. Pour into two 9-inch
pans that have been greased

and lined with VO a x paper. Bake
in oven 350 degrees for 15
minutes.
STRAWBERRY CREAM
F1LLNG
2 cups milk
cup sugar
1.4 teaspoon salt
1.4 cup Coro starch
2 eggs, separated
1.3 cup sliced strawberries
Combine Its cups of milk, 1-4
cup of the sugar and the salt
and scald by bringing just to a
boil. Blend the remaining /
1
2
cup cold milk, and the corn
starch and stir into the scalded
milk mixture. Cook until mix-

ture boils and thickens, stirring
constantly. Cool to lukewarm
Beat egg whites until fluffy.
add remaining 1-4 cup of sugar
and beat until stiff. F o 1 ri
thoroughly ipto cream filling
Cool thorouoghly a n d fold ir
sliced berries when ready t'
spread. Spread thickly between
layers of cake. Sprinklt
with granulated, sugar. Serv,
with strawberry sauce or fres
strawberry ice cream. Try it:
Jack Sprat enriched flour
makes such good cakes.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
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Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!

RICELAND RICE
•••
S

•
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...cooks
perfectly
every&ma/

THESE YOUNG FOLK put on a fine show recently on radio
station WDIA on the Big Star Food stores program. Standing in
front is Raymond Smith. Second row: Carroll McSwain, J. Wallace, Eddie Hurdle, C. Smith. D. Shelby and B. Jenkins. In sec
end row: Edwin Brooks, Barbara Griffin, Carla Thomas, Charles

A
Brice
to II
Mail
cart,
phis
whir
man
sign
with

etta Cottanham, Dorothy Bland,
Emma J. Neely, Fred 0. Hardy.
The popular Rig Star Food Stores
Talent Shows originate from
the studios of WDIA, of 2074
Union ave. every Saturday morning
at 11:30 with popular A. C.
Williams as master of ceremony.
You
too can appear on a show. Just
contact Mr. Williams at WDIA.
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LTFY-WIDE SCIENCE FAIR—
The, first mowed Science Fair
among Negro high schools was
held at Booker T. Washington
High last week with all the

•

public high schools but Lester and Melrose participating.
First exhibit on converting
sound waye impulses to elec-

try is secnid. About
iced in an

trical impulses has John But.
ler demonstrating Ossilliscope
and James Nolan exhibiting
rocket model. Both are IITIV

Cobb Picked
By Science
Group
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THE LA RITA HOMEMAKERS Social club are happy to
present its queen for 1957,
Mrs. Thelma Coleman, who
was crowned at a brilliant affair at the beautiful Flamingo
Room. She is the wife of Oliver Coleman Jr. and has three
children. She is a student at

••

LeMoyne college. Other members of the club are Mesdames
Alma Morris, Bertha Sullivan.
Katherine Armstrong, Julia
Pleas, aoe Draper. Ann Falls,
Bernice Jackson, Jimmie Burson, Dorothy Jones and Clara
Harris. (Blair Photo)

WASHINGTON — (ANA — Dr.
W. Montague Cobb, professor and
head of the Department of Anatomy in Howard university School
of Medicine, was unanimously
elected president of the American
Association of Physical Anthropologists at the 26th annual meeting of this society held at the
University of nichigan last week.
The association is a professional
scientific organization of about
450, with foreign members scattered throughout the world. This
is the first time a Negro scientist
has headed a national scientific
society in the United States. In
1955 Dr. Cobb -was chairman of
the Anthropology Section and vice
president of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, a similar first.
Dr. Cobb, 52, is a native of
Washington and received his early education
at Dunbar high
school here. He earned his A.B.
from Amherst college; his M.D.
from Howard university, and the
Ph.D. from Western university.
In 1955 Amherst college conferred upon him the honorary degree of Doctor of Science. During
that same year he received the
Distinguished Service Medal of
the National Medical association,
its highest award.
His publications number some
230 titles -on anatomical, anthropological and general medical subjects, many of which are cited in
standard medical texts. A substantial portion of his writings
has dealt with the‘ exposition and
eliminatioue.,of racial discrimination in health areas.

of Sulfuric acid, demonstrating the Frasch and Contact
processes. The exhibition Is by
Manassas High school and the

Bris projett supervisors are
James Boone, William Lowe
and J. F.. Perrie. Center proj•
ect on Mining and Production

Scholar.
Dr. J. S. Nathaniel Trove will
be remembered as the former secretary of the American Bible Society — representing the great A.
H. E. Zion church. . .ard a former professor at Livingstone college.
The 1957 graduating class will
represent the largest graduating
class to date from the junicr college. Among the graduates are several from the Department of Ilcligious Education. Graduates of
the past years have continued
their studies, and several are now
on the honor roll in several of the
senior colleges of our country. The
Board of Trustees will meet in
conjunction with the commencement program.
Rev. C. Ewbank Tucker, D. C.
L. D. D. Bishop of the Tenth
the past years have continued
Episcopal District is president
and chairman of the Board of Trus
tees. Dr. D. F. Martinez, is ores
More than 79 million meals are ident of Johnson Memorial Instiserved every day in U. S. eating jute, "A Junior College", Bates.
establishments. In some of t h e vine, Miss. Mrs. Johanna Z. Marlarger cities guests eat all their tinez, is the registrar and sponsor
meals there.
I of the senior class.

'BATESVILLE, Miss. — According to official announcement from
the news department of Johnson
Memorial Institute — a junior college, Batesville, Miss., speakers
for the 1957 class have been selected.
The Baccalaureate sermon will
be delivered by the Rev. Novey
S. Chaney, noted pulpiteer, orator
and builder and pastor of the Blair
Street AME Zion church, Jackson,
Miss. The Baccalaureate Services
will be held Sunday, May 15 at 2
p.m.
Commencement exercise, which
promises to be the most brilliant
in the history of this new institution, will be held on Wednesday,
May
at 2 p.m. The Commencement address will be delivered by
Dr. J. S. Nathaniel Tross, noted
editor of the "Charlotte Post", radio commentator, author, educator aud well-known International
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Make Plans For
Trek To Capital

now,
Porter

CASH AND AWARD—A sustained superior work perform&nee award accompanied the
check for $100 which Henry
Leachman, Crate maker at the
Memphis General depot received from Col. John P.. Horton,

••Depot Worker
Cited For
Performance

chief of storage and materials handling section. An outstanding record of production
on an electric stitching machine earned him the award.
(U. S. Army Photo)

Overtaking and passing is prohibited at all times on or within
100 feet of an intersection, a
railroad crossing, a bridge, a
tunnel or in any marked No Passin Zone. WHEN MOTOR VEHICLE LAWS ARE OBEYED
DEATHS GO DOWN.

By JAMES F. BURNS
A Sustained Superior Performance Award has been presented
to Henry Leachman, of 214 South
Main at., West Memphis, Ark, a
carton maker at the Army's Memphis General Depot. The award
which was conferred on Leachman for outstanding work in assigned duties was accompanied
with a check for $100.
This recognition was made under the Depot's Incentive Awaits
Proeram which not only gives
eish for suggestions, but also rewards outstanding work with cash
awards.

Lai main
the period from Septembk•`,1th
D a through Feburary, 1157,

period, he turned out 33,139 more
boxes than the average set for
his job. The standard was 66,675
boxes and he turned out 99,814
boxes on the electric stitcher machine.
He has worked in the Storage
Depot since Sept. 5, 1950. Always
recognised as a conscientious work
er, the Safety Director stated that
"his attitude toward t h e safety
program was excellent...he is familiar with all safety rules and
his past record provel that he
adheres to safe working practices
at all times."

Prior to earning to the Memphis General Depot, he spent seven years as a Machinist' helper
Losebnian exceeded his production standard by 49.8 percent. For with the U. S. District Engineers,
east" during one elz month in West Memphis.

••

CHICAGO
Meetings will be held Friday
to map plans for a large Chicago
area delegation to the Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington,
D. C. on May 17.
Rev. Thomas Gilgore, jr., national director of the prayer pilgrimage, will confer with Chicago church, labor and civic leaders
at a luncheon and conference.
The pilgrimage was called for
the third anniversary date of the
Supreme court decision outlawing
segregation in public schools.

Sen. McCarthy
III In Hospital

WASHINGTON\ D. C. — (ANP)
—Atty. Belford V. Lawson, jr.,
last week told 3 combined meeting of the East Ceneral Civic
Association and the D. C. Chane
her of Commerce that the next
fight for the Negro is on the
economic front.
"The day of Negro business is
over," he commented, "unless
we are able to compete on the
economic and industrial front. If I
we do not c•inpete ,we will be
swept under by the new corporate
age.
"The basic problem of the
Chamber of Commerce is to educate Negro businessmen so they
can share of the nation's wealth.
"In order for the Negro to
take a nactive part on this (econnomic) front, his business must
he develaped by merging small
businesses."
You are required by law to dim
your lights when meeting vehicles
and within 350 feet of them.
WHEN MOTOR VEHICLES
LAWS ARE OBEYED DEATHS
GO DOWN

George ID:Anson. At right Is
a view of students and guests
viewing t be exhibits. (Hooks
Photo)

I TRI-STATE DEFENDER

day and his cohdition is 4061;
.410 I
sidered serious."
McCarthy, 47, has had a tamp.'1 estuous career since entering the;
By SAM FOGG
Senate in 1947.
..
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Be- He has been reported in
thesda Naval hospital reported health in recent weeks.
•*
Monday that Sen. Joseph R. Mc- Hepatitis consists of an imam!:
Carthy (B) Wis., is seriously ill
mation of the liver. It can bel
with acute hepatitis—a severe
treated successfully by bed reek
liver disease.
Bethesda authorities said Me. and diet control plus heavy dome!!
Carthy entered the hospital Sun- of vitamins.

ug,

AWNINGS!
CANVAS,METAL1411
Low Price
EASY TERMS

DRAPERIES
SLIPCOVERS
VENETIAN BLINDS-WINDOW SHADES,

Williams Shade & Awnings Co. .
216 SO. PAULINE ST.

IR 6-4431 .

GALA OPENING
2nd Season
Wednesday Night
May 15, 1957
•

10 Thrilling Races Nightly
Open 6 Nights - Closed Sundays

Excellent Facilities for Colored Patrons
MEZZANINE TABLES AVAILABLE

About one-third of the earth's
land area is desert.
-40,

MARION'S
1.80 So. Main St.

"The Newest: and The Nation's Finest"

SALE
NYLONS
All New
flprIng'Shades
60 Gatige
15 Denier
Sizes 1144 to U
1145 Value

49
LESTER'S

Cpr.

208 So, Main St.
..e.

.411.

.z

Sat., May 4, 1957

ING

PRAIRIE VIEW, Texas—Several outstanding authorities in the
housing and financing fields will
serve on the program of the annual housing conference scheduled
at Prairie View A & M college
on May 10.
Keynoter for the occasion will
be Charles E. Sizety, deputy commissioner, FHA,
Washington,
D. C. The theme for the conference is "Financing Lower Cost
Housing and Renewal."

••

demonstrators are Terealies
Williams and James Payne,
juniors. Manassas project supervisors are E. W. Weed and

Johnson Memorial Sets Call Economic
Commencement Speaks Fight Next
For Negroes

Texans Schedule
Housing Confab
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seniors. Looking on, from left,
arc: Louis Hampton of BTW;
Norma Williams and Marga•
retie Prewitt. of Porter High.
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Vice President Nixon's recent
trip to Africa showed that the
people to people program can get.
During his recent African tour, Vice President Nixon
a boost front the assignment of
minority group personnel to all
is reported to have complained about "the cornballs" in
countries and not necessarily to
high diplomatic posts who were fumbling their jobs and
Africa alone.
giving the U. S. a had name abroad.
SOLDIERS ABROAD
This observance by no less a person than the second
Captain Clarence M. Hunt, a
graduate of Morgan State college
tun in command in our governis now serving as a training offiment should give some assurance tapered off a little in confrontacer with the U. S. Military Assistthat there will be a general im-• tion of the instinctive reasoning
ance Advisory group in Viet Nam.
provement in the standards of conditioned by tradition that a
Captain Hurtt is an infantry offipeople we send on the delicate Negro no matter ho* high his
skin, black hair, 5 feet, 9 inches
Dear Mme. Chants: I
has.
cer who was recently transferred
mission of maintaining our rela- background might he had only
tall, weight 190 lbs.' My faith been a reader of your column for
from the medical services corps.
tionships with other countries,
being
given
the merest chance of
is Church of God in Christ, Would over six years. I know you have
He is a regular army officer.
However, before giving over to the job. •
helped many people. I would be
Captain Charles I. Smith, a Nelike very much to meet someone
Optimistic joyousness, one should
very grateful if you would print
Conjecture then turned to the
gro graduate of West Point is
be aware of some sobering facts.
of
the
same
faith
here
in
my
rather wistful thinking that maybe
my letter in your column as I
now serving as a training officer
' One is the complete domination
home town, Memphis.
Anyone am very lonely for companioncolored person might get a
with the U. S. Military Assistance
Of the U. S. foreign service by some
who
is
not
of
that
faith,
please
assistant.
job as assistant to the
Advisory Group on Formosa.
ship. I am 30 years of age, 4 feet
cold hard professional careerists
do not write. Thank you very
The recommendation for a BuSmith is a field artillery officer.
6 inches tall, 160 lbs. Brown skin
who have a virtual stranglehold
B. 0. DAVIS, JR.
much. E. Wright, 1727 W. Silver,
African Affairs has gone
reau
of
Major Lee Archer, a Negro offiand have no bad habits other than
On diplomatic assignments below
Tenn.
Memphis,
Senate Foreign
through
and
I
read
wants
a
the
Dear
Mme.
Chante:
74,
one
who
46
and
of
smoking. I would like to hear
the ambassadorial rank.
the school, Here again this is be- cer attending the air university
• ••
Relations Committee has already
very
please
your
column
and
enjoy
it
Anyone
interested
nice
wife.
from ladies from 23 to 30 years of
cause their chances for appoint- at Maxwell Airforce Base, in
TELLS OF NEEDS
approved it; but there are no
Dear Mme. Chante: I am seek- age, who are interested in marments are so narrow in compari- Montgomery, Ala. wrote a paper much. I was wondering if you write. 1 will answer all ,etters
Even though the vice President
signs at all that Negroes will be
and
ing
Pen
Pals
who
are
lonely
could
help
me
find
pen
pals.
I
exchange
photos.
Birdie
Lee
and
guaron
the
value
of
minority groups in
riage and would like to live in
In his report on Africa, emphason with the whites who are
considered either for the top spot anteed positions upon graduation. the attache system. The paper am very lonely and would like Garden, 964 Jefferson Ave., Mem- wish to form a friendship that will California. One who is honest,
sized again the necessity lor high
or down below. The career boys PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
last. I am not interested in mar- sincere and understanding. I am
to
correspond
with
anyone
from
phis,
Tenn.
was
well
received
and
could
procalibre people and an expanded
• ••
are already firm in the saddle
riage as yet. I am a very homely employed and my income is very
On June 12, 1956, President Eis- vide the needed opening for as- ages 22 to 28. I am 24 years of
service, it's a sure bet that the
and have the staff handpicked.
age, 5 feet, 2 inches tall and
Dear Mine. Chante: I wrote to man with no habits. Race, creed good. But there has come a time
enhower launched the "people to signment of airforce personnel.
small core of iron-fisted dictators
A source to the Vice President people" program with the coopThe outstanding job done by neatly built. I love music and You sometime ago and received or color does not matter.-Brother in my life when I need a good
in the State Department who run
that the chances were slight cration of the State Department, General Benjamin 0, Davis Jr. sports. Am considered nice look- 48 letters. Out of the 48 I found M. B. Merriwether, 1842 So. St. wife. Anyone who is interested,
the show will still be carrying the said
that the job would go to Mrs. the United States Information as commander of the U. S. Air --OIL but not beautiful. Will an- a child of God just like myself. Louis St., care of Rev. Leola Har- please write and send photo in
Frances P. Bolton. The able and Agency, and the Artned Services. Force Task Force 13 on Formosa swer all letters and exchange We were married April 14. Char. ris, Chicago, Ill.
replying. I will do likewise. Will
• ••
respected congresswoman from
answer all letters hoping to hear
It is an ambitious project for en- attests to the ability of the Negro photo if desired. Marjorie Louis lie Hobson and Hazel Bertrand
Ohio is known to be interested, couraging understanding on a officer to hold his own in diplo- Ball, Rt, 2, Box 11, Munford, Ala. would like those who have written
Dear Mme. Chante; I would from a sincere lady soon—some•• •
has the personal admiration of mass basis through individuals matic circles as well as in cornus to know. Thank you. Mrs. C. like v e r y much to become a one who can put an end to these
President Eisenhower and Vice and private organizations.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Hobson.
member of your club. I would lonely hours. I am very sincere.
bat.
•••
President Nixon and could muster In the armed services, the staff MARINES MR NEGROES
like to correspond with some of Keldan Booker, 469 E. tat it,
very lonely Christian lady, age
bi-partisan support on Capitol Hill. is under the direction of James
Dear Mme. Chante: Would you your fellows there. I am a Jamai- Los Angeles, Calif.
One branch of service ether:is 33, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, weight 197
CAREERIST FAVORED
C. Evans, civilian assistant to the a holdout as far as movinglor- lbs. I would like to correspond please put my name in your col- can girl, age 26, single dark com•••
The source said that the Vice Secretary of Defense. Evans has ward in this area is the Marine with a nice man between the ages umn. I am 22 years of age, brown plexion, height 5 ft. 4 in. tall,
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
President favored a career per- been quietly working for a long Corps. There are no Negro'aa139 lbs. I am very much interson and the job would probably time to break down one aspect rines serving as guards at
ested in pen pals and would like like to correspond with a serious
go to John Palmer, a career man of diplomacy and that it is the embassies around the world and
to correspond with any race, any minded young man between the
and presently Deputy Undersecre- failure to assign Negro military it is doubtful that any have ever
color. Mercies Stewart. 8 Barry ages of 25-33, who is interested in
tary for African Affairs who ac- personnel to military missions and served in this capacity.
at., Kingston, P. 0. Jamaica, the better things of the future
with a view towards marriage.
companied the Vice President on military
B. W. I.
advisory
The job of ambassador is an
assistance
I am a Jamaican girl, 20, 5 feet.
• ••
his tour. Palmer drafted the Nix- groups as well as the embassies expensive one because it requires
4 inches tall, dark complexion
on report. although the Vice Pres- abroad. Formerly, the only place so much entertaining above and
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
and I consider myself good lookident wrote it in his own words. where they could be assigned was beyond the budget allowed to emECONOMIC ACHIEVEMENT
your column but I have heard love to get a pen pal in the USA.
ing. I promise to answer all letAn episode of t h e -cornball" Liberia which specified that it bassies. Most important posts reThe problem of earning a liv- from friends that you are still I am 18 years old. My chief
variety occurred in Rome while wanted Negro personnel.
quire a man of wealth who can ing is perhaps the most important doing a fine job thru it and your games are cricket, dancing, ters and exchange photos. Maud
Hamilton, 4 Torringto at.,
the Vice President was being honRecently, under Evan's guid- afford to dig into his own pocket problem that an individual or a personal contact with people all stamp collecting, table tennis and
ored at a reception at the Ameri- ance, the Department of Defense to make up the deficit.
society faces.
over the U.S.A. Now, I come to swimming. Sylvester Paterson, ton, Jamaica, B. W. I.
•••
can Embassy. The wife of the has instituted a new policy whereThis often handicaps a PresiIts solution is based on human You with a problem: Should I Chester, Laughland, P.O., JamaiMinister Counsellor of the em- by Negroes are not only being as- dent in making an assignment be- existence and social progress. The continue going to night school, ca, B.W.I.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
ball on their own terms.
• ••
bassy walked up to a group of signed to military missions. but cause the emphasis is more on manner in which it is solved de- or, take this job that has just
lonely and would like very much
Unless there are some sweep- three American Negroes with a are being encouraged to make ap- wealth than ability. However, termines the degree of physical been offired to me? An old friend
Dear Mme, Chante: I have been to exchange thoughts with someing and drastic changes at the cocktail glass in her hand and plication for military attaches at there are many posts that are comfort and security that any peo- R. B. ,
reading your column and am very one. My hobbies are swimming,
top, this group will never relax announced that her husband was American embassies•abroad.
manned by career people who ple may attain; and through 'its —ANS. I fully realize that this interested. Hope you will help dancing, singing and letter writone of its policies of keeping Ne- thc Ambassador - Designate to ICELAND NO CHOICE
have conic up through the ranks influence upon leisure, shapes or job would pay you more money me as I am very lonesome and ing. C. Cummings, 37 Foster Lane,
groes out of the foreign service, Ghana.
The only exceptions are Iceland, and in no sense can be called limits the development of cul- ... if you take it, but the hours wish to correspond with a nice Kingston, P. 0., Jamaica, B.W.I.
even though there are solid inEven hefore this bit of surprise Ethiopia, and Saudi Arabia, the wealthy.
ture end achievement.
would mean working at night. man who is also lonesome. I am
•••
dications that many countries re and choice information could be latter which has a restriction
The
For years, the tradition has
in which a group
Somehow I feel that you should a 49-year-old woman who would
Dear Mme, Chant& I would
gardless of their geographical po- digested. the lady let her disgust against persons of t h e Hebrew been to send a Negro as ambassa- of people secures a living, the
continue with your classes, and like some nice man between the like to meet girls from 21 to
40
*Mons or the makeup of their pop- be known when she complained fa ith.
dor to Liberia. This is the only ways and means by which the
try to make out with your pres- ages of 50-55. I am brown skin, from all parts of the
country. I
ulations would welcome American that although her husband, a
Some months ago, the Ethiopian major diplomatic post in the world wants of the individual and of
ent job until you finish this 5 feet, 5 inches, tall. weight 160 am light brown skin, with
black
Negroes • in diplomatic assign- Southerner, as most of the career- ambassador denied that his coun- that goes to a Negro; yet there the social group are supplied
course. The more you equip lbs., black hair. I will give all hair and brown eyes. I
weigh
ments. •
ists are, had more than 27 years try had any restrictions against are many 'Negroes with back- Is what we refer to when the
yourself for a better position, the details through the mail. Please 142 lbs, height 4 feet
ti inch. I
The careerists take advantage of service, "the best they can of- accepting American Negro mill- ground fitting them for ambassa- use of the term economy or
better off you will be a little send photo in first letter. Will love to cook and bake
and work
Of one long established fallacy. fer us is the crumbs and we have tary personnel at the embassy. dorial rank.
economic organization, is used.
later on. It is a sacrifice — answer all mail and exchange on radios. Will
accept photos.
•••
The old standby of lack of quail- to take it:'
This came about after a defense ROXBOROUGH REPORT
but well worth it, as you will photo. Miss E. H., P. 0. Box 142, George Nance, 72 W.
99th at.,
• tied and .trained Negro personnel BLABBERMOUTH
Two years ago, John RoxborDear Prof. Herman: It has been see.
department official claimed this
New York 27, N. Y.
Apt. 6, New York, N. Y.
automatitally produced by the fact
Although she later denied that was the reason for not sending otigh II, a Young Negro attorney quite sometime 'since I have read
•
•
•
that since, doors are closed in this she was casting any aspersions any Negroes there,
fromDetroit, was named as a
ANXIOUS. Will we ever reach
field, few ever brave the barriers on the country, her careless and
As for Iceland, as one soldier consultant to Secretary of State saw fit, promising that they would
our goal?
to becoming prepared.
indiscreet baring of her attitude put it, "Who wants to go there John Foster Dulles. Roxborough be acted upon.
ANS. A careful analysis of
' While this has been known for points up the serious defects in anyway?" At any rate, Evans was hired on a per diem basis to
Roxborough soon found himself
your question indicates the fact
I ei long time, the African cape• the system that allows totally dis- has been instructed by the Depart- spend anproximatelv two weeks
up against a stone battlement of that you are worried over your
rience has underscored the vi- interested persons to have a mon• ment to get a clarifying state- out of a month in Washington ob- cold
N.GIRL...110‘D Nt
CALL ME...misScImE!)
subtle resistance. He was plans to build which seem to be
ciousness ,of the system. As soon epoly on assignments where pen- ment of policy from each of these serving and making suggestions
AN,...seatcury seAvtly YAK!
blocked at practically every turn getting further and further away.
es public interest began mounting sine interest and sympathy for places and this includes persuad- on improving the State Depart- by
the careerists in charge who Don't let this upset you, when
SuRE...YAKE-TY
in the independence of Ghana, the people ought to be the pri- ing Liberia to change its policy ment personnel policy.
actually run the Department from circumstances are such that you
YAK...ETC
there was speculation about the mars, considerations.
for Negroes only to conform to
Roxborough went to work in the second plateau. Secretary
ambassadorship to the new coonIt has only been within the last the overall policy of integration quiet deadly earnest to dig deep, Dulles occupies the loftiest peak have to re-adjust your budget
hospital and doctor
try and most of it centered around five years that such schools in in the services,
get the facts and come up with and seldom if ever gets a chance to cover
prominent Negroes who might be Washington like George WashingThis assignment of Negro per- some practical answers. He saw to look at what's going on down bills. it does seem that all is
lost.
But remember, this will
named.
ton university, American univer- sonnet and other minority groups the secretary once in the Year below.
'
not last, go right ahead with
SPECIAL SECTION
sity. and Georgetown university to missions and embassies would he served and that was when he
RoxboroUgh completed his re- your plans ... it will just take
' Close upon this came reports have opened their doors to Negro be in keeping with President Eta- was sworn in,
port and turned it in, then went a little longer that is all.
that the administration was con- students.
enhowers "people to people" proDulles told him then that he back to his law practice. Nothing
• ••
isidering setting up a special AfriGeorgetown has the largest and gram which is designed to (mil- was concerned about the lack of has been heard from his report.
M. A. We have moved several
can division in the State Depart- most important foreign service larize the man
the street in Negroes in 'top positions in the Certainly no action has been taken
times, now it seems that we must
anent with an assistant secretary in the country and is famed for foreign countries with the USA Department and gave him a carte on its
recommendations, and it
In charge.
training diplomits. So far, only a and what it represents and, how blanche order to investigate and it fugther doubtful that Secretary do so again. . .I am so disgusted,
for it means taking my children
' Al this point the guessing game handful of Negroes are attending it operates,
make any recommendations he Dulles has ever seen it.
out of school and placing them
in another one each time we have
made these changes. Can you
*lbw's -tue
help us at all?
Autt-VER...
ANS. Because of the nature
'43tING•f?
Britt4 OF %it* COULD HE A LOT MORO.
of your question I would rather
ArtfeAC-ri
C4.1 RID OF THOSE CIRCUS OUICIIS AN
write you a personal letter. You
•041$1 LOUD VULCOAR TALK/IMOSE *THREE SNADES
cm,ASIR
see the column
doesn't allot
DYE LOOK RIOICULOuSnAl GOING
BMA!.1. if
much space for going into de'IOU
GIVE
SO
WHACK
'OS UPABAELLII,
.)
tail Mrs. A.. so if you will write
to me In care of this paper,
sending your name, birthdate
,
and complete address I shall be
_
„:".
happy to advise you.
• ••
_,
' V. N. Will my luck change,
' ANS. According to your Zodiacal Sign, you are destined to
experience many changes in
your life...they will all help yew
to get along better. both Itsan•
sally and physically.
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
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Some distressing information was made
public in Memphis last week.
It was revealed that 10,256 names of
local Negroes have been pulled from the
registered voters list of Memphis and Shelby county.
We have no reason to believe that the
names were removed because of racial prejudice or discrimination.
They were removed because those 10,256
Negroes have not bothered to take the time
to vote in a statewide election since 1952.
They were removed because the citizens
chose to remain among those who are politically unproductive and indifferent to the
civic interest of the community. Apparently quite a number do not appreciate and
cherish their democratic right to vote.
The 10 thousand should not view with
pride their listing among the 38,374 persons taken off the permanent voter regisptlion rolls in Shelby county, in the bighouse clearing of non-voters in the
county and city since permanent registration began in 1949.
Our people who have been negligent
should feel more ashamed than the white
non-voters. This is so because Negroes have
so much more to strive for than the whites.
To make matters still more serious,
these are people who have been registered.

At one time there were 53,395 registered
Negro voters in Memphis and shelby county. Now due largely to the apathy of 10,256
there are only 43,396. That means that about
one fifth of the Negroes registered permanently since 1949 are removed for failing to
exercise the right and opportunity given
them through the pleadings, preaching and
other sacrificial efforts of those who first
persuaded them to register.
It is true that some of those listed as
dropped may have died, moved from the
city and county or became incapacitated
to the point where they cannot vote. But,
it appears quite safe to estimate most of
the "lost" ten thousand are around and
very much alive.
Tennessee law requires that to remain
on the permanent registration roll, one
must vote in a statewide election at least
ONCE every four years. So long RR that is
done, the voter remains registered without having to do anything more.
It is quite obvious a dynamic political
and civic educational program is needed
among our people. The time is NOW to get
the same underway.
It is fervently hoped that all or at least
the majority of the "lost" ten thousand
local Negroes will be motivated to try
again to become useful citizens to this
community and their race.

The United Negro College Fund
Aside from the training dispensed to gro College Fund which makes an annual
appeal for contributions to be shared by 31
ther unique service to America as a whole. privately supported colleges.
They supply needed technicians to the ever
Since these colleges, in the main, draw
increasing industrial demand and furnish their students from the lowest income
specialists who are carrying today the in- groups in America, tuition, board and room
triguing gospel of America's mechanical fees are, by necessity, kept to a bare minigenius and industrial skill and know-how to mum. But for this consideration, nearly
the far flung outposts of the free world, nine-tenths of those who are receiving colthrough the State Department overseas lege training would either be wards of their
states swelling the relief rolls or would be
These colleges, limited as they are in fi- in the ranks of the brooding army of me
nancial resources, in equipment and man- nial workers. Thus Negro colleges cannot
power, manage somehow to meet the rigid possibly maintain themselves out of the
scholastic requirements set down by exact- meager income from student fees. Thereing accrediting agencies. Their graduate and fore, they need the generous support of all
post graduate students are performing in those who believe in the fundamental ideals
their fields of concentration at the high ac- of our present day society and who cherish
the principle of equal opportunity for all as
ademic level expected of them.
an inherent constituent of our great AmeriThis speaks well not only for Negro- can heritage.
administered colleges, but also for the
Let us remember that in a democracy
American system of free enterprise which such as ours, the more enlightened the cimakes it possible for such institutions to tizenry, the greater the chances for perexist through foundations, grants and in- petuating the noble concept upon which
dividual gifts. Unfortunately these awards rests our form of government. Let us thereand personal donations are never large fore give, and give without stint, to the
enough to meet the continuing budgetary United Negro college fund which is helping
needs of these institutions. Hence, the ne- to hold high the glorious banner of democcessity for the existence of the United Ne- racy before a doubting world.
Negro youth, Negro colleges render a re,

"Ale Disease Of Heedless Power
The mounting death toll on U. S. highways is a major national catastrophy that
robs our country of much needed manpower, and that causes many sober citizens
to wonder if we are not developing into a
nation of morons. Every national holiday
brings in its wake a lengthening list of
those killed in automobile accidents.
Despite new safety devices, despite repeated warnings by newspapers and radios,
the tragedy continues its gruesome unfold.
ing before the mournful eyes of helpless
relatives and friends of the incredulous atm
heedless motorists.
Nearly half a million persons were killed
and more than two million injured on the
highways last year. Human error was the
main factor in the majority of the cases
amlyzed.
"Faulty equipment was blamed for less
than four per cent of the fatalities. Bad
weather was responsible in only 15 per cent
of the instances. Seine statisticians have
attempted to prove that the dangers on our
highways are decreasing, because the rate
of death per miles traveled and vehicles

registered has decreased sharply in recent
years.
But the bold and incontestable fact remains that the rate of accident on the highways rises with each increase in the number of vehicles. Although, it must be noted,
it is not the increase in vehicles by itself
which accounts for the rise in the number
of accidents, but rather the increase in the
number of fools who drive their cars on
the highways in complete disregard of traffic regulations and who throw all precautions to the wind.
The Travelers Insurance Companies, in
their 23rd annual report, call this slaughter
the bitter fruit of a "Heedless Horsepower."
Says the report:
"It is a chronic disease of the Age of
the Automobile. The disease of heedless
horsepower is highly contagious. It can be
spread by an irresponsible word, an inflated claim, a careless example. . .Every one
who is in a position to influence drivers
should learn that horsepower in the hands
of the heedless is the fundamental cause of
our ever-mounting toll of disaster."

TEST TUBE BLUES
expected to know less about pills
The Negro city high schools of than white doctors. Most Negro
Memphis staged a Science Fair lawyers are not expected to have
last week.
read extensively in the law books
And about as much noise was as white lawyers. Most Negro
made over it as would be expected preachers are not expected to
from the residents of Roper's Al- know as much about God as white
ley following the announcement of preachers.
a Shakespee,eau drama in Inc Ja- The attitude of not expecting
panese language. With the excep- Negroes to attain an demonstrate
tion of a handful of teachers. . real scientific knowledge and masmost of them assigned to be pres- tery of their fields is reflected even
ent.- . .grown-ups were conspicu- among other Negroes. Look how
ous by their absence. Happily, many would rather have t“eir chilgangs of kids showed up. . .herd- dren taught by white teachers.
ed in by their teachers. And al- They have a feeling the kids real(ho the suspicion lingers that the ly know something then. That's
youngsters would have much pre- one of the mainsprings of this
ferred freedom from classes else- surge for integrated schools.
.
where, at least they seemed inter- although not three Negroes out of
ested in the wonders of science ten will admit it. But seven out
as depicted at the Negro high of ten will admit it loudly when
school fair.
it comes to choosing doctors. .
One may feel pretty safe In con- or lawyers. .or mechanics. . .or
tiuding that the kind of interest any other practitioner of other
shown in that Fair. . .or the kind crafts requiring scientific inferof lack of Interest shown in it. . illation and exact skill.
may be indicative of a whole lot
And it all springs from a deep.
of significant aspects of the Ne- laid conviction that Negroes, as
gro's view of education, learning, a rule, just do not sufficiently
and real knowledge.
master all the details, facts, and
Of course, it 11111,1 be admitted full information about a given field
that the promoters of the event to rate them as authorities. . .acmight have been given, or might quainted with all that's to be
have sought more publicity for known about their particular field
the undoubtedly fine show. And it of interest. . .in which they hold
was a fine show. Parents would degrees or positions.
have been surprised to learn what
Now, the "Why" argument for
their youngsters are being taught this situation is not the present
and
with
acquainted
become
to
subject. The "Is" of the matter
concerned about in the Memphis is what's eating up space here.
Negro high school science classes. And the "Is" is that most of "your
High school kids stood behind olks" don't rate in the arras where
exhibit tables and gave the right exact, accurate, scientific knowanawers about important elemen- ledge makes the difference, that's
tary facts in chemistry, biology, telling it like it is. . .Now, whatphysics, and such related fields chubet!
as electronics, physiology, zoology. But, it's such events as that
and astronomy. . .with the accom- high school Science Fair of last
panying mathematics.
week which can make the differThe science teachers in Mem- ence. Such projects give kids is
gilt
rate
schools
Negro
phis's
chance to develop respect for
edged orchids. . .or better still. . facts. Too many Negroes get only
and
praise
of
words
gracious
most
half facts. . .and go off halfthanks for the obviously fine piece baked, as the saying goes.
of work they are putting over with
A Science Fair serves to show
Negro kids. . .yes, Negro kids.
that one of their most dreadkids
The term "Negro kids" was used ed subjects mathematics (includdeliberately. For Negro children ing plain arithmetic, algebra, geospring from sources where not , metry, trigonometry, calculus, and
much emphasis is placed on sci- what-have-you) are not the bugsentific training. Most so - called bears they're so often built up to
educated Negroes are only half- appear. In fact, the kids learn in
educated. And that goes for most science classes that, once the funof those with deorees .Only rare)'
are
damentals of mathematics
can an educated Negro be found
all this modern life
learned.
aureal
.a
authority.
who is an
pretty simple. . .except
thority. . .in his field. Most Negro becomes
more
people. 'Let's have
the
expected
not
are
teachers
history
Mr. William Lowe, and SciFairs,
history
white
as
much
as
to know
Teachers. Selah!
teachers. Most Negro doctors are ence

the use of the hands are brought
into play, along with the mind and
the feet. The hands are necessary
to this operation because there
is to be handling, grappling,
clinging and pulling.
SUFFICIENT THOUGHT
If there is to be an escape over
the walls that may appear in any
difficult situation, ther e must
be sufficient thought given, sysadvancement
measured
temic
made, based upon worthwhile standards, steady and determined efforts made with faith and hope.
There must be grappling, holding,
clinching a n d pulling upward if
there is to be an escape. There
must also be a vision of escape
and there must be expanded comprehension before the vision can
come clearly.
The impossible is realist to those
with narrow conceptions, little
hope and weak faith. By their lack
of vision, weak hopes and weak
faith, they are blinded to the weaknesses in the walls that encircle
them. Only those who overcome
are rewarded. Only those w h o
overcome reach the goal. Walk
away from your disappintment
ation.
and climb over your difficulties if
Climbing is walking up. Here you would succeed.

There comes times in the lives
of individuals, groups, organizations, races and nations, when
difficulties arise that present problems which seem to have no solutions.
During these times all physical
and mental efforts may seem useless against an inescapable wall.
Therefore, the coordination between the physical and mental
spaces are lost. There is no
room for further progress mentally or physically to find a way
out — no coordination between
mental strength and physical
strength. The only solution f o r
these si'..uations is to take a walk,
to climb over the mental and physical walls that confine.
Walking is advancing by measured alternate steps. Walking requires a standard, a determination, an effort, a steadiness, a
faith and a hope not the whole
distance at once but one step at
a time. Impatience, doubt and
fear weaken, also prohibit walking. In walking coordination between the feet and mind is
required for a successful oper-

The People Speak
On Misprints

I was finally able to figure out
just what was being said. You
DEAR EDITOR:. I have been
a constant reader of your paper are talking about Joe Louis and
ever since I have been In this Emmett King in the same artiarea and have fOund it to be a cles.
very interesting and well conSince the price of the paper has
structed paper, but recently there gone up to 20c I feel that we
seems to be a continuance of mis- should at least get the best. The
prints resulting la some articles price has gone up but the paper
being hard to understand, and has not improved which is unfair
one has to be an expert at solv- M those who run to the news
ing crossword puzzles to under- stands each week to get one
some of these articles that along with those who are subair printed so poorly.
scribers to the paper.
Enclosed is a clipping from
—Rev. Hezekiah Morris, Jr.,
your paper April 20, 1057. After
reading this article amity times Gary, Ind.

slit'

More than two million persons
are employed in the nation's
public eating places and the industry ranks third in the number
of persons who are given steady
employment.

Words of th• Woe
lian is not mailer of the
=hem because be ean spin
the atom. Re has spot the
Mean Dwane) he believed in
his own union. mastery. Faith
kid to the material achievement, not the achievement to
the faith. --(Barbara Ward)

"Your confidential secretary? If she's like that dress she
wearin'... There's nothin' confidential around here."

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Funeral Feelings Vary
From Grief To Greed
There was a fine funeral coming out of a big church in Harlem
one day when I stopped with the
crowd of passerby on the sidewalk
to look.
From the mountains of flowers
and the long line of highly polished cars, it was obvious that the
deceased must have been a man
of means. As a bevy of well-dressed mourners came down the
church steps, a down-at-the-heels
fellow on thr curb said to another
one, "Man, them mourners will
be sad—until the insurance makes
them glad."
And many of the on-lookers had
to smile. For persons not involved
in funerals, there are sometimes
humorous elements. On occasion
I have tried to capture some of the
nuances of such attitudes I have
heard expressed and put them into
poem s.
In Harlem there are many night
funerals, I suppose, so that people
who work in the day may attend.
From the be-bop era came this
poem of mine called "Dead In
There"—
Sometimes a night funeral going by
Carries home a re-bop daddy.
Wane and flowers ,tusrantee
He'll never hype another pad-

ICA hard to believe, but deed in Sometimes funerals can work sodden economic hardships, as the
there
He'll never lay a hype nowhere. famous funeral scene in "Porgy
and Bess" dramatized. once
He's my ace-boy gone away.
"Wake up and live!" he used about this problem of expenses I
to say.
wrote this "Ballad of the Man
Squares who couldn't. dig him Who's Gone"—
Plant him now—
No money to bury him.
Out where it makesoo dill' no
The relief gave Forty-Four.
how
The undertaker told them,
Once I saw a widow grieving
.
You'll need Sixty more
adiell.04.
mightily at her husband's rites,
For a first-class funeral, t
but folks who knew her said, "She
A hearse andon,,can,
won't he single long." So the idea
And maybe eoar friend.
came to me for a poem perhaps
Will send some flowers. .
expressing her thoughts—
His wife took a paper
Oh, that last long ride
And went around.
Is a ride everybody must lake,
Everybody that gave somethini
And that final stop
She put them dossn.
Is a stop everybody must make.
She raked up a Hundred
When they put you In the
For her man who was dead.
ground
His buddies brought flowers.
And they throw dirt in your
A funeral was had.
is
face,
•
A minister preached—
That's one time, pretty papa,
And charged Five
You'll sure stay in your place.
•
To bless him dead
You was a mighty lover
And praise him alive.
years.
And you ruled me many
Now that he's buried—
If I live to be a thousand,
God rest his soul!
I'll never dry these tears.
I reckon there's no charge
I don't want nobody else
For graveyard mould.
And don't nobody else want
Rut I wonder what makes
me—
A funeral so high?
YET YOU NEVER CAN TEI,I.
A POOR MAN AIN'T GOT
WHEN A WOMAN LIRE ME
NO BUSINESS TO DIE!
IS FREE!

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
White women, most of thcm
English, are playing an important
and little known role inside the
leadership circle of Africans who
are fighting so nobly to win independence for their countries and
bring an end to colonialism.
This subject, of course, is usually taboo in public discussions
of the rise of African nationalism.
Many Negroes, especially colored
American women, resent the presence of these smart white "secretaries" and "aides" to the African male heroes.
A few African chiefs and poobi.hs have married Englishwomen. One notable example is Seretse Khama who came close to
upsetting the English parliament
by taking his white wife home to
Africa.
I was reminded of these facts
when I read "The Autobiography
of Kwame Nkrumah," the life story
of the Prime Minister of Ghana
which proclaimed its independence
on March 6 this year.
Nkrumah's book was published
recently in Britain by Thomas Nelson and Sons LTD and I recommend it to all serious students of
Negro life here and abroad.
Writing about the time he spent
In London amidst great privations,
the Prime Minister states:
"But even if we had difficulty
in warming our bodies round a
fire, our hearts 'were constantly
warmed by the ever ready offer of
hglp by several English girls.
These girls — most of them of good
class families — used to come
and type for hours on end in the
evenings and they never asked a
single penny for their work.

One reporter returning from th•
"The best we could do for them
was either to put them in a taxi ceremonies in Ghana last month
and pay their fare, if we happened indicated that the Africans at
to be in funds or, which was more home, including the women, show
often the case, to accompany them no open resentment of the presto the tube station and wave then, ence of a few Englishwomen in
Positions of strategic importance
goodbye.
circles.
"I did one day go to the cine- in the leadership
was advised also not to attach
ma with one of them however,
the presence of
because I remember as we were any importance to
because they are of
about to go in, an Englishman these women
in the nationmade some scathing remark no real consequence
about the girl being in the corn - alist movement.
a trifle odd,
as
me
It
does strike
pan)' of a black man (only that
heard of
was not the expression he used). however, that I have not
any brilliant American women,
"The next thing I knew was that colored or white, dedicating their
the girl had given him a resound- lives to the work of these Afriing slap on the face and told him can poobahs.
to mind his own business and not
This is strange also because so
to use such offensive language. Be- many of these new African leading the cause of it all, I suggest- ers, including Prime Minister
ed to her that I take her home and NIcrumah of Ghana, spent long
leave her, but she insisted that yeats of study in the United
we carried on.
States and often at Negro institu"We were therefore very im- tions here.
pressed by English women, There
I think it is also interesting to
was a warmth of sincerity and observe that no matter bow fierce
sympathy surrounding them, their the nationalism of some of these
hearts were big and what they African leaders, it does not predid for us, they did in a quiet and vent them from taking the Eurounassuming way and expected pean women into their confidence.
neither thanks nor reward."
It has been suggested to me that
I first learned of the important the role of these women in Afripart these European women were ca', affairs will fade into insignific.
playing in the African nationalist ance when the native women ilef
movement from Dr. St. Clair an opportunity to obtain higher edDrake of Roosevelt university who ucation and develop their talents.
is an authority on African affairs. I have heard it said also that
The most startling revelation to opposites attract and, from studyme was that the alleged founder ing the photographs of the African
of the Mau Mau movement in leaders and the European women
Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta, who was who assist them, I should think
held responsible for all the anti- the attraction, granting the above
colonist terrorism, was married premise, would be very great into an -English woman and has at deed. They could not look mor•
unlike.
least one child.

SAT

1111••••••1

Here's `Linkdom' In Action ...
mid-April. The 20 mid-Western chapters of this nationwide

• MUTUAL INTERESTS in civic and cultural affairs attracted a large number of delegates to the 8th annual Central

chain of promkent community leaders met as guests of the

Area Conference of Links, Inc. to Kansas City, Mo., during

Greater Kansas City chapter, headed by Mrs. Lucille Jackson.

•

•INDIVIDUAL HONORS for meritorious service and chapter awards for best activity program sparked the confab. The

left) Mesdames Lucille Jackson, Kansas City; Kans.; Bess

Roof Garden setting for the conference headquarters at the

Will Florence Robinson,k Kansas City, Kans., program chair-

Hotel Continental was a lush background for the smartly

man.

Simpson, Indianapolis, area chairman-presiding officer and

gowned femmes. Photo left: Trio of busy executives (from

a
a
a

a

of

fib GAY CAMARADERIE enlivened the social affairs on
the calendar as in this scene at the closing formal banquct
which was followed by attendance at the Kappas' formal
dance at the popular Beau Brummel Club. Photo top abovel
Hostess Mrs. Lucille Jackson (left) regales Mrs. Virginia
Bailey). Columbus, Ohio, one of those cited for distinguish.
ed service; Mesdames Nancie Shatz, Jacqueline Hanley,
Evelyn Hawkins and Annetta M. Lawson, all of Laiana.
polls; Mesdames Adele T. Woods and Minne B. Hicks, both
of Little Rock. Ark.

•GROBE TROTTING Mrs. Gladys Badean was just back
from her African trek in time to render a colorful report

ONE OF THE five recipients of engraved plaques de&citing meritorious service to the organization was Mrs.
Portia Searcy of the Chicago chapter, former area chairman. Photo top above: Looking on as Mrs. Bess Simpson
makes the presentation are Mesdames Helen Clements, Institute, W.Va., area secretary and Mildred Freeman, Nashville. Tenn.

at the banquet on "Ghana, Birth of a Nation." Sharing
the speakers table (photo above) were Mesdamee Helen
Clements, Institute, West Va., area secretary
. ; Bernice
•MRS. BEATRICE TURNER (second from left) of
the hostess chapter chats with members of the tree
chic Omaha, Neb. delegation. They are (from left)

Mesdames Albertint Chandler, Eliza bei h Pittman,
Vera K. Cowan and Ruth Ann Solomon.

Hughes Martin, Bluefield, W. Va., national vice presiden,
and Alma Alexander, vice president of the Greater Kane,
City hostess chapter.

a
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THE NATIONAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION SALUTES YOU
DURING NATIONAL INSURANCE WEEK, MAY 13-18

Bess

•

and
hair-

A. MACEO WALKER, preeldent of Universal Life Insurance
company. made the following statement in his cohment on
National Insurance Week: "Service is the rent one pass for
the space he occupies on this earth. The National Insurance
Association is a group of life insurance companies owned
and operated by members of the Negro race. They are dedicated to better service for insuring the public; better service
in life protection, health protection, job opportunities and home
ownership. These companies deserve sour support. National
Insurance Week is offered the insuring public to give all people
an opportunity to insure with us and to become a part of this
great service moy(swot. Spend your insurance dollars with us
and help us to create more Jobs for members of you family.
and help us to finance more homes for better living. •
her National Insurance Week, May
thru May

13 H."

HERMAN A. GILLIAM, agency director of Universal Life In
surance co., said: "The Life Underwriters of this Nation have
brought into being a measure of economic security to 95 million Americans. Some day this Nation will pay high tribute to
them for the wonderful job they are doing. During the week
of May 13 one of these people pill contact t ou. listen what
is said. The message will be one of hope and security."

0. T. WESTBROOK, secretary and agency director
of Union
Protective Assurance co. stated: "Those of us who have
constantly supported this movement user a quarter of a
century
can look back with pride and look ahead with great hope
that
the National Insurance association will keep on weaving
its
way to the mountain of service and dependahilits.
We at the
Union Protective'Assurance co., do humbly and praerfully so•
licit tour cooperation in this mot omen'. and further ask you
to insure in our or one of the other companies always."

LEWIS H. TWIGG, president of Union Protective AssunincC
co., pointed out: "The neck of May 13 has been designate.'
National Insurance Week. In 36 states of these united ones et
America, the 64 member companies of the National InsuraneC
association, will present themselves in a gigantic effort to es!:
pouse the rause of greater economic security through life ie..
surefire. The companies listed on this page are members it
this national group and are directly serving the community hit
which you li‘e. The great benefits that these life insurance,
companies have to offer can best be explained by the agents
who serve sour communits. May I urge you to extend a hearty
welcome to these men and women as they present themselves
to you in the interest of your greater financial security."

p.

Some of the Agents of The Underwriters Association representing 7 Memphis
Companies.

INSURANCE
IN
FORCE
1955 TOTAL
$162,695,321.00
LT. GEORGE W. LEE, MGR.
ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CO.
390 BEALE AVE.
PH. JA. 6.1027

INSURANCE
IN
FORCE
DEC. 31, 1954

Good Irmo,.
I Welter, this le Mr •nd Mr. John 0 Public•
We ere Representatives of The Nailonal
Insuran.•
Association and the Memphis Insurence Underverlters
Associstion It is nice meeting you.
1 know You Cr. •nJoying your favorite T V
program
But whit. they at• dotng the comntercial,
ma, V. hamt
Just • few moment. chat With you and
YOUr Will and sat
you • few questlons? Thank you.
The National Insurance Association will begin
III Annual
Mammoth Policy Plaecornent and Educat1on•I Drive
May 7th.
Thic drill he. two fold ourpoaer
1. IA, To place more insurance on you and your
family. and explain to you our New Contracts
what they offer you for your future security and
what they can do for you
MI To help educate you on What Mir
dollar, caw
do and are doing.
I. Li Yew Knew
met Wittman in called advance agents of eivillaalion/ Re ts the ambassador to our fu.
turf, comfort. efficlency and pleasure. The
incursive salesman to the one who educates more fully the public on the lute.
nor advantages of life insurance, annul.
'ire and its provisions for future mcurity
through guaranteed cash and life income.
Did You Knew
That you have 154 ineurance agents
who represent the six major insurance
companies of America read)
, to serve you
Palle In Memphis Namely: Atlanta Lite,
North Carolina Mutual. Union Protective. .
Unto-greet Life. &memo Liberty Life and
Marnivirsth Life,
Did Teo Knew
That mote than eighteen million dotter. 4111.000,000, are spent by the Neer•
for insureince each year in Memphis?
Did Teo Knew
Thst the At Negro Compsnies mitt
collect two million dollars, 42.000.0001 of
that eighteen million?
Did Te• Knew
With that 2 million we build homes.
grant mortgages on home. and farms,
build churches. employ hundreds of men
and women, edUCat• hundred§ of boys and
girls and many other services?

COULD
WE DO
WI

i"

LI

10 MILLION

T. I. MARZETTE, MGR.
MAMMOTH LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
PH. IA. 5-7161
3461
/
2 BEALE

anqu

had increased to 87.002000,000 in IOW It crew to 1100.
000.000.000. This growth has continued steadilv until today.
Total In leaal rmen• comoantso ic more 10•0
9107.00tt•
000.000 of dollar.? This covers 77.000.000 policyholder..
t Whet Above Yes?
Every year the people In the 0.1 A Invegl over
1
000 dollars in Ilfs inau ranee contract.. What
about you, do not say 'I'm loaded '' Join the other minion
million and start growing.
04 You Know
The assets held by the teuerance companies total
one-twent.eth of all the fictional wealth - all the farm..
home., building railroad., !Wort., public utilities and all
the wealth of the land/
S. Dcd Vat Know
Th• basic Industrie. to. our Life insurance monm
to grow and mond? Families use It to buy homes. farmers
11At it to improve their f•rms,
retina& use It to buy
eunipment and see it grow In our national life? Do not
eay, tm loaded '•
Ton often hear the expression.
tun
lwded. I hare all the insurance I need.J
That man or woman ha, not stopped to
evaluate life incur.", For lif• Insurance
Is molts
•nd what man or woman ha:
too much money?
P. If life presented ne financial problems. if the nature of man and he
economic environment were idea. there
would be little or no need for if. !MUT•nce. For then the financial security of
the individual. which is the chief concern
of life inaurance. would he as natural to
Man as I. the air he breathes. Indeed it
would be imposaible to escape being financially secure. even though we might
want to be poor. for under Ideal conditions every msn would be Uch. There
Would be no risk or chance. no hazards.
7. If there Is no ideal conditions
then Life Insurance
the enterer. it
helps man to reach ht. goal In life having a haws home. educating his
children god having a retirement fund
awaiting him f -- Ms old age.
Life hes taught us all one great
lmson. that is. to our present and economic Intent - • man who want. to lire
In daily comfort must be able to reach
his hand Into hi. pocket every mernine
and take out a dollar bill, a floe or ten dollar bill for
many Is needed from one end of life to the other 77
millIon people have aecepted this lemon and 71 million
have 001.
Wh•t About Yes?
If for sorne reason you have not gotten around to
It mei one of the 134 underwriters in our six Neve, Corn.
nenies rail no you in our National insurance Cempeign.
Mar 7th/ We will he happy tO serve you.
Thank Y011 for this Chat.
1. C. SHARP. Preeldent
MEMPHIS INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS ASSOCIATION
of the
ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
IA. 4.31141
•
MAMMOTH LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
SUPREME LI
IFE INSURANCE COMPANY
UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE GO M
uNION PROTECTIVE ASSURANCE COMPANY

noes.)

L. C. SHARP, President
Uncle-writers Association

WHAT

$38,648,464.00
$42,364,318
300 EMPLOYEES

airs on

MEMPHIS INSURANCE UNDERWRITERS ASSOCIATION
CHATS WITH MR. AND MRS. JOHN Q. PUBLIC

DOLLARS?
S. Did You Know
In 1900. the total inauranee in the IT 8 A wao a lit,
over 1111400.000.000. in 1915 had grown to 823 000.
10,000. ha 1120 the total wen $42.000,000.000 and 1920

G L. BROWNLEI,
DISTRICT MANAGER
WEST MEMPHIS
INSURANCE IN FORCE

M. I.. WEED,
DISTRICT MANAGER
MEMPHIS
St13W7,1177 00

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
234 HERNANDO
PH. IA. 6-2880

INSURANCE
IN
FORCE
$219,591,191.00
A. P. DUMAS
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL INSURANCE CO.
571 VANCE AVE.
PH. IA. 6-3663

These Companies Sell All Forms of Life Insurance — Glue Us A Call

formal
above'
Irginis

nguishs

naianssa
s, both

it back
report
haring

INSURANCE
IN
FORCE
DEC. 31, 1955
$120,645,660.00
E. B. PAYNE, MGR.
SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
2471
/
2 POPLAR
PH. IA. 6-4845

THE GOLDEN CIRCLE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
136 Jackson Ave.
Brownsville, Tennessee
Mr. C. A. Rawls, President

A POLICY
FOR EVERY NEED

Life,
Accident,

Health,
BRANCH OFFICE
197 Beale Avenue
Hospitalization W. D. ADKINS, mCR.
Ph. JA. 6-8665
THE GOLDEN CIRCLE LIFE INSURANCE CO.

R. L. RANKINS

I N. FRANKLIN

TOTAL ADMITTED ASSETS - It.177,03344

UNION PROTECTIVE ASSURANCE CO.
368 BEALE AVE.
PH. IA. 5-1488

Helen

Bernice

esiclenlk

Kansik.

We Have Passed /
1
2 Billion Dollar Mark; Join Us In Our March Onward
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Zba "Merry-Go-Round" broke tiful chantilly and tulle pearl and
.due to gremlins in the sequin encrusted bridal gown of
gorse of labor difficulties on the Mrs. Ruby Gadison. Ruby was the
ralIa which caused most of our center of much attraction herself
cop, to be left out of last week's in a smart navy suit with touches
social round-up. So, today we'll of white, memorized with a sharp
pick up where we left off, to give derby hat covered with floral silk
more details of the outstaring and rose petals.
PROMPT SERVICE for guests
The show was outstanding be.
body hotel, assists eorors with
social events attending the recent
from left are Elsie Thomas,
attending the May 11 "Break.
regional meetings of the Alpha, cause of the expert modeling of
arrangements. Prompt service
chairman of service; Mr.
fast for M'Larly", an annual
for all guests, with 40 waitbeautiful and practical clothes
kappa and Sigma fraternities,
Stockton, Marie Edge a n d
Delta sorority program, is unMeanwhile, there has been tio done by the participants who were
getting the job done,
Clemithie A. Hughes. (Hooks
der discussion here as Wilmer
Is aim of the Deltas. Reading
let up In the conviviality which so expertly trainded by Mrs. VenPhoto)
Stockton, head waiter at Peareigned the previous week end, son.. the perfect coordination and
Last Friday night was jam-pack- planning that transcended the clod with activity, beginning with tire affair. ..the loveliness of the
a packed house at Bruce Hall. guests and the
perfect cuisine servwhen the Sigma Gamma Rho's ed by the caterers. Tokens for
presentation of "Rhomanla", star- lucky numbers were presented by
ring famed Gloria Lockerman, Mrs. Northcross to Mrs. Robert
was staged to the audience that Lewis, of Atlanta; Mrs. Charles
did not have enough standing Spearman of Pine Bluff Ark.;
NASHVILLE — "Children the convention of the Tennessee Edu- nual report of his office; and TEC
room. At Club Ebony, the We Mrs. McKindrick of Ja ck son world
over have learned by al- cation Congress held last week at first vice president Mrs. Anietta
Moderns club held their annual Tenn.; Mrs. Taylor of Montgommost any method of teaching that Tennessee State university where G. Wallace, Knoxville classroom
apring formal. . .and out at Cur- ery, Ala., and Mrs. Martha Con.
athilts use with them," says Dr. some 2,500 teachers and educa- teacher, who is also national presrie's Club Tropicana those suave nil of Chattanooga, Tenn, A KapWilliam S. Gray, University of tional workers gathered. At this ident of Alpha Kappa Alpha SoMemphians, Inc. tossed another of pa Sweetheart token WS3 present
Chicago reading specialist.
general sessisn TEC president R. rority, presided:
Wit lovely dances. Before going ed by Mrs. Annie Laura Willis;
The authority on reading was A. Stewart, principal, Union High
"Interest seems to be the big
lielo the details of each, let's put and Mrs. Walterine Outlaw pre- keynote speaker
for the annual school, Gallatin, delivered the an- factor in whether or not they (chilAggb the record the interesting re- sented a token to the commentadren) will learn," Dr. Gray point*opal news which is still the talk tor Mrs. Venson.
ed out as he addressed the audio7 the town.
The general chairman of t h e
ence of some four thousand. Chifashion show was Mrs. Edna
THE FASHION BRUNCH
TIIESE ARE THE I.ADIES
cago's professor of education emertreasurer; Mrs. A. W. Willis,
J. Roddy, vice president; Mrs.
' Saturday morning of the Region- Swingler. Among out of town
who planned for the Debutante
general chairman of social acitus, gave his hearers a first hand
Floyd M. Campbell, president.
al meetings found members of the guests present were Mrs. Kula
Ball
to be given Frida) night
report on his study of reading untivities. Standing, same order:
Other Silhouettes are not plc.
Alpha Belles, Silhouettes and Sig- Channel, Miss Naomi Johnson,
May 3; at Club Ebony by Kapder UNESCO. "For the first time
Mrs. Thomas Bethel, Mrs.
lured. Mrs. W. p. Porter, Mrs.
marettes smartly clad in beauti- Miss Shirley Rivers Mrs. IL H.
fraternity
Alpha
in
the
pa
history of mankind a worldPsi
.
Larry Wynn, secretary; Mrs.
Jesse Turner, Mrs. Macoo
4u1 suits and dresses wearing ex- Lewis Miss Gustavia Whitemore
The beautiful South Parkway man; Elmer Hendersbn, co-chairKnown as the Silhouettes they
wide .study of reading is being
Ernest Abron, chairman el
Walker, Mrs. E. IV. Weed and
otic chapeaux in arrays of flow. Miss Dorothy McCullen, Mrs. Le- home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie man; O'Ferrell
Nelson, pageant made," he said.
are,
seated
from
M
left;
r
s.
debutante
selection;
Mrs. John Whittaker. (Hooks
H r S.
era. silks and chiffon trim as they lia Kolheim, Mrs. Beatrice Mc- Currie. of Club Tropicana fame,
chairman;
Lindsey,
Willie
Thomas
coordiWillis,
corresponding
Howard
Chandler,
B.
Mrs. R.
Photo)
wetted the wives and feminine Kinnon, Mrs. Ila Shay, Mrs. Doro- will be the setting of a soiree and
Among other things Dr. Gray
secretary;
Miss
Mari
Anna
nator;
Misses
Elsie
Thome
S. told
guests of members of Alpha Phi thy Evans Mrs. Arelia James, fashion show featuring Miss Juhis audience that (1) evidenco
Strozier, Mrs. W. M. Moore,
Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Miss Lulliene Sears, Miss Geor- bilect, Miss Barbara Griffin, on chairman Royal soiree; E r in a does not show
conclusively which
Etta Sigma and invited guests to gia English, Mrs. Mary E. Stone, Sunday evening, May 12 from 4 Clanton, co-chairman; Erma Lee specialized method
of teaching
the fabulous fashion-brunch held Mrs. Esther S. Williams, Mrs. to 6 p.m.
,
MAY WE SAVE YOU MONEY IN MAY
Laws, secretary; Evelyn Bagsby, reading is best; (2) thet all chilat the Flamingo Room from 11-2 Maine Newson, Mrs. S. W. Hain. The spacious lawn will be dee• Geraldine
Burke, Ann Cousins, Do- dren and adults do not learn
p.m.
ly, Mrs. Sidney Smith, M r s. orated with Japanese lanterns and retha Edwards, Evelyn Finnie, equally well bq any method;
AND EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR?
(3)
On entering each guest was giv• Emma Jacox, Mrs, A. J. Free- the lovely flowers will lend their Jessie Merriweather,
Denise Ro- that contrasting methods emphaen a corsage of carnations, nth- man Miss Eva Broome Mrs. Li- own • beauty, Music and fashions chelle, Mari Ann Strozier, Mari- size different starting points
The Y. H. mid W. club met
in
or.red, yellow or white, represent. onel Newsom and Miss Jackie will prevail throughout.
lyn Watkins, Lula Watson, Gloria reading, putting children on dif- Sunday, April 21 at the beautiful
Ind One of the colors of the three Newsom all out of town guests.
Members of the Royal Court in. Weaver, Mrs. Martha Jean Stein- ferent reads toward their goals: home of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Dufraternities.
Included were familiar faces of chide Miss Gloria Callian, chair- berg and Mrs. Josephine Bridges, and (4) that from personal ob- mas, 1783 Edmondson st. with the
For the Queen of the Seasons, many former Memphians
servation and from research in president, Mrs. Allure Lee presidSpring. and the Easter celebra- charming Adele Rhodes Stafford
progress in learning to read, ing.
tion, the entire Scene was one of of St, Louis (a former LeMoyne
"learning is most rapid when
An Easter egg hunt was cnjoysheer heauty. At the speakers' college instructor) who is as the
meaning and word recognition ed by all.
table, highlighted with myriads of guest of Marion and Harold Johns
skills are present from the first." Plans are being completed for
spring flowers, the presidents of Margaret lierndon Spearman of
Special choral music Was fur- the annual tea to be given May
the three auxiliary groups present• Pine Bluff, who visited her mothnished by mixed groups from Un- 26, from 4 to 7 p.m. featuring
tel another charming picture. with er, Mrs. J. E. Herndon; Maxine
ion High school of Gallatin, di- Bruce Boyd and Co. at the Foote
We Also Have Furniture - Household Goods
Mrs. Jewel Speight of the Alpha Newsom. although not a Memphi.
rected by Mrs. Dorothy McKie- Homes auditorium. The public is
Belles beautifully attired in a blue an, I frequent visitor stopped
and Appliances
sack Jordan: and Howard High Invited, A menu of ice cream and
aud, with pleated back and a love- with the Lewis 0. Swinglers:
school of Chattanooga, directed cake was served. The next meetly white Chinese influence hat... Meldon Sugarmon Smith of
by 'Mrs. Edwina J. Simmons. ing will be Sunday, May 5, at,
Mrs. Walterine Outlaw, a the Sig- St. Louis, who visited her parents,
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
Howard High school band with the home of Mrs. Mary Gray, 1132
anarettes stunning in a grey suit Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
James g. Kendria, band director, Latham st. at 4 p.m. Members
Sugarmen;
TO VISIT US
and pink flowered hat with Ovine. and pert Jim Etta Wells Lee of
gave a morning concert for the and friends are invited.
stone raindrops about the face; Southern university, who w as
Come spring and the accent the beginning.
teachers.
and Mrs. 1.illian Campbell of the visiting her father and sister, seems to fall on dances, f o rCome Friday night the Student
Fiftere specialized departmentSilhouettes, so chic in black chit James Wells and Roslyn
Wells mals, proms and what ha ve Council on the campus of Lane al groups held sessions in the
fon and a black turban with touch' Walker,
you. The Jackson City teachers college will have the spring for- afternoon with a galaxy
of expert
es of white pearls. Mrs. Nell
Another Memphian home for the entertained wag a spring dance mal for facility and students and consultants and special
speakers.
Northcross, wife of the Alpha convention and visiting family
Was last Thursday evening. This affair in our neighboring county, Gibson, Dr. Gray was special consultant
chairman of social activities, Dr. well-known Vivian Clarke
Conley, took place in the spacious auditor- the Teachers Assn. will have for the elementary education secTALLAHASSEE — The Senate
Theron Northcross, was a classic from Cincinnati.
ium of the Washington•Douglas their spring dance in Humboldt. tion.
eppropnations Committee of the
study in lavender dress and hat. THE. PAN HELLENIC FORMAL elementary school.
2635 BROAD AVE.
Tenn. This will be a post-Mardi
Phone GL 2-4154
Florida Legislature has approved
Beginning with champagne, folOscar Jackson, president of the an
Ther e were rounds of parCity teachers and their guests Gras Ball. Then on April 30 dance
appropriations bill of $3.329,000,
lowed by a superb formal lunch- ties every where preceeding
Middle
danced
Tennessee
the
to
music
of
Phillip
Teachers Assoc- for construction at Florids A
again at the All Greek Ball givSatur•
andi
eon of chicken and mushrooms, day night's formal hosted
by the Reynolds and his orchestra. Sor• en by the Pan-Hellenic Council. iation. and principal of Carter- Id university.
I-•
creamed potatoes au gratin. string Pan Hellenic Council in honor of ry your scribe didn't make it but This event takes place in t
Lawrence
school,
Nashville,
in• This amount exceeds the Cabih e
beans, a beauttful congealed sal. the tri-conventions. At Club Ebo- everybody said they had a most Lane college Health Building.
stalled the congress's Ilea officers net Budget
Commission's recomad. and desert of strawberry ice- ny, the multicolored Pan Hellenic delightful time.
If you're sort of out of prac- for 1957-58. They are: Mrs. Ar- mendation of 52.292.750 by $1.036,cream cake.'. and show got un- emblem illumineted with tiny
The Delta-Omega spring formal tice, now is a good time to get netta C Wallace, Knoxville, pres- 250. The Committee
also approved I
derway with the appearance of lights was the focal
ident: Isaiah Goodrich, Memph'f, 86.3.56,974
point of the was Monday night at the famed back into the swing of things
for salaries, expenses
Mrs. Ethel Vensisn, %ell - known impressionistic decorations. Guests Supper Club on Highway 45. The CALLING
first vice president; William n and capital
ALUMNI
outlay.
fashion coordinator and director entered through an unadorned April showers came pouring as
With the fast approaching Corn. Fort, Nashville. second vice presiof the famed Spirit of Cotton Con- trellis and were dazzled hy
the did Thursday night but they didn't mencement Season. Lane college dent; Claresee B. Robinson, Chattest, as the narrator Wearing a imagery created through the skill- keep many dance lovers away. is calling all available
alumni in tanooga, third vice president: Miss
smart black frock and a stunning ful use and placement of
dec. Quite a few expected out of town classes '17, '27. '37 and '47 for C. Y. Russell, Ripley, recording
orange picture hat trimmed with orations in many hues. Particu- ers didn't make it though and the reunion
of classes during the secretary; Mrs. Evelyn P. Hall.
strips of pastel green, yellow and larly beautiful were two huge elon- figuring all odds, it w-as possibly Commencement
exercises May Gallatin, assistant recording secTOASTERS _ LAMPS
orange, highlighted with t w o gated clusters of deep
crimson the weather. Was glad to see 24-27. This should be the largest reary: Mrs. Francis A. Sanders,
Orange roses, one over the right balloons which cascaded from
VACUUM CLEANERS
Nashville,
former
some
Jacksonians
treasurer;
w
h
o
reunion
Fred Watson,
ever as Lane is celebratthe
eye, the other at the back and ceiling to form Chandeliers.
Chattanooga, parliamentarian; and
The were here visiting for the Easter ing its 75th anniversary.
RADIOS
- PERCOLATORS
ending with chiffon streamers entire overhead area
A must on your list of activities J. H. Parrish, Jackson, executive
of the ball- holidays. There were Mr. and Mrs.
draped to form a face stole. s h e room floor reflected the many
var. Linford Leake of Chicago: Mrs. Merry High school. The mystery committee member.
was the epitome of smartness. ied colors skillfully used.
Thelma Shells Price. of Detroit. comedy which is said to be most
The hat, an original, was designed PARTIES
Mich.; John "Booby" Collins and entertaining carries the title of
All vehicles carrying passenespecially for her by Alma McAmong the many. many parties Edward Goodrum of Gary. Ind.: "The Sixth Key-. Nathaniel GibGoldrich of the La Petite Shoppe. ,which ensued in all quarters of Cecil Seals. of Los Angeles. Calif. son who is a born actor. I would gers for hire, all school buses
and all vehicles carrying exploDeveloping the theme. .."Fash• our fair city yy as the lovely cock- and Mrs. Charlotte "T o n y" say, plays the leading role
of Mr. sives or
inflammable liquids must
ion IS a Big Wheel'', she expertly tail party of Phi Beta Sigma,
held Praham Allen of San Francisco. Hodge. Carmen. Perpener plays stop
VISIT
before passing over any ALSO—
narrated the script cued to man. at the home of the Cecil Good' Calif. Mrs. Allen has her two lit- the part of his sister; Lejune
Rig- railroad
(Memphis first and only Sample Furniture
grade crossing. WHEN REBUILT VACUUM $
his imagination with f ashions lows at 1050 Latham. Among tle ones visiting with her but of by, Mr. Hodges niece and
95
John MOTOR
and Appliance Store.)
N'EHICLE LAWS A R E
around a A ell.known augury of life guests present were E. Alfred course it will be quite some time Arthur Davis. the cook.
CLEANERS
The play
up
— a boy. . a girl. . .a date. .
Dickson of St. Louis: C. E. Trout. before they will be seen on the, is under the direction of Mrs F OBEYED DEATHS GO DOWN.
marriage proposal and acceptance director of personnel from Tuske dance floor.
M. Johnson. English instructor at
and subsequent dreams of the gee lnst ; hailing from Little
Also at the dance with her Is. Merry High. Curtain time is 8 p. m
A SALE AS GREAT
bridedo-be of an anticipated trous• Rock. Ark . were U. P. Marshall, ther. C A Rawls. of Browns- on April 3 in the
Merry H i g h,
&eau.
AS ITS NAME
regional secretary; Mr. and Mrs. ville, Tenn., ASS Miss Cynthia school auditorium. You simply:
Modelling the trousseau ward E. E. Benton. Mr. and Mrs.
Cal- Rawls who was home for the hol- can't afford to miss this exciting'
robe were Laura Austin. Cladys loway, 0 Cheatham. I .1- Pal idays from New York
APPLIANCES, INC.
performance.
Martin Green — who made t vi 0 mer. Dr. T. W. Cox, L
Ladies in beautiful gowns made
Another activity to keep in mind
760 Unien
C. Dade.
A. 7-2631
appearances, her last one model- Rupert Greene and Mrs.
1895 LAMAR
PH. SR. 5-3320
Vivian a very attracuve picture, especial- at the school is "The Southern
2.268 Pork Ave.-FA. 3-8507
kne a regal draped white silk Stewart, the Sigma
Complete line of furniture, Televisions
iwnetheart. • . ly during the intermission when Serenaders" on April 19 at the
Op** Nights
chiffon, empire styled with black Also Miss L Pull= of Arkansas the grand march took plac e. school auditorium
at 8 p.m. The
and Appliances
velvet trim, complete with State U , Samuel Las ender.. of Again the dance lovers swooned minstrel will be
staged under lithe
long white kid gloves — making Nashville, Tenn
the
to
music
of
Phillip
direction
Reynolds
and Mr and
of Prof. T R. White. 1,
bet charming self a stud) of class- Mrs A. L Plaxico. Mr and Mrs and his orchestra. A sorrowful mo.
The last appeal is being made.
k beauts. Also. Cecilia Willis. P. M. Jones. Mr and Mrs.
ment
was
felt
though
for
when
the
the
United !Sum College Fund.
John
Gerry Pope. Lila Patricia Walk- Outlaw. Mr and Mrs I S Rod- word was bring passed around If you haven't
been contacted,
Cr — home on Spnng vacation den. J D Springer, Miss Gloria that vocalist Frank Ballard Was your donation
will be appreciated,
from Fisk U.; Carole LatlIng. Callum. Mr. and Mrs Andrew being called to the Army this Just send your
check to the UnitElms Iluboard Shaw. Margaret( Bland. S W Robinson and
Mrs week, lie has been one of the ed Negro College Fund at Lane
Ann Hubbard — also vacationing Ethel Simmons
main attractions of the band since college.
trom Fisk Evelyn Begets). ErThe officers of Lakes iew Coon
ie-stint It. Martin and Ann Mitch- try Club tossed
another of their Alphas worshipped in body at St a 9 lb son horn
last Monday
ell
a terrific model — the es• famed parties for the consentions
I James eME church. pastored by at F H Crump
settee of sophisuration. and (lite at LeMoyne Gardens.
hospital. He is
their
Saturday.
brother.
Rey.
H.
McDonald
beyond compare us a beautiful
Another gay party as the sun Nelson, where Dr L F. Harris, named Ernest Reginald, a n d
"Spoon- is prouder than ass
Mr. Mort original suit of pm
rise breakfast party tossed by president of Philander
Smith col- peacock has ever been'.
checked nay v, complete with a Oinar Robinson following
t h • lege delivered the address The
conversation piece white urnbre1- siance Saturday night
We hear Sigmas met at Mt Olive CatheAt the Us Moderns Dance,
1. with an amber iewelled handle. it was simply fabulous
and that dral. where their brother. Rev. H members did something new when
The show ended with a martin- his well Anow n sister,
Elizabeth C Bent)n, delisered the sermon they presented cigarette lighter
test bridal scene portrayed by El- Robinson Swain of Chicago,
ta11111
So the curtain descended
. souvenirs to the men guests in
sio Robtnson and Ysonne Exunt down to personally
supers use and eith the scores of delegates leas- stead of the usual ladies Beautias bridesmaids attired in froths plan the paris to end
all parties ing by plane. train and motor. fully festooned clusters of rainbow
pale yellow tulle frocks. Charles' et the most
outstanding regmaid following a week end of fraternal hued balloons formed a
colorful
Tarpley, the only male is t is e weeettng at our town
camraderie that was hichlighted background Robert Fentress, Jet
show, was the bridegroom, wear- EASTER SUND
111'
with
stellar.
serious
and
and
social
Tan
acCirculation
manager, was
hag Impeccable White tiesnd
Easter Sunda armed a beau
ales
present at the lovely affair Mem
tails. clowned his "bride-. Mar& tiful dav whice was
not seesilel
Dr
arid
Mr‘
F
tWit
hers
,
-.•
acre
liar+
admred
for their
sew Lusa, who medeted the beau. by the intermittent
rains T is e spoon are the proud pet-tests of lovely formal gos ns
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Noted Reading Specialist Speaker
At Tennessee Education Congress

Soiree, Fashion Show
To Star Miss Jubilect

•

Y. M.& W. Club
Sets Annual Tea
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MEMPHIANS' GU ESTS—
Anions the scores of guests
attending the gay and spring
formal given by Memphians,

•

Inc., •ist Friday night at Currie's Club Tropicana were,
left to right: Dr. Leland F.
Atkins, Mrs. Charles E tt a

Branham. Mr. Smith. Mrs.
Frank I.ewis and Mrs. Jesse
Peacock.

Keenan, 4 Kin Indicted On Tax Charges
MEMPHIANS, INC. — Mem•
1 bars of Memphiatis, Inc., fa•
t Med for their seasonal enter, I taming, were hosts at their
Spring formal at Currie's
Club Tropicana Friday night,

April 29. More than 400 guests
had a festive time amid lovely decorations of entwined
spring flowers garland around
the posts of the beautiful club
.. .and highlighted with bold
glittering letters against black

velvet, proclaiming t b e organization's famed name. Seen
left to right front, are: U. S.
Bond, of Madison, Ark.; Louis B. Hobson, secretary; Tay..
lor Ward, Robert Wynn, J. C.
McGraw, Dr. E. Frank White '

— recording secretany a a 4
chairman of social committee;
Joe Lee Nelson, president;
Dr. A. 1. Martin, George Ste.
'.ens, Dr. Leland F. Atkins,
Emmitt Hawkins. Back row,

left to right: Howard Sims,
William Weathers, R ober t
Jackson, John R. Arnold, Sidney Oates, I. S. Bodden, treasurer; Claiborne Davis, Utillus .
Philips and A. W. Willis.

Camden Daily
Boost Price

rs.
ent,
drs.
Co
and
mks

CAMDEN, N. J.—(INS) — The
Camden Courier-Post, an evening
newspaper, announced yesterday
that its price will be increased
from five to seven cents effective
today,
The paper blamed the boost on
higher costs, stating that newsprint had gone up 1 per cent and
labor 84 per cent since October,
1946.

• ()

India's natural resources are
said to be the third richest in the
world, although tip until recent
years they have largely untouched.

(INS) — A federal grand jury
returned indictments yesterday
charging Cook County Assessor
Frank Keenan, two brothers and
two sons with income tax evasion
and conspiracy.
Named with the 63-year-old public official are the brothers. James,
60, and Mark, 65, and the sons,
Edward, 33, and George, 31. All
live in Chicago with the exception
of Edward Keenan, who resides
in Evanston.

Frank Keenan was named in
each of the indictment's It counts.
The money involved totals more
than $225,000.
PERSONAL EVASION
In the first four counts, Keenan
is accused of personal evasion of
.1))1,645 taxes on alleged unreported income of $113,834 in 1950-51-32
Counts five to seven chargi,1

Keenan, as president of a printing
company, with evasion of $163,503
on alleged unreported income of
$248,171.
Judge John P. Barnes net bends
of $1.000 each for Frank and
James Keenan and $2:
,S00 each foe
the other defendants.

LOANS

IS YOUR WATCH TAKING
TIME
s
OFF?

i

Want to be
FREE?
Got yoor
watch into
action to do
the job you expect of it

Join
NAACP
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HARRY LEVITCH
Credit Jewelers
176 SOUTH MAIN
Memphis

Or

Your Local Branch

Th•re is a reason why Yineopl•
hke to do business with us It
is our prompt, friendly 'Nitrite
court•ous treatim•nt and &telt*
to help you
Open Thursday and Friday Nights
Until 8 P M.

Bring it in and let our specialists
look it over. Reliable service
is our watchword.
••

20 West 40th Street
New York 18, N. Y.
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CITY BEAUTIFUL'S BRONZE
QUEEN is Miss Beverly Coleman, second from left. The 17.
year-old Booker T. Washington High senior, sponsored in
the contest by W is cons in
school PTA, is daughter of
Mrs. Addle M. Gross, of MS
Britton. She won the contest
at the YMCA last Wednesday
night in competition with 20
other girls. Princesses in her
court are, from left; M iss

•10•11
,

Myrie Miller, 18, Princess
Clean-up. Daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Lynch, of 2031 Ben.
ford, the Manassas senior was
sponsored by the City Beautiful
club Ward 10, Precinct I • A.
Miss Marie Gordon, Princess
Paint-Up. Eighteen • year -old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Gorton, of 1917 Person, t b e
Booker T. Washington High
senior was sponsored by Sawyer Realty co. Miss Claudia

Marie Ivy, 17.year-old Douglass High student, is Princess
Fix-Up. Daughter of Mr.-and
Mrs. A. Ivy, she was sponsored by the Douglass, Crump
and Bungalow PTA. The E. H.
Crump trophy inthehigh
school division wasagaln
captured by Booker T. Wash.
ington High and the same
award in the elementary
school bracket went to Porter.
Klondyke won the City Beau-

tikil trophy. For the outstand
ing scrapbooks, Klondyke cap
turd the trophy, Alonzo Locke
won $10 for second place and
Leath school $5 for third. Businessmen who contributed to
the wardrobe won by Miss
Coleman as Bronze Queen were
Taylor C. D. Hayes, Clifford
Miller, James Clark, R e V.
Charles Williams, C. C. Sawyer, F. C. Katzieman, J. D.
Pipes, Curtis Johnson and 0.
J. Barsotti.

I took care of my medical expenses
before I got sick—with a low-cost SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE HOSPITAL
POLICY This policy provides for
...Payments directly to me.
...And after the first week.
...They paid me even
though I had another
hospital policy.
...And a host of otHr
benefits.

Ends Bias
,At Girard
College
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
Supreme Court ruled Monday that
refusal of Girard "college'' for
orphans in Philadelphia to admit
Negroes violates the equal rights
amendment to the Constitution.
Negro children have been barred from the institution
under
terms of a 126-year-old will which
specified that only "poor white
male orphan children" be admitted.
The high court ruled unanimously that the board which operates Girard college is an agency
of the state of Pennsylvania.
"Therefore," the court said.
"even though the board was acting
as a trustee, its refusal to admit
(Negroes) was discrimination by
the state.
_

•

LORENE ANN SMITH a n d
her mother, Mrs. Francis
Smith, 4283 E. Garfield Ave..
St. Louis; Missouri are in New
York for an all expense paid
weekend of sightseeing and
entertainment. T h e 11-yearold girl won first prize in a
national contest sponsored by
Lane Bryant, Int., for the relief of overseas war orphans
Members of the Lane Bryant

Chubby Clubs throughout the
nation competed in the contest
to raise funds which they contributed to CARE, Inc. The
girls were judged on essays
about "Why I Want to Help
Overseas Orphans." originality in the manner in which
they collected the money, and
the amount of money collect
ed. Plans for ,,orene•s and her
mother's entertainment call for

•

visit to the Statute of Liberty,
Empire State Building, t h e
United Nations, China Town
and other places of interest.
They will attend the Ringling
Brothers a n d Barnum a n
Bailey Circus at Madison
Square Garden and a concert
hi' Metropolitan Opel-A St ai
from St. Louis, vol—rt aleFer•
lin at St. Marks Methodist
Church.
•

FORBIDDEN
'such discrimination is forbidden by the Fourteenth Amendment."
The high court refused to hear
arguments on the case and sent
it back to the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania for action in conformance with Monday's decision.
The Pennsylvania supreme court
ruled that the school is private
and not subject to the school de.egregation decision, despite management by a board including city
officials.

You, too, can ta.„-) „
the worry out of illness.
Fill in the attached coupon and mail it today.
A

HOSPITAL
I SUPREME LIBERTY LIFE INS. Cl
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I Ch '
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Rabb Heads Andrew Clinical Society
Arkansas

Louisville Medic
Succeeds Young

AIKEN
By JULA.N1E LAMPKIN
AIKEN, S. C. — Miss Barbara
Ann Kitchen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver D. Kitchen of Aiken
became the bride of Mr. James
Lee Hawes, son of Mrs. Louise
Hawes and the late Mr. George
Hawes of Williston, S. C., at the
Second Baptist Church in Aiken
recently.
The Rev. Andrew J. Robinson officiated at the double ring ceremony.
An arch of palms and smilax
and baskets of white lilies, pompon chrysanthemums and gladioli
were used against a background of
smilax, palms and seven-branched
candelabra to decorate the church.
Miss Willie Mae Blanton sang
"Because, and "I Love You Truly" accompanied by the organist,
Mrs. B. C. Adams.
Best man WAS Mr. William Scott
and ushers were Mr. Hugh Forrest, Mr. Daniel Fuller and Mr.
Eddie Mosely of Aiken and Mr.
Julian Dicks,of Columbia, S. C.
Matron of honor, Mrs. Faye
Moseley, wore a street-length prin.
cess,style dress of orchid taffeta
with a portrait neckline edged in
lace with a matching hat and veil
trimmed in seed parts.
She carried a cascade bouquet of
lavender glomelii.
Misses Rosa McNair and Naomi
Finley were bridesmaids. Their
dresses, hats and flowers were
identical to that of the honor attendant.
The bride was attired in a gown
of rosepoint lace fashioned with a
Sabrina neckline embroidered in
seed pearls and long fitted sleeves.
The full length skirt was designed
with two front panels of lace, side
panels appliqued with lace and alternating ruffles of lace and tulle
cascading down the back. Her veil
fell from a tiara of lace embroidered with pearls.
Mrs, Kitchen chose for her
daughter's Wedding a pale blue silk
organza with matching accessories
and a white orchid corsage. The
mother of the groom wore a
French blue lace sheath with
matching accessories and a corsage of white orchids.
A reception was . held at the
home of the. bride's parents immediately following the ceremony.
The bride's table was covored with
2 cutwork cloth and centered with
a three-tiered wedding cake topped with white orchids. The home
was decorated with arrangements
of magnola leaves, candles and
spring flowers.
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Frank Gardener, Mrs. Burke
Shiver and Mrs. Eddie Garlardi.
Miss Beaver Shiver kept the
brides book.
For traveling the bride chose
an imported silk ensemble with
navy accessories and the orchid
from her bouquet.

charge of the program Easter SunCRUMROD
By MRS. ETHEL M. NICHOLSON day morning.
• ••
The Rev. Josh Morton's home
WEST HELENA
was destroyed by fire last SaturBy SADIE E. BLAKELY
day at Jergusen, Ark.
Mr. Smith Jones visited here last
TUSKEGEE ENSTITUTE, Ala.— they be determined by nationality,
A special Easter pageant entitlweek from Pine Bluff, Ark. Also ed "Shadows of the Cross," was
(ANP) — A Louisville, Ky. an- The annual John A. Kennedy
esthesiologist, Dr. M a u ri cc F. Memorial banquet was addressed
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Morton.
presented Friday night at 8 P.m.
Last Sunday was pastoral day at the New Light Baptist church
Rabb, assumed office Friday as by Dr. Ira DeA. Reid, chairman,
at Precious Grove MB church pas- here. Scene included the institupresident of the John A. Andrew department of sociology, Haver.
Clinical Society at the close of the race, creed, color or social status."
tored by Rev. C. R. Redden. His tion of the Last Supper; the bemeeting.
wife, Mrs. Redden was with him. trayal of Judas; the agony in the
group's annual
ford college, Haverford, Pa., who
Rabb, a staff official of Louis- said, "A critical subject in the
Rev. Hoak preached at Precious garden; the trial before Pilate and
ville's Red Cross hospital, suc- every day world was what might
Grove the fourth Sunday.
finally the Crucifixion. Special
The Pearly Gates Quartet will stage effects included re.istic
ceeds Dr. Ralph Young of Balti- be termed 'the cosmic scare',
more.
sing at Precious Grove church the lightning, thunder and crucifixion
which conerned the threat of
Dr. J. D. Merida, a member of over-population and diminishing
second Sunday night.
on the cross high in the church
Mr. Roland Walker of Mellwood sanctuary. Special music providthe obstetrics staff at Mary B. resources."
Talbert hospital, Cleveland, Ohio, Dr. Reid suggested that t h e
celebrated his 68th birthday at ed ty the J. B. Daley North End
was chosen president-elect of the "creative professional selgments
his home with a few close friends. school chorus and the New Hope
Society.
Turkey, with all the trimmings choir. Rev. E. 44 Franklin, pascounter this with a 'cosmic flair'
was served. Mrs. Walker shopped tor, extended an invitation to the
• A graduate of Wiley college, theme, which would stress the posMarshall, Texas and Meharry sibility of sound social structures
in Helena recently.
public. There was no admission.
The Zion Traveler MB church,
Medical college, Nashville, Tenn., utilizing resources for the welfare
A. Butts, sponsor of the Eliza
rebuilt.
being
is
destroyed by fire,
Miller High school Student CounMerida has been practicing in of all peoples."
hospiKennedy
in
is
Rose
Mr. A.
Cleveland since 1923.
cil. wishes to extend thanks to
He also declared that "in the
tal in Memphis, Tenn.
Dr. Eugene H. Dibble, jr. was field of world disturbances we
the following persons and business
• ••
re-elected executive secretary and
firms for helping make the State
must remember that historically
WARREN
Student Council meeting a sucL. A. Rabb, administrator of the the middle-class developed a n d
By MRS. MAME M. BURNETT cess: The various faculty comJohn A. Andrew Memorial hospipromoted good government contal here, remains as treasurer.
NHA Girls sponsored a clean- mittees; the pastor and members
cepts to give it protection and
West
Dibble is medical director of
up camps n, with the assistance of the First Baptist church,
power to reconcile in terms of
John A. Andrew Memorial hospi- enlightened social self-interest."
Of the Old Fashioned Garden club Helena; the cafeteria personnel,
tal.
and the Gladiola Garden club. the Plaza theater, the West HemidThe program held this year pre- "Therefore," he said, "the
The present desire of the NHA lena police, the many business
reits
accept
trust
now
dle-class
sented many of the nation's top
Girls is to have a strong organi- firms of the twin cities, Dr. H.
medical pee-Sonnet. Nationwide in- sponsibility for helping the new nazation to help them carry out their M. Profitt, Dr. H. W. Douglas, Dr.
in
peoples
rising
the
and
tions
terest centers around the asserwork of haying a clean commu- R. Den Miller, Dr. D. J. Conner
and the
tion by Dr. Robert A. Hingson, their search for stability
nity, better recreation facilities for and a special thanks is extended
a
in
participate
to
opportunity
professor of anesthesia, Western
children and better fellowship to the persons who helped the vis•
Reserve university, Cleveland, meaningful world order."
with neighbors. The ladies and itors.
Among those contributing to the
Ohio, that "Negro deaths occurThe First Baptist Easter prothe NHA Girls enjoyed refreshring during operations perform- panels and discussions were the
ments at the close of the Cam- gram was a success. Everyone
ed under anesthetics are reduci- top staff personnel of the Amerenjoyed the wonderful program.
paign last week.
ican Cancer Society for which
•••
bk."
D. and L. C. Ferrell of ChiL.
He advanced the theory that Monrow Dowling of New York
cago spent a few days in the city BATESVILLE
with extra precaution and use of City serves as national represenBy REV. MATTIE WATKINS
visiting at the bedside of their
elation's National Supervisor,
ass' sorority, on the West
WELCOME BEAUTICIANS —
tranquilizers will make the pa- tative; the entire staff of the Tusmother, Mrs. Eller Ferrell and
of Los Antrio
Mrs.
Joyner,
Stewart
Margaret
Angelenes
this
is
Coast,
of
gronp
the
Joining
Administration
Veterans
kegee
A revival meeting was held at
tient more receptive to his optheir sister, Mrs. Exie Gulridge,
of Chicago. is holding meets
geles socialites. From left, Juserving on various hospitality
eration, lie dispelled the myth that hospital 91, under the leadership
who are ill. Both are much im- Bethel AME church. C. Watkins of
San
in
in
Oakland,
Harris
and
Diego
Cassie
Richardson,
to
delegate's
lia
for
committee's
the
manager;
Tildon.
T.
T.
Dr.
of
did the preaching. Rev.
Augusta
Negroes are poor operational
proved at this writing. The Feraddition to Los Angeles. —
and Juanita Bell. The confab,
the national convention of the
John A. Andrew hospital staff:
risks.
returned J. W. Daniel, pastor.
now
have
brothers
rell
Julius Holder Foto.
under direction of the asso•
Alpha Pi Chi Omega beauticiMr. and Mrs. Ray Hubbardwith
of
Dr. Guitar Gundersen, chairman and such well known physicians
home.
of the board of directors of the and specialists as Dr. Peter MarMisses Martha Meekins, Mildred Peoria visited here Friday
American Medical Association, shall Murray. Dr. John B. JohnCurrington, Gerrell Smith, Mrs. his parents and friends.
Clayton Watkins visited in
staid that inferior medical care for son, Dr. Maurice F. Raob. Dr.
Essie Gregg and Mrs. Alice Crawthe world's people could result un- Ralph Young and Dr. J. D. Merida
ford all accompanied Miss A. L. Newport Saturday night with friless the physician protects t h e and others.
Cowan and her home econimics ends.
SNE ADS
Rev. J. W. Daniel and his choir
ethics, traditions, standards, and
The Charles R Drew Memorial
girls to Little Rock, where they
DEMPSEY
H.
J.
By
accompanied hubby Richard
the essential freedoms of the med- lecture was delivered this year SAN DIEGO
attended a NHA conference, which worshipped at Rev. Campbell's
church in Blackville Sunday eveWashing-ton (football great) to
ical practice.
by Dr. Mien 0. Whippe, emeritus
By JEANETTE STEVENSON
Sunday was a high day at Sinai was enjoyed by all. The entire
ning
East Coast.
He added: "We must accept the professor of surgery, Columbia unAME church. The Rev, J. M. trip was very pleasant.
Baptist Church presented
Bethel
The Missionary Society met Frifact that medicine knows no iron iversify, who spoke on "t h e
Laird is pastor.
John Hammock was the re- day at
"The Resurrection" Easter SunBethel AME church,
curtains of any kind — whetherl training of a young surgeon."
day during Vesper. Soloists includMrs. Lucy Hickey, of Apopka, cent house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
• •
Fla., visited her mother, Mrs. An- James McCoy.
ed! H. S. Bullock snpraeo: Ivy
WOOD
MELL
rehas
Miller
B.
Walter
Mrs.
nie Brockington and relatives
Williams, alto; David Fleming,
By LEROYE CRAIG
turned home from Denver, Colo.
tenor and J. S. 'William, also
here.
with
stay
pleasant
very
a
after
Mrs.
Esther Walker's aunt passtenor.
The Rev. C. H. Goosby of River
Miller,
ed away on the 19th of April in
Ninth anniversary celebration of VIDALIA
Junction spent a brief visit here her husband, Sgt. John
Miss Martha Bee Belcher spent Jackson, Miss. She leaves five
pastor and wife. Rev. J. A. Blake
Mrs. Addle Hutterson, resident Thursday.
------- --By JULANIE LAMPHIN
sometime In the home of Mrs. children, three daughters, two sons
(Jackson Memorial Church of God of Vidalia and Greenville, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Clayton are
Odessa Bell recently.
and a host of other relatives and
AUGUSTA, Ga. — Robert Lee forces, he served in Korea and in Christ) is now in session.
is now in charge of Haney Big proud parents of twins, born in
Recent visitors in the home of friends.
-1
was,7
"Fashions in Fantasy".
Curtis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rance Japan in the medical detachment
the Jackson hospital, Monday the
House Hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Newt Turner were
Mr. Rose is back from the Vete- WEST BLOCTON
William Curtis of this city, has ac8th. Mother and babies are doof the Aviation Engineers.
Mrs. Patsy Ingram of Dermoth, rans' hospital for a few (lays.
Ay PERCY BLACK
St. Stevens held its monthly ing fin e.
(1. B. P. 0. E. of NV.) pre-Easter
cepted a position as physical therPhilof
Ark.; Mrs. Arthur Turner
We had a nice Easter program
The Nighting Gail singers of TusAfter being released from Mil- luncheon and style show last Sun- service the third Sunday Rev. T.
apist in the corrective therapy deCallie
Mrs.
Williams
the
is
and
Powell
Georgia
adelphia; Miss
at the Gumwood Machinery Bap- caloosa, Ala., rendered a musical
re- •
partment of the Chillicothe Vet- itary duty, he returned to Xavier day at Mission Valley Country J. Howard. esstor
mother of a girl born Sunday in Mrs. Mary Antis of Chicago. They tist church. Mrs. Jackson was at the New Zion Chapel A. M. E.,
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Mae
Jackson,
Idellia
Smith,
Jesgram at Sand Spring and New and Ernest
Oliver
of Holly
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John The Sunday school of Mt. Pleas
Prof. T. R. White, Supt., their infant son..
sie Mae Williams, Pauline Jack- Publishing House when the final 1167.00.
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son, Cora Jackson and others.
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Rev. S. H. Hazzard, of Bristol.
in the effort-5409.14, which is to well blessed thus far. We have ed to Mrs. Mable Puckett during
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By B. H. VARNADO
urday, April 19 at the home of Reba Mayberry, mistress of cerebe used for the completing of the been spared disasters that have the passing of her brother-in-law, Va. Tenn, conducted the pre-EasGreen.
' Sunday was pastoral day at Bell
Milton
aunt,
Mrs.
her
Mrs, Arista Baker has as house
monies. The following mieleters
struck many counties and cities. Mr. L. T. Puckett of Painsville, ter services at Friendship Bapchurch.
• ••
&wove church. Rev. David Mat- guest, Mrs. Zenobia Lawson of
were present: Rey. Ural Kent of
Ohio. We pray that God will su- tist Church on April 21st, Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Mary Russ were Surely, we all of us will agree
es is pastor. The attendance New Orleans, La.
MURPHYSBORO
Gary. /d., Rev. C. W. Williams,
E. W. Norris is pastor.
that we had rather give to aid in stain her in her hour of loss.
was large.
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
W. H.
Carbondale and
Rev.
The Lucy Jefferson Federated week end guests of Mr. and Mrs. disasters than be disaster victims.. The Rev. A.
Campbell
L.
Rev. E. W. Norris, and choir of
' Funeral services were held club met with Mrs. Arleaf Jones J. W. Richerson.
Jones E. Kennedy of Rock Is- Huges, pastor.
organizations have ' preached a dynamic sermon Eas- Friendship Baptist Church, confollowing
The
Mr. and Mrs. Watson Drummer
.• •
Sunday at Mt. Buelah MB church Thursday afternoon.
the ter Sunday morning the text, ducted the service at the Baptist land, Ill. and Dorothy and Delores
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for Mr. Henry O'Neal, with Rev.
Mrs. Lucy C. Holliday was hos• had week end guests from Flori- campaign: Berean Baptist Church, "The Meaning of the Third Day." Church in Rotherwood, Tenn. on I Nilson of Davenport, Iowa. are UNITY ILLINOIS
da.
J. M. Kimble officiating. Burial fess to the Emma B. Miller Fe'dthe guests of Mrs. E, W. Long By MRS, MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Joseph Catholic Over 200 persons witnessed the the afternoon of April 14th.
Shilo Baptist church had an Lane College, St.
was in Mt. Zion Cemetery. SmIth erated club Thursday night. SevRev. E. Washington, of King- Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. DeRoy Kyle motorChurch, Wesley Chapel Church, wonderful sermon.
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at
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p.m.
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and Dillion were in charge.
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eral members were present and
sport. Tenn, was the guest speakSunday
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at
7:30,
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Pere
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Mrs. Clara Bell of this city was enjoyed a lovely meeting.
Presbyterian Rosselle Robinson and 0. C. Hib- to visit their brother and sisterBethesda
er at
called to Chicago to the bedside of
The many friends of Mrs. Vel- Glenn presented a program of
Church on the afternoon of April bler of Elgin; Mrs. Ruth Bryant in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kyle.
her sister, Mrs. Emma Lee Mack. ma Ware Jackson regret to learn songs by a group from Miami.
21st which was an Easter occa- of Waukegan; Amos Jones of Gary, Mr. Edgar Williams suffered a
••
Ind.; Mrs. Ersal Brown of Chiof her passing Saturday morning The Rev. W. F. Anderson has just
sion.
broken ankle as the result of an •
at Kings Daughters hospital. Fun- closed a very successful church
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young women of Thankful cago; Miss Willie B. Steele of accident which occurred when i
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pastors
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Willie
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and
AnBatavia,
Ill.;
eral
arrangements are incomplete
Mr. and Airs. Halsey announced
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Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bailey, Mr. Smith of Chicago.
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Tenn. Goodwin are visiting relatives in
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between the
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spending her Spring vacation with
Services of the New Bethel Bapthe Rev. H. F. Gunn who spoke
of the bride to be, who lives in Rouge, La., is visiting relatives
New York Giants, and Milwaukee CAIRO •
her mother, Mrs. Artie Jenkins!,•
Sunday morning and the Rev. M. tist church of which Rev, M. L.
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'w Jersey, will meet her mother and friends in Canton for the week
Braves.
L. Robinson who brought the final Robinson is pastor, were highly
Mrs. Willie Cross, 70, died at and family.
end.
. Washington.
Homer Hardamon, the son . 01..
message in the afternoon that enjoyed Sunday. After delivering
St.
her home on 12th st., after an
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New
were a host of visitors from the gation Sunday morning, the pasan Air-base in Charleston. Smith'
church
by
the
Street
M.B.
at
12th
after his recent operation.
The Pontotoe high school closed
The Negro Division of the Rich- Hagood Chapel church. Center tor and members motored to
Carolina, after spending 30 daze, .
The baby contest, sponsored by a very successful y e a r. mond
NE% YOKK - international pastor, Rev. A. H. Newman. SurCounty Unit, American Can- Point; First Baptist, Alton; the Springville in the afternoon where
with his mother and brotherse
Durton,
include,
Mrs.
vivors
the Star Lite Band, will be held The eleventh and twelth grades cer
Publisfiers is scheduling for midSociety, recently held its kick- Copper Spring Baptist church; Mt. he brought the final message in
Alonzo and Carletos. He is enroute
publication a new book mother; Mrs. Josephine Means,
May 5, at 7:00 o'clock. Come and will leave Monday April 22 and off
summer
churches
the
third
andinner at the Peter H. Craig Canaan and New Bethel
the celebration of
to Saudi, Arabia.
stay through April 25, for an Edhelp us in this drive.
Africa by Dr. W. Alphaeus daughter and other relatives.
School to open the 1957 fund cam- of Trussville. Rev. J. E. West niversary service of the Rev. T. on
Mrs. Mary A, Cook Gardener, Sick list: Mesdames Carrie WinMrs. E. Sefram left for Chicago ucational Mammoth Cave in KenHunton, a long-term student of
minisat
the
Mt.
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visiting
Williams
paign.
other
several
C.
and
ston, Hattie Winslow, Mary Grose. •
on April 14 to visit her daughter, tucky.
African affairs, who lass been ac- 55, died at her home in North
church.
School principals are serving as ters were in attendance.
and Mr. Robert Dickey. . 4 • •
land,
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held
at
MarCairo.
Funeral
counthis
We
years
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hope
many
Mrs. Robertson.
everybody enjoyed a area
The Christmas Saving Club No. Columbus Jones who haa had a tive for
chairmen for the drive
Mrs. Ruby Mitchell and daugh,
tin
Temple
CME
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by
the
•••
freedom
strughappy Easter.
behalf
of
the
which includes, C. L. Butler, prin- 1 met Monday night at the home lingering illness for several days, try on
pastor, Rev. B. J. Lucket. Sur- ter, Norma Jean. left Monday for • •• *
African peoples.
DURANT
cipal of Ursula Collins School; L. of Mrs. Ossie Williams of Truss- was taken to the hospital for treat- gles of the
vivors are: Mr. Lee Cook, brother Chicago, Ill, after spending a.,
WATER VALLEY
By MILS. NICEY ALLEN
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K. Reese, principal of A, R. John- ville.
ment Tuesday.
and a host of other relatives.
week with their grandparents, Mr..
- By C. A. HAWKINS
Funeral service for Mrs. Alice
The members of the Mt, Zion
son School; Bernard Morgan of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams Services at the Mt. Zion AME
The Down State District meet- and Mrs. Sidney Winston andBrown was held Monday.
Rev. W. H. Foster delivered a A. R. Johnson School; Mrs. Pau- church recently appeared on the had as their weekend guests their church were enjoyed immensely
ing of the Church of God in Christ other relatives.
Mr. Rubin Gastin passed away wonderful Easter sermon at Miles line
Young of Collins School, and pre•anruversary program of the daughter and grandchildren from Sunday. Rev, William Morris is
in Chicago and body was brought Memorial. All churches in Water
pastor.
W. H. Lamback, principal of Rev. S. Roberson in Ashville. Rev. Ishkooda.
home for•burial. Funeral service Valley were well attended. The Craig School
Mrs. Lettie Roberts became very
and general cam- T. C. Williams delivered the mes- Mrs. Bessie Posey is improving
was held Thursday, April 18, 1957. Miles Memorial CME church paign of the
Monday night.
several
weeks,
ill
of
sage.
from an illness
group. e
Mrs. Jessie Salis was lost for Ever Dale MB church and Church
two days and a night. He was be- of God in Christ all rendered fine
lieved to have drowned, but was program. Also Harris Chapel
und in good health with the ex- Zion. Everyone was glad to see
BUFFALO
Gardiner A. Creenan, Marvin IL
ption of being wet, cold and Mrs. Annie K. Montgomery at
School 32 presented a play last Luria, Richard McCarthy and Mrae •
hungry.
church after
spending several
week entitled, "SnoW White And Alexander M. Gault, The Rev. Wil• •
Mrs. Matt Butler, who has been weeks in Collins Chapel hospital.
The Seven Drawfs". The grade ham H. Horner was the speaker.,
ill for sometime, passed Thursday
Arthur D. Hawkins, son of Mr.
school students participated, un- during the program and Harold
morning. Funeral service has not and Mrs. Jessie Hawkins under.
der the guidance of Mrs. Anne R. White, co-chairman, presided •been arranged at this writing,
went an operation at the Water
B. Cannon. Snow White Was por- and LeGrand F. Kirk, chairman. ..
Mr. Percy Holdms is home on , Valley hospital April 17,
trayed by Verlie Cole; the prince also spoke.
furlough visiting his parents. His ' This writer attended three difwas Herbert Posey and Cornelous
The Empire State Baptist COB-.
father is ill.
ferent churches in Water Valley
.• •
Massie the queen. The dwarfs gress will hold its 52nd annual
Easter Sunday.
were
Donald
Murphy,
Joanne
session in Buffalo, April 22-26, The
, Mr. ,and Mrs. E. L. Hawkins
HOLLY SPRINGS
Baysden, Gussie Mae Evans, Ann-, Faith Baptist church will be host
Captain Joseph
Rankin
and visited Mrs. Martin Kimble at
ie Lee Garrett, Beatrice Harris, to the congress, of which the Rev;
family visited in the city recently. Scobey on Easter.
Francis Dennis and Ophelia Wil- R. M. Mitchell is pastor.
Capt. Rankin and family spent
C. A. Hawkins, Sr., is expected
liams. Others In the cast were
Miss Helen Tinch, a student of
five years in Germany before to be home in a few days from
Christine Kelley, Samuel S i m- Fredonia State College for Teachthe VA hospital in Memphis.
returning to the states.
mons, Thomas Patton and Shirley ers was visiting her parents here
Mr. and Mrs. Westey Hawkins
Miss Maxine Rankin, daughter
Koonce. The stagehands were Isac during her school vacation. Helen
of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rankin, Sr. and Mrs. Kate Collins of MemPenny and Robert Haley,
is a graduate of -East High and
spent the Easter holiday with her phis attended the Church of God
in Christ. They also visited relaparents.
It was announced last week that at present is attending Fredonia
the United Negro College appeal State and is majoring in music.
The early Easter morning ser- tives here.
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Springfield.
III.;
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Chahere
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preparing
$30,000 goal. Seven workers were Northland ave. and Mrs. Wilhelthe service at Anderson
East St. Louis, who presided;
the community center in Cento right, John McDonald, CetiWilliams, program committee.
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and
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powerful
for
one
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They were Dr. R. Frank Murphy, ladies returned deeply inspired
ucker both delivered
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Semi-Pro League Ready
For Big Year-24 Teams

Sat., May 4, 1957

LeMoyne College

Forrest City & Madison Briefs

CLARK
AY covezwo
The Semi-Pro Baseball League to an extent, with the Warriors
competi•
released the names of the teams not being a part of the
with the prize
The Eureka club recently spon- ducted a Bible quiz
. that will participate in the league's lion.
basket going to Mrs.
Easter
an
of
compose
following
teams
Revue.
The
play for 1957 Tuesday night in its
sored its Annual Fashion
president,
R. J. Christmas, club
the four divisions:
regular meeting at the YMCA.
The models, resplendent in their who answered the highest numONE
DIVISION
'cornbe
will
again
The league
finery, well represented the ber of questions
Currie's Beavers, Federal Corn- Easter
posed of four divisions of six teams
theme "Spring Elegance". T h e
Miss Mercedia Turner, beautiful
each, although, one of the teams press Blues, Binghampton Dodg- program was interspersed with
talented daughter of Mrs.
has not as yet decided to partici- era, Magnolia Eagles, Memphis music by Lincoln Hi band, Miss and
Mettle Turner and Colbert Turnpate this year. It was brought out Grays, Memphis Greyhounds.
Irene Griffin of AM and N col- er, was selected Juvenile Queen
the Oldtimers will be some old DIVISION TWO
The Student Council, LeMoyne's Benjamin Poindexter, Marvin
lege, guest soloist, the Ford SisMemphis Cotton Makers'
time players who still feel that Klondyke Athletics, Goldsmith ters and James Pitts. "Springtime of the
source of student participation in Sommersett, Lavern Montgomery,
She is a 10th grade honthey can compete with the young Barons, Memphis Rams, Hardwood Prayer" by Miss Mildred Walker. Jubilee.
the governmental affairs of the Staples and one other gentleor student at Lincoln High and
Stars, West End Stars, Orange
players of the league.
college, is the center of attrac- man.
represented her school in t h •
The Oldtimers will be a member Mound Tigers.
Models were: Stephanie and
tion about this time of year. Time
The Omegas were able to atcompetition. She will be crownof Division Four, a fill-in to bal- DIVISION THREE
Marilyn Livingston, Andrea Rainhas come for another annual elec- tract the attention of two LeMoyliMercedia" on May 13
ance the Division as the sixth
Mallory AFB, Letter Carriers er, TeJuan and Yvonne Scott, Ann ed "Queen
tion of officers. The two top con- Res in the persons of Charles
the coming fesover
reign
will
presidentiMemphis
Chicks,
Dermon
team. Many of the managers and South
f
Ingram, Melvin and Linda Davis,
tending candidates for
Adair and Ronald "Brain'' Andertivities.
Bishop
James
Indians,
Ellen
the
league
expressPark
KirkGems, Hyde
members of
Benjamin Livingston, Gloria
son.
al domination are
,
ed regrets that the Warriors and dale All-Stars.
Her quiet dignity, gracious man(junior) and William "B 1 1 1" The Sigmas, LeMoyne's rejuveland, Dorothy White, Hazel Joptheir
promoters
had
decided
not
DIVISION
FOUR
(junior).
lin, Donna Young, Thomas Davis, ner, and breathtaking beauty will
Jamerson
native
division
was
favored
with
to take a part M the league as a
Memphis Black Caps, Huralto, Janice Pitts, Helen Hawkins, Syl- make her the queen to be reThe two gentlemen are both Ward, Harry Truly and one othteam. Some went so far as to sug- Hunter Fans, Tate Red Sox, Mem- via Cobb. Misses Vhaness Whitak- membered for years to come. Her
outstanding students in scholarship er gentleman.
gest that the league would suffer phis Trojans, Old Timers.
er, Elizabeth Frierson, Truvellyn sponsors are Miss Lucille McCall.
and personality. They have in preAll the fellows who went Greek
Ingram, Evelyn Williams, Barba- Miss Charlene Warren and Mrs.
vious years been rivals and have are apparently satisfied with
their
ra: Brown, Arlene Watson, Frances E. P. Shannon. C. T. Conti, prinbeen in conflict with each other the pledgeship of
Benjamin
Jones, Mercedia Turner, Willa P. cipal.
over official positions such as choices and
we
hope
they
will
all
52-3
Choyce and Charlene White, Cato
freshman class presidency in
Mrs. Asberry Wilson and son,
prove to be a credit to Greek life.
Brooks, Mrs. Clarene Smith, Miss- Lafayette, of Memphis, spent the
and several other offices through FIGOLAC PRESENTS
years
tothree
es Marilyn Williams, Ever L e e Easter holiday with relatives, Mr.
the course of their
The Freshman's Investigation of
gether at LeMoyne.
arranged by Mrs. Carrie Harris Ford, Janice Harris, Levatrice AVilson is the daughter of John
Greek Letter Organizations ComstuHello
again
from
the
the
northern
seemingly
I Mr. Bishop is
and Mrs. Geraldine Williams. And Martin, Mrs. Annie Jefferson, Mrs. Phillips.
MVO.
,
mittee headed by J. M. Greer, ./part of Gibson county. We have oh, the Easter Egg hunt after the Wilma Suggs, Mrs. Tom m y e
dent choice at the present time B. J. Poindexter and F.
The senior class play at L.
Lockhart
the
been,
how
missing
the
deadline
on
the
ji.ist
tell
can
one
but no
program was THE thing. This was Blount, Mrs. Doris Owens a n d coin Hi was a very unusual o
has completed its survey of the
presnews
therefore
our
news
for
is
a
He
run.
will
decision
Victor
Starlard.
Mrs.
E.
P.
Shanfinal
presided over by Mr. Artie Lee
this year, entitled "The Light EterGreeks and is now going on to
week or so failed to get in on time Gentry and
non, club president, served as the nal". The synopsis was given by
ently vice president of the StuFloyd Wyatt.
different
functions.
One
Of
its
most
to be printed. Here's hoping this
broadcast was made directly
JUBILEE KING—QUEEN —
fashion commentator.
dent Council and the council this
Miss Barbara J. Turner and the
recent projects has been the pubfrom the lovely home of Dr. won't happen again. You'll for- For the sacred part of the servDuring a dramatic special exseason has been very sluggish and
The Ministers' Wives club was play featured Misses Frances
ices,
an
early
morning
service
was
lication
of
bulletin
board
cartoons
and Mrs. R. Q. Venson and give me won't you? Thanks.
elusive WLOK broadcast Wedquite inactive. However, this can
entertained recently by Mrs. F. Jones, Geraldine Crawford, Barstudent activities, fac- nesday, April 24, the royalty
I think we are on time this time held at the CME church which N. Jamison with an
it was Mrs. Venson herself
be faulted on the luck of gen- concerning
Easter party. bara Claybom, Levertha Lynch,
closed
with
altar
prayer.
This
serulty
activities,
administretive
acso
I'll
start
you
regding
merrily
who made the royal announceof the 1957 Cotton Makers' Jueral student interest which fell
vice was carried out by the adults The house was beautifully decor- Melvin McAllister, Thomas Monttions
by
staff
and
also
Greek
Orgs.
Weaver
along.
Now
if
you
missed
seeing
WLOK's
It.
L.
and
introment.
bilee was disclosed
comparatively below par.
ated with lilies and other Easter gomery, Wayman Starks, Cato
The cartoons illustrated by J. clued to their loyal subjects
all the pretty children dressed of all the churches. The morning splendor. Fourteen
was master-of-ceremonies f n r
1 Mr. Jamerson, although not at
persons were Brooks, and Willie Dorsey. Mrs.
message was delivered by the Rev,
Greer have been appreciated
M.
from
cotton
to
nylon,
with
all
the
candithe
broadcast,
and
he
had
inpopular
Chosmost
area.
the
the
Mid-South
In
present
G. Carter, editor of THE CHRIS- present including two new mem- E. C. Cobb, sponsor.
by some and detested by many. en as king was VVUIK's poputo
match,
the
frills
and
can-cans
teresting
interviews
with
himself
confident
in
very
is
date,
bers, Mrs. Herbert Scott and Mrs.
A new member of the bassinet
They are sometimes very acute
pastel shoes and "bags," the firl- TIAN INDEX, of Jackson. He J. B. Green. A very
Frank Scott, president of the
lar Dick "Cane" Cole, the first
and along with his backers he
impressive set is little Mable Davis, brandand therefore probably hit some
1957 Cotton Makers' Jubilee; ly hats, pony-tails, curls, ribbons, preached from the 23rd Psalms. Holy Week devotional was c
radio announcer ever to be achopes to equalize his popularity
a_n• new daughter of Sgt. a n d Mrs.
Robot Lewis, president of the shirts and belts for the boys and, He had us to know that Easter ducted by Mrs. C. E.
corded the honor of being na.
with the students along with that persons below the belt. However.
Allen,de- Thomas Davis. Her daddy is now '
well just everything that it took was more than just having Christ's votional leader.
King's club, and Mrs. Julian
med king of this great event.
of Bishop. Mr. Jamerson stated in we realize that some action must
The hostess con- in Germany.
'
Kelso, prominent Jubilee work- to make the Easter Parade really funeral but a time for rejoicing
Named queen was attractive
regardsto the campaign: %This has be taken to keep the students enworth while, you missed out on a and for giving thanks.
er. All of these People were
Miss Dorothy Anne Smith, of
to my regret.
ings this week. Rev. and Mrs.
not been a •grudge match nor a lightened on the college activities
grand treat of style and beauty. At the stroke of six-thirty p.m. The measles sent our sick list J. D. Hutson, Rev. G. Carter and
Hernando, Miss., a junior at
Part of the small, select group
mud slinging campaign up to this and no better way of doing same
About 65 children appeared on the young people opened the serv- up this week with Donald Ray Mrs. Cordelia O'Daniel were dinMississippi Industrial college,
present to witness the exciting
point and I hope it won't come to has Ul now been presented. Cercartoon
tainly
a
will
catch
the
afternoon program that was ices for the youth, with Mrs. Wal- Fisher, Jackie and Cynthia El- ner guests of Mrs. Virginia 0'.
h
e
announcement.
the
royal
Holly Springs, Miss. T
such. We've been rivals off and
on for three years, but this has eye of almost anyone no matter
dine Hutson at the piano. This was lington being the victims. Others Daniel on Sunday last. James Wilnot brought about any personal how highstrung he or she might
a very fine program by the young sick include John West', Mrs. liams was host to the Steward
be.
dislike."
of
feelings
people with Miss Rebecca Phillips Mary Harris, Mrs. Carrie Harris Board last Wednesday night. A
Frank Lockhart. publicity agent
,, Personally I feel that both men
serving as mistress of ceremony. and Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson, very tasty dessert plate was servIre very capable and well versed of the committee, is always about
'Visitors in town for the day or Mrs: Lena Blake is still in. We ed.
students and the student body his lob, digging dirt and plantweek-end were Mrs. Nan Lou Wil- are happy to say that each one of This being graduation season 110
ing
seeds
of
envy. He's recently
will not suffer at the choice of
sure and watch for the mail man
kins and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. the sick is some better.
•••
either candidate. We urge each become very well known around
for Patricia Wells, Tommie D.
Charlie Wilkins, Miss Martha Jane
LeMoyne's
campus
but
he
is
not
lat
student to do his duty by voting.
West all of St. Louis, Mo.; Mr. William Ellington and Herbert Hooker, Joe Thomas Bridgeman,
the most popular fellow in the
SPORTSWISE
and Mrs. Lincoln O'Daniel, of O'Daniel motored to Fort Wayne, Billie Joe Belmont Thomas Gene
college
circle.
' LeMoyne's athletes are becomJackson, Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Ind. Wednesday. night. Mr. Elling- Wade, Charlie Jenkins Jr. and
ing standard equipment as t h e It has been previously stated
West, of Memphis; Mrs. William ton has gone for an indefinite stay, others might have something in
that
LeMoyne's
campus
has
not
spring season of sports gets unRay, of Trenton, and several oth- Mr. O'Daniel is in route to Balti- the mail that they might want you
been
so
alive
since
the
college
derway. Along with the track team,
went
ers whose names I missed, much more, Md. where he will be sta- to see. Remember you
Coach Barton is organizing a vol- came into existence. The present
tioned in the Armed Forces. Mr. through it once, or your children
freshman
class
has
supposedly
revparwhich
will
team,
to
ley ball
to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jackson, 756 and Mrs. J. D. Overall, Mrs. A. might. Since I am determined
ticipate in the interracial contests olutionized the campus and we APRIL 20, 1957
Walnut.
690 Georgia,
Wallace Burns and Tom- beat the "deadline" this week supBlackman,
Jamison,
Mall
Alston
'among the nation's best college hope it'll be In the best interest
A daughter, Wyno Renee Smith,
A son Ezell Houston to Mr. and
attended a workshop pose I stop here and see you next
A daughter, Carmen Elizabeth
"daughyer, Linda Henry, to Mr. mie Hooker
teams and the teams of many of the institution.
Loyd, to Mr. and Mrs. William Mrs. Andrew Ballston, 116 Silver- to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Smith,
Christian Education in Henn- week, eh? ADIOS.
of
S.
2
.
47
A
Henry
NOTE
D.
TO THE STUDENT
ft Mrs. Judge
well known social organizations.
1688 Oakwood.
age.
K Loyd, 594 Wellington.
Wçllington.
1 Some of the fellows seen warm- BODY: No, Frank Lockhart is not
A son, Ronald Allen Mitchell, to
Denise
Goldaughter,
Pamela
A
the
president
of
the
Kappa
APRIL
22,
1957
frater- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mitchell, 282 AyA son, Michael Tyrone Bertis,
ing up for the spectacular events
iday, to Mr. and Mrs. Janus GolA daughter, Denise Rochelle Dai- to Mr. and Mrs. Willie N. Bertis,
i.were Marvin Plunkett, Lawrence nity! He just has a nose for news. ers.
CASH FOR ANY PURPOSE
iday, 367 E. Essex.
SCALPSHOP
UTILIZED
ley,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
M.
Dai334 Jones.
Chester Cade, Samuel
, ackson,
n,
A son, Ronald Gross, to kir. and
Repoirs—Remo deling—Refinancing—Etc.1
son, Joe Ernest Armstrong, to ley, 856 Lemoyne Park.
A
Melvin
Greer
and
Granville
Aurelia
Neil,
Yolanda
VA daughter,
McNeal, Cleo Hudson, this JohnMrs. Lucious Criss, 2742 Park. Mr. and Mrs. John L. Armstrong, A son, Davis Louis Woods, to Mr.
3 To 15 Years To Pay We Use Flat Monthly Payments
Shaw, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
io Charles Adair, Gp or ge both freshmen are seemingly try986 N. Second.
daughter,
Sherri
Denise•
HarA
ing
to
see
whose
and
Mrs.
head
can
Frank
L.
Woods,
1961
appear
Shaw, 1501 Florida.
Montgomery
righater, Laverne
A daughter, Lucretia Denise Mc- Boyle.
• the more summery. Mr. Greer, well, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Hardaughter, Regina Lynn Hayes,
end many others.
Ghee, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
A son, Malcolm Jethro Bryant, re Mr. and Mrs. Floyd T. Hayes,
'To qualify for the team the fel- a person who seldom ever visits well, 383 Lauderdale.
FA. 7-6390
36 N. Cleveland
BR. 6 6339
A son, Walter Columbia Harris, E. McGhee, 1124 S. Orleans.
lows must be amateurs, and the scalp shop (barber shop)
to Mr. and Mrs. Ira J. Bryant, 2162 Howell.
Walter C.
A daughter, Deborah Ann Mor- 1869 S. Benford.
.A son, Andrew Cartwright, to Mr.
must be in good standing with the recently stunned the students with jr., to • Mr. and Mrs.
row, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis MorStarts SUNDAY
college staff and the city Scoria a recruit deal; "Real Cool!" Harris, 1327 Michigan.
A daughter, Diane Griffin, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cartwright, 451
A son, Larry Slaughter, to Mr. row, 593 East st.
MAY 5th
Commission. They most also be However, this was topped comand Mrs. Frank Griffin, 2£4 Mun- Frazier.
and
Mrs,
Alfred
Slaughter,
2246
Denise
Gizadaughter,
Karen
pletely
when Mr. Neil sailed into
A
3 BIG DAYS!
A son, Keith Michael Holmes,
among the top third of their class.
ford.
Stovall.
GhiaMrs.
Berry
the
and
Mr.
sphere
co,
to
with
his
ceiling clean
class.
A son,'David Lee Henderson, to to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde S. Holmes,
11111111191111,9117
A daughter, Pheonia Theresa co, 2203 Shannon.
I. We hope that the volley ball as a whistle. April showers will
Mr. and Mrs. James Henderson, 143 E. Carolina.
Renee
Reed,
Evelyn
daughter,
A FASCINATING ADVENTURE INTO THE UNKNOWN!
never
A
lodge
on
that
roof.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emrick
Prevot,
to
A son, Lee Arthur Jones, jr., to
team as well as the tracic team
1719 Marble.
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Reed, 714
,will make a good showing in the We all bow to LeMoyne's two Prevot, 1320 Brown.
A daughter, Yvonne Carol Marsh Mr. and Mrs. Lee A. Jones, 1736
Hour after hour beget
A daughter, Doris Ann Oliver. to Leach.
tournaments in which they will sterling characters. May they reto Mr. and Mrs. Herman E. Marsh, *Dodd rd.
Joycelyn
Marie
main
clean
daughter,
cut
A
and
well
liked,
Mrs.
Savannah
Oliver,
893
Mr.
and
participate. We further hope that
1419 Azalia-.
APRIL 211, 1957
smaller,
imallec smslIe, I
Reed to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie R.
Lavon.
—.4e- •
the objective of the fellows who
A daughter, Minnie Pearl Win- A son, Wile Earl Wolfe, to Mr.
Reed, 1373 Hyde Park. •
APRIL 21, 1957
join the different teams is no
field, to Mr. and -Mrs. John H. and Mrs. James E. Wolfe, 712 HerAr•
A son. Jackie Benard Hamer, to Winfield, 937 Ellison rd.
A daughter, Jennie Lee Blacksimply to acquire a free lunch
nando.
man, to Mr. and Mrs. James Mr. and Mrs. 0. V. Earner, 635
H that be the case fellows, your
James
David
Jefferson,
A
son,
A son, Marvin Varney Winston,
best bet is to get off the team
to Mr. stal Mrs. Mitten Winston, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jefferson,
A team is no better than the per1178 Keltner.
2976 Broad.
sons. who compose it.
A son, Jimmie Louis Wright, jr.
A daughter, Sandra Skanell TutACTIVITIES GALORE
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Wright, wiler, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Tut-THE
• The recent presentation of "Rho2265 Zanone.
wiler; 577 Lauderdale.
rev
INCREDIBLE
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Forinertia" or "Children Around the
A son, Edward Earl Kinsey, to
A daughter, Jackie Lynn Saulsmer
Secretary
of
Interior
Oscar
World", featuring Miss Gloria
Mr. and Mrs. Given Kinsey, 2016 berry, to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Lockerman. the spelling wonder, D. Chapman was one of three per
Rile.
Saulsberry, 2069 Rile.
sons
elected
to
fill
vacancies
on
In LeMoyne's Bruce hall was apA daughter. Tina Marie Waddell, A son, Lawrence Taylor, to Mr.
'
the
Howard
university
Board
of
patently enjoyed by all onlookers.
to Mr. and Mrs. George W. Wad- and Mrs. Linzey Taylor, 1974
Trustees at the group's annual
The show was presented by the
dell, 2142 Farmer.
Boyle.
meeting
at
Howard
last
week.
Gamma
Rho sororities.
A daughter, Peggy Lee White,
tilfrna
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs WilChapman, now a Washington at•• The "Jazz Duo", Mitchell and
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Whitt, lie!. Coleman, 214$ Clarksdale.
COMING
torney. replaces the late Harry J.
WEDNESDAY. MA/ 8
GAMMON
418
.Ruff, presented to their vast audA daughter, Beljnda Fay Y a rGaston.
With LEODA
Capehart, of Welch, W. Va. The
A daughter, Cassandra Hamp- brough, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ience some of their famous renditerm whch he will fall expires in
tions of "Modern Jazz- recently
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Yarbrough. 1176 Merchant.
CHOC-CREAM RICE DESSERT late cookies.
June, 1959.
In Bruce hall and we are cerHampton 5057 Clark.
A son, Donald Redmond, to Mr.
Are you a push over for quick
Other
new
members
elected
Makes
6
servings.
to
tain that those persons who came
A daughter, Debra Ann Tabor to and Mrs. Thutmond Redmond, 846
desserts? Try this Jiffy treat its
the
Board
were:
beginner
cook
in
If
you
are
a
'Ptepared to hear "Some way out
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel E. Tabor, Walker ct.
Paul It. Williams, Los Angeles a cinch for any meal. This is a your family and you don't have
pimp jazz" were not totally dis658 Lathan.
pudding, an old stand-by des- much or a yen for salads try
rice
architect,
and
Dr.
Percy
Julian,
"appointed when they discovered
disguise.
this waldorf salad with its special APRIL 24, 1957
that the Modern Jazz was of high a former faculty member at How- sert with a new
ard who is now an industrial
Choc - cream rice-d elight dressing. You will like it and your
A daughter. Sandra Renee
(nudity.
emerges as a real surprise with family will like you for serving Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs. William In
"" • Mitchell and Ruff, who are tour- chemist in Chicago.
Williams replaces Dr. P. B. crunchy bits of cream filled cho- it.
Thomas, 1230 Ethel.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — An
-ing the country performing at
Young, of Norfolk, Va , who re- colate cookies and chopped peA daughter, Anita Marie Myer, A & T college student was killed
All you have to do is combine
well known colleges and at fatired from the Board in 1955. He cans adding luscious goodness to
mous hotels, as well as night clubs
thinly sliced, unpeeled apples with to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Myer, in an auto crash in Florida last
will serve through June, 1958. Dr. an old favorite.
week. Walker Stewart, East Brad'Wife on their second visit at Leabout /one-fourth as much sliced 2466 Airways.
Julian
replaces
Fabume
E.
DeA son, Melvin Earl Williams, to enton, Fla., a senior in sociology
This is a dish that can be used celery and liberal scattering of
eitoyne as a result f popular de.
Frantz,
of
Indianapolis,
Ind,
who
Mr.
and
at
the college, was fatally injured
Mrs.
Willie G. Williams,
as an after school snack or as a nuts. Serve this Royal Waldorf
mend. They proved to be superb
has reached 70, the retirement dinner time dessert for the whole
in an accident involving the ear
271 E. Virginia.
auusicians 'and are seemingly very
Salad with the following dressing.
A daughter, Brenda Nell Shep- he was (Diving and a heavy truck
family.
:capable of representing the type age for trustees.
WALDORF SALAD DRESSING herd, to Mr: and Mrs. Israel used in the transportation of fruit.
Dr. Julian will serve through
Here is the recipe:
9,
;of music they enjoy.
1 tsp. flour
Shepherd, 965 Baby Row.
1% cups chilled cooked rice
Modern Jazz, as stated by Miss June, 1960.
14 cup sugar
State
law
and
common
A
sense
daughter,
Woods,
to
Michelle
cream,
whipped
1
cup
heavy
:Rush, is a hit among students
1 egg
Mr. and Mrs. Volney Woods, 1992 both requite a complete stop at
*4 cup coarsely chopped pecans
:on other college vmnpuses and Baptist Seminary Day
% cup canned pineapple juice
all railroad crossings when either
Jefferson.
12 cream•filled chocolate cook:will —evitably ht_t,mut a favorite
1
tsp.
lemon
juice
A daughter, Rhoda Kay Jack- signals or watchman indicate the
ies, finely broken (about 11
/
2
• with
e students het,2 at i.e. Will Be Held May 19
1-4
cup
orange
juice
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eralph Jack- approach of a train. WHEN MOcups)
•
NASHVILLE, Tenn. —
/
1
2 cup whipping cream
TOR VEHICLE LAWS ARE
son, 2883 Princeton.
1 tsp. vanilla
hittaker, livid of I,e- The American Baptist Theological
Mix flour and sugar. Beating
A son. Grant Jerome Jackson, OBEYED DEATHS GO DOWN.
7, 51o, •
division eav, the seminary is making plans for an- 1-4 cup sliced candied cherries. until thick and light.
Add
to
flour
Combine all ingredients except
'. student.,
r.eild-up to oetter foal Seminary day to be held on
and sugar mixture. Add fruit
▪ prepare th„ r• ' • the Modern Jazz Senday, May 19, and the National cherries. Toss lightly to blend
juices and cook over hot water,
e• Duo. He cx• "thein to swine Baptist Convention, of which Dr. well. Spoon mixture into sherbert
stirring until thick. Cool.
• music, Disidatei music and a bit .1.11. Jackson of Chicago, is presi- glasses and garnish with sliced
Whip cream and fold into coolef progressive j:177. Although the tient, has launched a $50,000 Drive candied cherries. Serve with aded mixture. Makes enough dressjazz at present has a strange for the Seminary to terminate on ditional whole cream-filled chocoing for 6 to 8 servings.
appeal it is very capable of that date.
produced by THE THEATRE GUILD
:drawing the attention of the music lovers toward its realm.
Lignite has a moisture content
"LIVE" IN FULL COLOR
CAN YOU USE
up to 40 percent,
0. ALPHAS SHOCKED
e
As the pledge season closed the
REPAIR SERVICE
MORE
; Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity dicovered the hard way that "One
Plus Parts
' monkey can't run the show." The
P.M.
Picture Tube Repair
eligible pledgees seemingly found
Service $250
(CST)
• the fret lacking something limt iv
GROUND FLOOR
t• essential in their eyes fur is well
STERICK BUILDING
We Service All
' organized frat That one thing ii
RECORDS FOR EVER YONE
WHIR( 50155 1151 YOU
quality in frit material.
Roches - Record Players
3011 P.O.
lauderdel•
OF? PlIfFIRINTIAI
The. Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
StRVICf"
Phan* I• 5-43411
. ran away with the majority of the
pledgees, some of whom were
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THE JUNIOR-SENIOR PROM
honoring the seniors was held
at Mt. Pisgah High school
last Friday night with music
by the LeMoyne Mad Magici-

ans. The 'dance was in the col()dully decorated auditorium
and a grand time was had by
all. Group of seniors in photo
upper left are, reading from

the left: Brooks Reid and Miss
Mary Rankins, Miss Sophie
Wilson and John H. Moore and
Miss Louise Cash kid Orlan•
do Boyd, a LeMoyne college

sophomore. In center miss
Gertrude Anderson. a sophomore hostess for the prom.
enjoys dance with Noble Boyd
jr. Group chatting at right in-

eludes, from left: Edward
Shield and Miss Alberta Nes•
bill and Miss Vera Burgs and
Major Williams. Faculty
members alto appeared to

have had a grand time at the
prom. From left in first ohoto are Mrs. Ellen Jones, junior Class spontor; Principal
and Mrs. Searcy Harris, and

Mrs. Aline Loftles, head of the
Mt. Pisgah economics department. At other table, reading from left: Mr. and Mrs.

Edward Wright, Mrs M. R.
Slaughter, Mi. and M r a..
James Scott and Mr. and Mrs.
C. E. Logan. (Newson Photos)

)1
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missed.
•••
Funeral rites for Sleeve C o 1lins, Sr. were Saturday, aApril 27
at Beautiful Zion Missionary Baptist church on S. 15th. Mr. Collins, Sr.. were Saturday. April 27
home of his daughter, Mrs. Louie
Blanchard, of 432 S. 9th at.
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By TOMMY PARKER
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Miss Evarm Jenkins, S. 10th St.,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Jenkins, and Bennie Williams, of
114 S. 10th at., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Jones, were married
Sunday afternoon, April 21, at Pilgrim Rest Baptist church. Rev.
C. A. Dawson performed t h e
ceremony. Friends of the couple
were present for the occasion.
' The bride and her maid were
tith dressed in beautiful white
tin gowns covered with lace.
The groom and best man wore
white coats and dark trousers. The
)bride carried a beautiful bouquet.
The reception was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Jones.
•• •
Miss Dewey Lee McGowan, of
Chicago, arrived home last Friday to spend the Easter holiday
with her mother, Mrs. Marie McGowan, of 300 N. 14th. Friends
were glad to see Miss McGowan, a
1956 graduate of Wonder High
school. She is now making Chicago her home

James Wallace, of 206 S. 9th at.,
was home for the Easter holiday,
visiting his parents. Mr. end Mrs.
H. Lee, of S. 13th at., and his
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Lee, of 206 S. 9th at. Mrs.
Wallace is a student at Mississippi Industrial college.
Also home for the Easter holiday was Miss Jackie Jackson,
daughter of Principal and Mrs. L.
R. Jackson, of 632 S. 17th st. Miss
Jackson is a junior at Pine Bluff I
college.
Mr. and Mrs. B C. Jenkins
and son, Butch, of Chicago, were
down on a business trip last
week end. While here the Jenkinses were guests Of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy James Stallion, 125 S. 15th,
also in Crawfordsville. Ark, where
they visited other relatives .
Miss Dorothy Jordan and her
two brothers left last week for
Jacksonville, Fla., for an indefinite stay. Miss Jordan was a student at Wonder High school where
her teacher, Mrs. Oliver, a n d
classmates, say Dorothy will be
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Authentic jet age styling ... longer, narrower, sleeker!
Here's an entirely new shoe by Edwin Clapp featuring
exclusive upswept tee and luminous long low lines.
A pace-setter for the season ... a luxury shoe in every
detail!
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lie was father of Sleeve Collins, jr., of Memphis. Tenn.;
grandfather of Greene Blanchard,
of South Bend, Ind., Principal and
Mrs. L. R. Jackson, of West
Memphis, Arnelle Scott and Nathaniel Johnson of New Orleans,
and great grandfather of seven
Rev. S. L. Hamilton and Rev.
0. C. Collins officiated. Burial was
in the Marion cemetery, West
Memphis Funeral Home in charge
of arrangements.
Mrs. Jane Duley. of Lepanto,
Ark., was found in a ditch April
19. She had been there 12 hours
when found. She died three hours
after being removed to her home.
. . A. D. Young drowned Friday,
April 19, between Lepanto and
Osceola.
Mrs. Johnnie B. Gilmore, of
Lepanto, is on the sick list.
Both she and her baby are ill
Relatives and friends hope Mrs.
Gilmore will soon be up again.
Mrs. Gilmore is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Barn,
also of Lepanto.

WLOK Starts
New Program:
Youth Panel
Radio station WLOK has started a new program called "T h e
Young Negro Speaks", the first
broadcast of which was made
Sunday, April 28, from 4:30 to 5
p.m.
This program will be another
of WLOK's public service features.
and will consist of a panel of four
outstanding students selected from
Memphis Negro high schools.
Different panelists will be selected each Sunday, and their topics
for discussion will be matters of
interest to the teenage group.
"The Young Negro Speaks" will
be moderated by Sam Qualls,
prominent Negro businessman.

RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE-

Friday, April 17, was a high
night at Morning Star Baptist
church. The program was around
'The Last Seven Sayings From
The Cross",
The "Sayings" were:
I. Father forgive them for they
know net what they do. — Rev.
G. W. Murray.
II. Today thou salt be with me
in Paradise. — Rev. W. E. Morgan.
III. Woman behold thy son —
Rev. J. J. Cox,
IV, Why hest Thy forsaken Me?
— Rev. B. F. Harris.
V. I thirst. — Rev. Carrd.
VI. It is finished. — Rev. S.
Huddlerson.
VII. Into Thy Hands command
My Spirit. — Rev. R, J. Halliburton.
Music was provided by the senior choir of Morning Star church.
Sunday, April 22 was another
big day at Morning Star Baptist
church with children from everywhere showing their new frocks
and saying their Easter speeches.
Sponsors of this great event
were Mrs. Jessie Burns and Mrs.
Lula Brown.
Rev. J. R. Halliburton is church
minister.

Youth Fellowship To
Hold Annual Session
The United Christian Youth Fellowship of Greater Chicago will
hold its annual meeting and banquet Friday, May 3, at the First
Baptist churn of LaGrange, 20
N. Ashland ave. Feature part of
the program will be installation of
officers.
About 15,100 hotels in the U.S.
provide meals for their guests
and do 767 million business per
year.
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Musing:
Last week I promised to give
you more physical characteristics
of adolescents from 13 to .15. Lest
we forget individual children
reach adolescence at different
times and grow at different rates.
Girls reach sexual maturity one
or two years earlier than boys.
The average girl is likely to be
developed physically,
mentally
socially than the average boy of
and socially than the average boy
of the same age. Indicate uncertainty with respect to hodies through self consciousness, eccentricities in posture, and gait.
Organic development is not steady
and may result in such uncoordinated behavior as nail biting and
stammering. Next week Social
Characteristics.
Dear Carlotta:
I like a boy and he said he likes
me. We meet in the mornings and
he walks me to some of my
classes. He flirts with other girls
but I don't mind because he never gets serious. The other day one
of my friends said he liked me
and another girl. How could I
find out if he likes me or her,
without making him angry with
me? M. C.
Dear M. C.
If I were you I wouldn't a s k
him. If you want to act childish
that would be just the thing to
do! After all, hasn't he a right
to have more than one girl friend?
You are making yourself miserable about a friendship you should
be enjoying. It is human to hope
he likes you better, but don't ever
try to pin him down, or you may
have no friend at all.
Dear Carlotta:
Do you think personality is
something you were born with,
or something you develop gradtally?. Anxious.
Dear Anxious:
Yes,. personality is something

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111 11111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Mrs. William Vasser entertain
The FCTS track team emerged
Dealers in District
as champions after the smoke had ed the Spencer
180 last Thursday. They were as
No.
3
District
the
settled over
follows: Mrs. Lillian Roux, Little
Track meet, held at Frazier High Rock, Ark.; Mrs. Malyanda BryCovinslon last Saturday. ant, Trezevant, Tenn.; Mrs. Floryou are born with and also some- school in
marked the Training ence Hicks, Brownsville. Three
thing you develop. The ways to This meet
at track and field dealers were absent. Mrs. Ruth
develop our personalities a r e school's first try
Kehlheim re- Glenn, Jackson; Mrs. Gathren
many. Personality is developed activities. Principal
additional ac- Leak, Stanton; Mrs. Daisy Jones.
according to environment, taste, alized the need for
reading, listening and group work. tivities so that more boys and
participate on varsity
*hen we improve our physical girls might
self, our mental beauty and our teams and instructed Conch Pearteam. Memgood manners, we are adding to son to form a track
No. 3 at.?
our personality. A pretty smile ber schools of District
Brownsville, Frazier
is one of the most important Carver High,
TALLAHASSEE — Roman Gavin
personality traits. Naturally, the High, Covington, Lauderdale High,
Allen- of the Florida A and M university
smile should come from the heart, Ripley, Galior High, Mason,
so I would say sincerity is a nec- County Training school, Somer- Rattlers has signed a professional
ville.
essary prerequisite.
football contract with the PittsThe S&S club held their meetburgh Steelers of the National
ing on last Thursday night, in the
lobby of the Extension building. Football league according to COMMrs. Viola McFerren and Mrs. missioner Bert Bell of the NFL.
Frank Jone were hostesses. ReGavin is a fullback and is con
freshments were served after the sidered to be one of the best
meeting. Mrs. Katie L. Green, re- backs ever coached by Jake Gaithporter.
er. He was out for a short while
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Allen during the 1956 season with a
spent last week end with his sis- broken thumb but managed to avBy GLADYS P. GRAHAM
ter, Miss Mattie B. Allen. Mr. and erage 7.3 yards per carry. He
NEW YORK — (ANP) — Joseph Mrs. Allen also visited Mrs. Al- scored two touchdowns and was a
in Stanton, Tenn. dur- sure bet to get the necessary yards
Delaney, a native of Knoxville, len's parents
age for a first down.
ing the week end.
Tenn., who has resided in New
Gavin is from Lake Wales, and
Joe Green returned to duty on
York Greenwich Village for over last Monday morning after spend- stands ax feet tall and weighs
two decades, was lauded recent- ing the week end with his family. 207.

Roman Gavin Signs
Steeler Grid Pact

Laud Delaney
For Paintings

ly when he showed colored slides
of his coanvasses depicting scenes
around New York.
Some 10 large oils were on view
in the huge auditorium. He was
presented by Rev. Huntley at
Broadway Congregational church,
one of the largest in the East.
Louis Jordan show at the Apollo
along with Hortense Allen and
her girls. Jackie Davis organist
While he has studied under
George
Bridgman, Alexander
Brook, Thomas Benton and The
Art Students League, his w is r k
has developed a personal style.
Artist Delaney says he feels
through paint what his Negro
contemporaries feel through music.
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MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State 1.ine. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business k not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi Mats
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Lhus and get
off at State Line and walk 7 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN,

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY It TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours Ii a.m. to 11 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. B. Ms
to look for the right sign and the right name.
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Bell Labs Make
Machines Talk
At Fast Clip

Sat., May 4, 1957

Roy Freeman, Memphis division commercial superintendent of
Southern Bell Telphone and Telegraph co., has disclosed that Bell
Telephone Laboratories have announced a new experimental device which will enable business
machines to "talk" directly with
one another at a speed of about
1,000 words a minute
Printed material could thus be
sent over lines like those used
for telephone purposes, but a speed
The Science Exhibit held in the
13 times that of conventional teleBlair T. Hunt gymnasium showed
typewriter systems.
a marvelous exhibition of talent
This new device is designed to
and cooperation within the city
give accurate transmission among
high schools. The fair consisted
wide varieties of information proof exhibits from Washington, Melcessing machines, such as elec
rose, Manassas, Hamilton, Porter
tronic computers, electric type
and Douglass.
writers or adding machine s.
' Some of the displays were "ConTransmission of the data is auto.
THE SILVER BEAVER, top
North Division and w as held
pinned a beautiful corsage on
of Troop 111, by Herbert Hem.
verting Sound Wave Impulses to
volunteer Boy Scout award,
matic, and voice communication
at St. Stephens Baptist church.
his wife, Mrs. Rebecca Shores.
ker, president of the Chicka.
Electrical Impulses". The demonwas presented to Robert
(Withers Photo)
can precede or follow the operasaw Council ot the Boy Scouts
The presentations were part of
strators were °stint Scope a n d
Shores,'veteran scoutmaster of
tion.
of America. Mr. Shores later
a recognition program of the
John Butler. Both are seniors at
MAGNETIZED SPOTS
Washington. In charge of the P.
magon
placed
Information is
T. W. project were Jas, Boone,
netic tape by an electronic comWilliam Lowe and J. E. Perrie.
electric typewriter or othputer,
' Another of the outstanding proj•
er machine. In contrast to holes
ects was "Mining and Production
punched in paper tape used in
YOUR INSURANCE AGENT AND life stories as lived by real men
of Sulfuric Acid". Demonstrators
many other autematic machines,
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Howard
were T. Williams and James
SALESMAN
and women. He never preached a
letters, numbers or symbols are
university officials announ cPayne. Both are juniors. In charge
sermon
that
saved
souls,
but
the
placed on the magnetic 'tape in
T h e question is often asked, Contracts
of the project were E. W. Weed
ed plans for a nation-wide fundhe wrote have saved
the form of magnetized spots. "who is he and what?"
raising drive among its alomni
and George Robinson.
Memphis
and
Mid-South
thousands
of
children
homefrom
deMost present-day bnsiness maIt has been said that a salesahd friends to obtain $100,000 for
SPRING PRACTICE BEGINS .
makers
will
find
May
a
good
.linquency
which
in
most
cases
produce
chines can be modified to
man is the advance agent of is
student aid purposes.
The Booker T. Washington Warmonth
for
featuring
beef,
.turkey.
associated
with
poverty.
tape.
Tests
required
magnetic
the
civilization. He brings to us the
riors have begun to practice for
The drive will begin in WashingHe always work with imperish- and eggs in family menus, says
and careful laboratory studies good things of life.
Your insur- able material — the song and the Leo W. Smith of the U. S. Depart- ton Monday, May 6, and is exthe coming football season. The
MISS BRONZE SAN DIEGO,
Jean Rice, right, formerly of
must continue, Bell Laboratories ance salesman
is a Godsent Man. stories, the rhythm and the ebb of ment of Agriculture's Food Dis- pected to cover every section of
boys have come out in numbers
Miss Malyndia Ragsdale, is
Memphis, at her crowning rereported, before this system can lie lives for
humanity: he cannot life are his business, and under- tribution Division.
hoping to play and are still coincently during pageant sponflanked by Wini Orr, well
the country before the year ends.
be made available for commer- be excelled by any other
profes- neath the clauses of the contracts
ing. Although they are suffering
These three foods head USDA's
This will be the first of 10 anknown radio and fashions comsored by The Colonial Belles,
cial use.
sion or working group. He is the he writes is the singing
a temporary inconvenience bementator, and Mrs. Helen
heart of Slay list of plentiful foods for the mial campaigns by the University
watch-d o g of society; forever Financial Safety, Financial
'mimes of the new stadium being
U. S. in an effort to bring its ScholarCon- Southeast. Supplies of
awake to any danger or disaster tentment and Financial Happi- Choice-grade beef will continue to ship and Student Loan Fund to a
built none have been discouraged.
that might threaten your home. ness.
, Some are old and sonic are new.
be plentiful during the month since point of adequacy by 1967.
The' agent plays the role of a docA few of them are Aubrey PorAt that time Howard will celeThis is Your Insurance the marketing of grain-fed cattle
tor, lawyer, nurse, teacher, rent
ter. Curtis Orr, Charlie Cobbert,
is seasonally heavy from April brate the 100th anniversary of its
Agent! ! !
man, groceryman and many othWillie E. Bates, Clifford Wilson,
through June, Smith says.
founding. According to James
By L. C. Sharp, President
ers. He adds comfort, enjoyment
Many food stores will also fea- Nabrit, jr., director of public reUnderwriters Association
t Carole Holman, Ricks Ma so n,
and efficiency to our lives. Beture turkey at attractive prices. lations at Howard, more than
AFL-CIO President George cause of him thousands of homes
Generous supplies are assured be- $5,000,000 will be needed during
1957
the
voted
been
are
has
free
of
Meany
their mortgages and
cause of the large cold storage the next 10 years if the univc‘
The second "Miss Bronze San testants,
Murray
Philip
the
winner
of
children
are
kept together a n d
holdings from last year's record sity is to offer an adequate nuiti
Diego" was selected by a panel
Miss Ragsdale did a superb perNAACP Legal De- educated.
turkey crop. In addition, producer her of scholarships.
of 7 judges in the recently held formance in pantomime, "Go Man Award of the
Educational Fund, Inc., RENDERS A SERVICE
marketings during May are expageant sponsored by The Coloni- Go." Miss Stamps hula danced fense and
for outstanding contributions in
The economic justification of a
pected to be a third to a half largal Belles.
to "Little Brown Gal." Miss
promoting equality for all Ameri- life insurance salesman lives in
er than those a year ago.
Two hundred fifty (2.50) guests Tucker sang "I Believe." The tal- cans, it was announced today the
STILL PLENTY EGGS
Words of the Wise
service he renders to society
were present to witness the selec- ent division was headed by Mrs. by Arthur B. Spingarn, president , in
LONDON, — (INS)—A painting
Peace cannot be kept by
Eggs .continue to be one of the
spreading the knowledge of his
tion from 8 finalists, who were Melton Stafford.
of the Fund.
service. He rides and knocks from of American actor James Dean best food buys, with farm output force. It can only be achieved
judged on personality, poise and
Individual bottles of perfume
"Mr. !Weeny was unanimously door to door day after day just as "at the monment of death" is continuing at a high level and pro- by understanding.
—(Albert Einstein)
grooming in swim and evening were presented to the ladies while chosen by the Philip Murray Paul
Revere rode warning t h e expected to cause excitement at ducer prices lower than a year
wear and talent.
club matches were given to the Award Committee for the great British were
coming. The life in- the British Royal Academy's sum- earlier. Egg production in May is
Miss alalyndia Ragsdale, 17- gentlemen as souvenirs.
contribution he has made, as an surance agent is forever riding mer exhibition.
expected to top that of the same
year-old senior at Kearney High
The picture was painted by Lon- month a year ago.
Wini Orr, well known commen- individual and as the presadent of and knocking—warning you of the
berries, canned purple plums, peaschool was chosen "Miss Bronze tator of fashions and radio of Los the United Labor Movement in rainy days
don
artist
Jim
Minton,
who
killed
Other foods on USDA's plentiful nuts and peanut butter, halihnt„
ahead; the day of sickSan Diego." First place swim suit Angeles and Hollywood was mis- the struggle to achieve equality ness and
himself
in
January
by
taking
an
list
for
May
are: potatoes, canned and milk and other dairy prods
death; the day of need
was Miss Donna Stamps, a 19-year- tress of ceremonies of the eve- and justice for all Americans,"
freestone peaches, frozen straw- ucts.
and want that is sure to come overdose of drugs.
old State College student. First ning.
Spingarn
declared,
Mr.
when your earning power has
ESTER HURT
place evening gown was captured
gone. This day of needing and
Miss Bronze was presented with
51 i s s Delores two dozen American Beauty Roses Pat Lyghts received individual wanting is sure to come into your
Charlie Fobbs, Pete. Jerry Har- by 19-year-old
ris, Walter Bailey, Johnie Walker, Tucker, a dance instructor of El by L. L. Scalf, the Bob Hardee gifts.
homes. Under the prodding of this
'John Saulsberry, Willie Lomax, Cajon, Calif.
Trophy, a portrait by Alfred SanBob Hardee is the official Miss rider's persistence, in spite of
Torn Lomax and lots more.
Islands.
Catalina
photographer.
trip
to
tos,
and
a
Bronze
ourselves,
we move forward to a
ABOUT THE BELLES
BEVERLY COLEMAN
,
Mrs. Rice is a former resident better way of living.
The first place-swim wear reThe
Colonial
Belles
are
comMISS BRONZE QUEEN
ceived the De Graff Austin Trophy, of Memphis and a graduate of
When your agent persuades you
Miss Beverly Coleman, a senior prised of a group of women who and the first place evening gown Booker T. Washington High school.
to buy insurance and share the
have
attended
or
are
graduates
of
at Booker T. Washington was sereceived the Colonial Belles Mrs. Vernice Gray, a Colonial risk with the GROUP he causes
MARGARET TYNES is a singer who
lected Miss Bronze Queen for 1957 southern colleges and universi- Trophy. Each of the finalists, Belle, is also a former resident
you to create income where none
MI. Last year's selectee was Miss ties, and who are now permanent Marva Sams, Lucy Crawford, of Memphis and is a graduate of
switches from opera to musical comwould
have
existed,
solvency
josie Baldridge, also a student of residents of San Diego. Mrs. Ca- Lewye Ragsdale, Betty Fox and Tennessee State.
where there would have been
edy to jazz with equal success. She
Booker T. Washington. One of her rol Winston, president, appointed
bankruptcy, independence where
has no favorite style in music—
alternates was Miss Marie Gordon, Mrs. Helen Jean Rice to serve
there would have been dependagain this year as general chair'another of the school's seniors.
but when it comes to cigarettes.
ence,
would
smiles
where
there
man and Mrs. Rice selected Mrs.
WASHINGTON BALLET
Margaret's mind is made up. "I
have
been
tears.
You
are
assured
Lou Verta Washington as co-chairPRESENTED
of all this when your agent perwant the one that tastes best," she
' The famed Washington Banc man.
suades you to buy life insurance.
Judges .for the contest were:
Was presented last Wednesday
says. "To me, that's a Lucky!"
Yes, again you ask, "Who is
night in the Ellis auditorium. Al Ira Henderson, Insurance; Atty.
this
man?"
He
is
not
a
profesMax
Lercher,
Mrs.
Ray
Ramage,
the details were not available a
sional man like a great doctor,
the time this piece was written Miss San Diego of 1955; Alfred
and yet he probably has kept
and more details will be published Santos, artist; L. L. Scalf, real
more bodies together than any
"IT'S TOASTED"
estate, and Mrs. Ross Tharp, wife
next week.
HAMPTON, .Va. — The Ameri- ernment."
doctor. He is not a great musiestate, and Mrs. Rose Tharp, wife can Association of College BusiTOP TEN RATING
to taste 60110,1
The afternoon session will wel- cian, no great symphony of his
I. Ester Hurt
of City Councilman, R. Tharp. ness Officers will hold its 18th ancome
Dr.
E.
0.
Alldvidge,
direc- ever held thousands with its
2, Charles Elton
(Mrs. LaVada Newton w a s in nual meeting at Hampton Institute
charm, but he has made old age
3. Morle Blanchard
charge of judges.)
on May 2-4, according to Harold tor, Prwram Development Divis4. Benny Neil
The preliminary judging, where K. Logan of Tuskegee Institute, ion, Office of Records Manage- a symphony for thousands of men
and women. He never won the
5. Quinton Jiles
12 contestants were eliminated to president of the association.
ment, National Archives and Recthe best novel
6. Roy Shotwell
8 finalists were held at an earlier
Principal speaker on Friday, ords Service, who will speak on Pulitzer Prize for
of the year, yet, he has given
7. James Catchens
date with Mmes. Vergie Bashe and May 3, will be Dr. Raymond F.
"Records Management".
happy endings to thousands of real
S. Fred Gaithers
Alvyn King as co-chairmen.
Howes of the American Council on
9. Frank savage
Entertainment for the evening Education, who will discuss "High- AFTER RECESS
10. James Weathers
was judging of talent of the con- er Education and the Federal GovThe after-recess address will be
delivered by James Cephas of
Virginia State and R. W. Davis
of Tuskegee on "Student Accounts
Miss Lois Jean Dedeaux. forReceivable."
mer Miss 1070 and a senior honor student at Jackson State colThe evening session will be delege, has been notified of her apvoted to a major speech by Dr.
pointment as a research assistAlonzo G. Moron, HI president,
ant for 1957-58 in nutrition.
whose
topic
is
"The
Business
ManGreen Viesi Memorial Gardens Gardens will become a place of PENSE THROUGHOUT
THE
Notification cs,ne from Dr. Dorager — 1960".
Is different.
outstanding public interest oper- YEARS TO COME.
othy Hussemann. chairman of the
Donald
S.
Willard,
advisory
ofWhen completed, it will be an ated on a self-supporting, irrevocDepartment
of Foods and NutriThe first garden in which the
outstanding shrine of religious able, endowed care trust fund memorial of Christ is used is al- ficer, Teachers Insurance and An- tion at the University of Wisconart and culture, wherein in the plan. Lot owners CANNOT BE AS- ready under construction. Plans nuity Association, on Saturday will sin College of Agriculture, School
talents of the sculptor, architect, SESSED FOR OPERATION, for the other gardens are in the discuss "Major Medical Hospitali- of Home Economics.
zation Insurance for College
Daughter of Louis Dt-deaux,
engineer a n d horticulturist have CARE AND MAINTENANCE EX- making.
Staffs", while James W. Bryant, Pass Christian, Miss., Miss Decombined their skills to present
assistant business manager at HI, deans was selected Miss 1070 in
to the colored citizens of Memwill talk on "Financial and Man- 1954 over 13 opponents in a beauphis and surrounding area a deagement
Froblems of Member In- ty contest sponsored by Radio Stavelopment of outstanding civic institutions."
tion WDIA.
terest and pride.
The hallowed grounds of Green
View Memorial Gardens will become a noble resting-place for the
departed, and a permanent delight
to the living. Protected with an
irrevocable endowed care fund
arrangement, its beauty in the
years to come will be protected
without any burden to the community.
Although a corporation, privately and independently owned, Green
View Memorial Gardens is affiliated with and enjoys the benefits
of an experienced cemetery operator who has had years of workAT HOMO, Margaret. enjoys playing the
A LUCKY is all cigarette
. notiiing but
ing knowledge in this type of Garpiano, listening to records or lingering
fine tobacco—mild, naturally good-tastdens. As a result of this affiliaMUM
over a Lucky. "I never cared for frills
ing tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
tion, Green View Memorial Gar'NM
on a cigarette," she says. "I'd rather
even better. Bet you'll say, arMargaret
dens has at its disposal the finest
have good smoking all the way through.
does: "Luckies are the best-tasting
expert assistance in landscaping
With Lucking, that's exactly what I get."
cigarette I ever smoked!"
and engineering, so that when
completed it will be recognized by
the citizens of this community as
an outstanding masterpiece in
M.
/MI
cemetery development.
We are developing the entire
.4111111111111M1111
project into a series of beautiful
gardens featuring religious art
pieces which reflect important
events in the life of Christ. At its
•lk 1. C.
— ciataren u our 'Nadi( gam
oompletion, Green View Memorial
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Beef, Turkey,
Eggs Still On
Plentiful List

Howard U. To
Start Drive
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Ex-Memphian Directs Meany Wins
San Diego Contest NAACP Award

Odd Painting
Of James Dean
On Exhibition

A

"Taste matters most to me • •.and

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!"

College Business
Officers To Meet

Cemetery Spots Still Available/
In Green View Memorial Gardens

Past 'M;ss1070'
To Do Research

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
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Tell Us What You Can Pay

Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA 4-5557

WDIA

MEMPHIS
1070 on your dial Amon

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER
Cleaner,
Fresher, Smoother!
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